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7 O.K., so it won't work in a blackout. But, come on, what

does? Introducing the FutureSet remote. Included with
Kenwood's top AV receivers, it may just be the smartest
remote you've ever used.Why? Because instead cf just putting

the controls on the actual receiver, we put the technology
where it should be. In your hand. And FutureSet can actually
download operating codes for new components, like a new CD

player or a DVD player, directly from a touch tone phone. So
you can use it forever. Barring any natural disasters or clerical
errors by an electric company intern. For more information, visit
our website at www.kenwoodusa.com or call I-800-KENWOOD.
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SIMPLY REFLECTIVE. A MIRROR OF IMAGE
AND SOUND. AN ACCURATE REFLECTION
OF THE IDEAL HOME THEATER EXPERIENCE
TODAY. A PERFECT VISION OF SAMSUNG'S

HIGH SPEED DVD
MECHANISM
DEVELOPED
BY SAMSUNG
IRIS -EYE SELF

FOCUSING LENS
DEVELOPED

BY SAMSUNG
ELECTRONICALLY-

FOCUSED
LASER PICKUP

DEVELOPED
BY SAMSUNG
BRUSHLESS DVD

SPINDLE MOTOR
DEVELOPED
BY SAMSUNG

MULTIPLE LANGUAGES
CONTENT PROVIDERS
CAN CODE UP TO EIGHT
INDEPENDENT LANGUAGES
COMPATIBILITY
PUT IN A CD, DVD OR VIDEO CD
- SEE IT ON AN, PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO PROJECTOR OR EVEN
YOUR COMPUTER MONITOR VIA
THE RGB VIDEO TERMINALS

DOLBY DIGITAL® AUDIO
PLAYBACK 51 CHANNEL
SURROUND SOUND THROUGITHE INTERNAL DOLBY DIGITAL
DECODER OR CONNECT TO
AN EXTERNAL AC -3 AMPLIFIER

MULTIPLE ANGLES
CONTENT PROVIDERS CAN
CODE UP TO EIGHT DIFFERENT
CAMERA ANGLES OF SCENES
1 -800 -SO -SIMPLE

WWW.SOSIMPLE.COM

II

FN
OPEN
CLOSE

COMMITMENT TO THE TECHNOLOGY
OF TOMORROW. A PURE REPRESENTATION
OF AUDIO AND VIDEO EVERY TIME. SIMPLY
INTEGRATED. SIMFLY DVD. SIMPLY SAMSUNG.
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This is a jaw -dropping speaker
Alvin Gold
Ha -Fi Choice Magazine

Martin -Logan makes it harder for high

cket loudspeakers to justify their cost
John Atkinson
Stereophiie Magazine
04.1 93 vl6n10

I cannot give Martin -Logan enough praise
Anthony Cordesman
Audio Magazine
F«;
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Shattering industry standards yet again
Larry Rock
Audio Engineer

Extraordinary speakers & exceptional value
Sam Tellig
Stereophhe Magazine
Jun 93, v16n6

The clearest most transparent speakers
I've had the pleasure to hear
Bruce and Jenny Bartlett
High P9rformance Review
Jun 95, vi2n2

When you become disenchanted with the ordinary, we invite you to experience
Martin -Logan ESL (electrostatic loudspeaker) technology.
One 31 our chosen specia fists will show y3u what it is to touch space,
feel an image, experience -le next level.

2001 Delaware St., Lawrence, KS 66046
tel 913.49.0133 fax 913.749.5320
www.martnlogan.com
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FORE -WORD

AUDIO
Ilived in Boston for about seven years,
from 1974 through 1980. It was then, as it
had been for 20 years before and remains
today, a very hot hi-fi town. Although I
was keenly interested in audio, I was also
fairly ignorant about the real nuts and

bolts of it-enough so that I was pretty much
oblivious to my own cluelessness. Which
is where the Boston Audio Society comes in.
I don't remember how I first heard about the
BAS, but I do remember the first meeting I
went to, on a Sunday evening in a largish
classroom at Boston University. Alvin Foster,
the club's founder, spotted me as a newbie
and introduced himself at the end of
the meeting, asking me what I'd thought
and encouraging me to join.
I did, though at first I didn't go to meetings
regularly. Gradually, however, I got more
involved, and, more important, I began
to learn. Al was inspired to start the BAS by
a weekly radio program about hi-fi
produced at WBUR, one of the Boston PBS
stations. Called Shop Talk, it was hosted by
local audiophiles Peter Mitchell and Richard
Goldwater. They had guests, talked about new
products and developments, took phone calls,
and eventually helped promote the BAS.
Probably the best thing about the BAS was
its location, because if you went to meetings,
you were always surrounded by a lot of very
knowledgeable folks. People you might
routinely encounter included Roy Allison
(AR, Allison Acoustics, RA Labs), Andy
Kotsatos (KLH, Advent, Boston Acoustics),
Tom Holman (Advent and Apt, before he
joined Lucasfilm in California), Mark Davis
(then a student at MIT, later an engineer at
dbx and now at Dolby), Dave Griesinger
(Lexicon's genius in residence), and David
Ranada (then a student at Harvard, now
technical editor of Stereo Review), to name
a few. Plus, there were plenty of engineers
employed by the Route 128 companies and
students from MIT. It was a sharp group that
developed a reputation among visiting
speakers as a tough audience.
One thing that set the BAS apart from
most other audiophile clubs was that it
published a wonderful, freewheeling
newsletter called The B.A.S. Speaker, which

included summaries of meeting presentations
and articles submitted by members. Since
the membership was a pretty interesting
crew, the Speaker was usually packed with
fascinating tidbits-well worth getting even
if you had no other participation in the
organization. This led to a substantial out-oftown membership, who joined just to get
the newsletter (and swelled the ranks of
its contributors). By the end of the '70s,
the Boston Audio Society numbered well over
a thousand members around the world.
The person most responsible for making
the Speaker so strong was Jim Brinton,
a professional writer and editor who was
president of the BAS for a number of those
years. There is no substitute for experience,
and his was invaluable in establishing
the Speaker's quality and getting it out the
door each month. Jim was also responsible for
recruiting me to work on the Speaker, which I
wound up editing for several years in the mid '70s. And that led, not quite directly, to here.
Coincidentally, this was a period of rapid
progress in audio technology, which in turn
made the BAS a fascinating place to be.
Among other things, BAS members,
separately and together, were involved in
figuring out why phono preamps of the day
often sounded so surprisingly different from
one another. The most popular theory
starting out was slew rate, but the real answer
turned out to be, in a nutshell, frequency
response. Curiously, publication of this
discovery drew brickbats from some quarters.
It was my first inkling that audiophiles don't
always want their pet problems solved!
The Boston Audio Society is 25 years old
this year, so congratulations to my alma mater
on its silver anniversary. The BAS is more local
than it was in the late '70s, but I still look
forward to getting my issues of the (now more
or less bimonthly) Speaker. If you're
interested, memberships are $35 per six -issue
volume, from the Boston Audio Society, P.O.
Box 211, Boston, Mass. 02126-0002.
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Before you buy an expensive power amplifier, read the fine print.
Adcom's dedication to uncompromising sonic reproduction, innovative
circuit design, and the highest quality electronic parts guarantee that, dollar for dollar, you're
getting the hest value in the audio world. At 300 watts per channel into 8 ohms and 450 watts
per channel into 4 ohms*, our new GFA-5802 combines innovative all MOSFET circuitry with
a tremendous power supply to out perform the so-called 'super amps' retailing for two to
three times the price.
To produce this remarkable amplifier, Adcom started with an enormous toroidal
power transformer. Totally separate secondary windings and independent ground
connections assure each channel is completely isolated from crosstalk and AC line
interference. Lots of clean power for lots of clear and powerful sound. Even the neighbors
will enjoy it.
In addition to the GFA-5802's main toroidal transformer, a separate front end
transformer is also used. This additional device isolates the front end input stages from the
main output section so any peak demands from the output stages will not decrease the
operating voltages for the input sections. This design also contributes to improved
separation at the inputs for precise soundstaging and imaging.

The GFA-5802 comes with versatile binding posts for easy speaker
hook-ups. Accepting either standard stripped or 'tinned' wires, single or dual banana plugs
or spade lug connectors, the GFA-5802 is a great match for any system. And since it can drive
virtually any speaker system regardless of its impedance, even the most demanding speakers
will sing beautiful music. Additionally, the GFA-5802 also comes equipped with two sets of
binding posts for each channel. These extra binding posts allow the GFA-5802 to
accommodate speaker systems that have 'hi -wire' capability.
Adcom makes sure that the sound created by your other components can be
flawlessly transferred to the GFA-5802's balanced power and optimum circuit technology. The
GFA-5802 is equipped with two types of input connectors for complete compatibility, high
quality gold-plated RCA jacks and XLR jacks. The GFA-5802's professional grade three pin XLR

jacks provide both positive, negative and shield properties. The result is a balanced line

connection between the GFA-5802 and your other components. This connection

is

essentially immune to electromagnetic and radio frequency interference and provides a
significant reduction in 'common mode noise'.
Dependable technology and efficient use of the highest quality pans make the

Adcom's new GFA-5802 power amplifier also has exceptionally large

GFA-5802 one of the most sought after audiophile products in recent years. And because it's

capacitors to store large amounts of DC current for supply to the speakers. This large
storage capacity means that the amp won't be starved for power when you're driving low

an Adcom component it will benefit from a high resale value and an outstanding dealer

impedance and/or inefficient speaker systems. Now your speakers and your music can sound
the way you expect them to. All the time.
The well organized arad simple design of the GFA-5802's glass epoxy circuit
hoards assures outstanding and reliable operation. Class 'A' circuitry in the front end, the
Adcom GFA-5802 delivers the pure sound that other amplifiers can only talk about. All devices
are precision matched for maximum performance, negligible distortion, and
higher output currents.
We use only International Rectifier Hexfets transistors in the signal path of the
Adcom GFA-5802. These Hexlet circuits are reference grade, hybrid MOSFET

transistors which reproduce all the punch and muscle of bipolar devices but with the
musical sound of tube amps. And since the GFA-5802 has only three gain stages it out
performs comparable amps which usually have five stages or more. The shorter the path of
power resistance, the better the sound.

service network. After you hear the GFA-5802 you'll agree that it's an incredible value in high
end audio.
The most important detail to look for before you buy your next amplifier is the

Adcom name. Adcom audio and audio/video components are designed to be second to
none. It's this driving passion for accurate, musical sound and performance that has made
Adcom components sought after by the discriminating audiophile. Through a
combination of technology and innovative engineering techniques, the Adcom GFA-5802 is
quite possibly the hest amplifier you may ever hear. From its toroidal transformer and giant
capacitors to its reference grade Hexfet circuitry,
the Adcom GFA-5802 is built to be the best
amplifier money can buy.
Your ears will thank you.
And so will what's between them.
Designed for your ears.

And what's between them.

ir6. A_1
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Tel: 732-390-1130 Fax 732-390-5657 Web: imp: ,www.adann.ci
11 Elkins Road
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tioning speakers that he knew I had no intention of buying anytime soon.

LETTERS

Andrew H. Conway
New York, N.Y

Good Friends Are Easy To Find
Technics and THX

they were indeed high and out of THX

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

specification. This includes the peaks found
at 60 Hz, 120 Hz, and 180 Hz and the hump

I was very pleased, and pleasantly surprised, with the 50th Anniversary issue of
Audio. As I was scanning the pages, I spotted a familiar item on page 64 that I have
wondered about for quite some time: the
Grado Micro -Balance tonearm. I have one
just like it and was hoping to find more information on it in Joseph Grado's article,
such as the year of its manufacture, specs,
etc. My arm houses a Stanton 500 stereo

This letter addresses concerns raised by
Edward J. Foster in his review of the Technics SA-TX50 Home THX receiver (December 1996). Technics and THX have examined the issues in detail in the months
following the review.

Ed Foster described a number of areassubwoofer channel rolloff, noise and hum,

and the like-that were inconsistent with
the high level of performance offered by
THX certified products.

We have confirmed that this particular
review sample of the SA-TX50 did have a
noticeable level of noise and hum and an
inaccurate subwoofer response (see below).

It is also possible that some production
units of the SA-TX50 share these characteristics. We have confirmed that current production is free of these problems.
Technics has always taken customer satisfaction as its guiding principle. We feel that

from 150 to 700 Hz (which was of most
concern). We have confirmed that the noise

spectrum of current production units
meets THX requirements.
Technics and THX thank Ed Foster and
Audio for this discerning review.
Eugene B. Kelsey

General Manager
Audio Division
Panasonic Consumer Electronics Company
Secaucus, N.J.
Stephen Shenefield
Director of Product Development
and Licensing
Lucasfilm THX
San Rafael, Cal.

High -End Shop of Horrors
Dear Editor:

magnetic cartridge.
Further into the May issue, on page 122, I

spotted another familiar friend, a Swiss -

made Thorens TD -124 turntable from
1957. It is to this that my tonearm (now
known to me as a "Grado") is mounted. I
still use this trio of turntable, tonearm, and
cartridge to listen to my record collection.
The Thorens is mounted on a square wooden platform that looks to be original.
I have owned these components for only

I live in Manhattan, and being in the

four years. Their previous owner had stored

many SA-TX50 receiver owners are completely satisfied. If an owner wishes to have
his receiver checked, Technics will verify
that it meets all THX standards. Should it
not meet standard, Technics will modify or

market for a new CD player, I decided to
stop by a nearby high -end audio store. The
window was inviting enough, with compo-

them in a barn, of all places! With some
soapy water to remove the bird droppings
and a little tweaking of the connections in

nents attractively arranged to beckon me in.

the removable headshell, the cartridge is almost back to its original condition, except

replace it free of charge.
Here are comments on some key technical points identified in Ed Foster's review:
1. The subwoofer rolloff slope was found
to be -6 dB at 91 Hz. As the review correctly stated, this is out of specification. In current production units, the rolloff slope is -6
dB at 80 Hz, which meets THX criteria.

who asked if I needed any help. Reasonable
enough, but when I said I was just browsing, he replied curtly that "browsing is not
allowed." He said he would be glad to help
me if I paid the $25 consultation fee, which

2. The subwoofer output level in the review sample was found to be low, the concern being that the SA-TX50 would have
"low bass response." We have confirmed
that the output level of the review sample
had an incorrect bass response and therefore
did not meet THX specification. We have es-

On entering, I was met by a salesman

would be refunded with any purchase of
$200 or more. When I asked what brands
the store carried, I was told that that information is included in the consultation fee

that the fluid in the turntable's built-in
bubble level seems to have evaporated. The

turntable's pitch adjustment works by a
magnetic brake, which slows the speed of
the belt -driven pulley that drives the platter.
Speed accuracy is great, and rumble is very
low. The TD -124 is truly a pleasure to usehard to believe it's 40 years old!
Mark Young
via e-mail

and I was ushered out. As a consumer, I
found this both horrifying and intriguing.
Such treatment is by no means rare (particularly in New York), but it's not what I'd expect from a shopkeeper interested in selling

Editor's Note: Joseph Grado reports that the
Grado Micro -Balance tonearm was manufactured in 1958.-S. V.C.

me several thousands of dollars worth of

tablished that certified current production
units have a level and output characteristic
that meets the THX requirement.
3. Noise and hum at 60 Hz, and harmonics at 120 Hz and 180 Hz, were found to be

equipment. What I find intriguing is exactly
how such a shop remains in business, particularly with such stiff competition in this area.

excessively high. Our testing has confirmed
that on Ed Foster's sample of the SA-TX50

end shop in midtown where a salesman

Tubes: Why Bother?
Dear Editor:

I hadn't been an Audio reader for quite

He's certainly lost my business; I'll be

some time, but your 50th anniversary issue,

buying my new CD player at a larger high -

with its quaint, memory -lane articles and
depictions of early hi-fi equipment, roiled
the storage in my brain like old, forgotten

spent almost an hour with me last fall audi-
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A Revelation In
High -End Sound!
PARADIGM® REFERENC

v

A

Fully powered speaker systems that
completely redefine compact sized,
state-of-the-art, high -end
performance!

Paradigm Reference fully powered speakers are

highly advanced Integrated Active Systems
designed to deliver breathtaking high -end sound!

We invite you to visit you- nearest Authorized
Paradigm Reference Dealer and experience these
stunning Reference Active spea/eer systems for yourself

At the heart of these incredible speakers are highly
sophisticated electronic crossover/amplifiers. These
are matched to high precision drive units in a closed
system that utilizes both active frequency and phase
optimization. The result is unprecedented spectral
and phase coherent accuracy.

PARADIGM' REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH -ENO PERFORMANCE FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER'.

For mom mformarian veil your nearest Aatbonrd Paradigm Rrfirenrr Dealer or write:

AuditSsoo m. MPO Box 24/0, Niagara Fa/L. NY 14302 (905) 632-0180
In Canada: P radigm. 101 Hanlan Rd.. Woodbadge. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

Altus/450-LR Arrive/950-C

Artie/20

.11ivr/450-ADP

turbine: ...paradigm ix

® Paradigm Electronics Lnc. Baran Corp.
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pop tunes from the post -World War II era.

but in my opinion this is a weak excuse. Car

in your editorial staff. Again, thank you for

(Anyone remember "Open The Door

magazines can compare five convertible

Richard" and "Heartaches"?) Being a former Dynakit 70 amplifier owner from way

sports cars without sounding like know-italls or petty editors with an ax to grind. In
fact, I can read about five driving enthusiasts' week-long road trip and their different
takes on the five cars and get an accurate
idea of each car's strengths and weaknesses.

many great articles and issues of Audio.
Carl V. Dais
Oklahoma City, Okla.

back, I was quite surprised to learn that
tube amps are making a comeback. Really?
You've got to be kidding! Especially humor-

Editor's Reply: Reviewers are free to compare

components as they see fit. As a practical

owned an original Marantz Model 7 stereo
preamp, which I operated with the Dynakit
70. The two were a beautiful combination
and gave me great sound for a dozen years.
Unfortunately, the tubes presented a problem. The EL34s (the power tubes) had to be
replaced yearly, as aging caused loss of performance. Ditto for the 12AX7s in the pre amp. Replacement of the EL34s would also
entail a bias adjustment, so I had to buy a
VTVM (vacuum -tube voltmeter) in order
to accomplish precise adjustment. What a

I can expect no absolute consensus but

matter, however, it's difficult to cover every
angle that might be of interest and still get

many similar views and acknowledgments
of common ground.
Similarly, I can read about pinot noirs or
champagne and expect two or more critics
to compare and contrast the different flavors and do so without the usual fisticuffs

issues out the door on schedule. There are
just too many products available. However,
with respect to the Paradigm Reference Studio/20, Corey did compare it with the Mini
Monitor; see also his review of the Active/20
on page 86 of this issue.-M.R.

bother! During the 1960s and part of the

ner. He manages to mention the salient
characteristics of two items in a succinct

ous are the Marantz re -creations. I also

'70s, tubes sold for a few bucks each. Now, I
would imagine they cost a fortune.

of audio reviewing. Why is that?

Which leads me to the next thought:
Corey Greenberg's writing in Audio usually
involves comparisons of components, and

he does so in a concise and colorful man-

around for replacement tubes year after

fashion. For instance, his recent comparison of the NHT SuperOne and Paradigm
Mini Monitor with the Sonus Faber Concerto ("Front Row," June 1997)-great article. I'd agree with most of his statements
most of the time. But wouldn't it have been
instructive for him to listen to Paradigm
Reference Studio/20 as well as the Mini
Monitor? After all, he referred to it in the
article. Readers are always interested in
what the manufacturer does with twice the
money. And lo and behold, in the same is-

trudging year.

sue another 61/2 -inch two-way speaker was

It's nice to wander down memory lane
and remember our youth. But it gets expensive when we try to recapture it by paying

thousands of dollars for obsolete tube
equipment designs. If aficionados wish to
recapture the warm sound of tubes, why
not buy a 10- or 20 -channel graphic equalizer? Just diddle around with the levers and
presto, they'll get warm tube sound. This

would be much better than shopping

George Nussbaum
Casselberry, Fla

reviewed by Edward M. Long and guess

Wine, Cars, and Speakers
Dear Editor:

thought of these basic two-way speakers.

joyed Audio since your arrival. The products
of wineries have a character that's often recognizable, and it isn't by any accident: The

vintner works hard to make a wine with a
certain color, smell, and taste. Much the
same situation exists with audio component

manufacturers and audio magazines, al-

I believe each brand of speaker has a
"sound" in the same way that Mumm's
champagne differs from Krug. And more
important, a Krug that sells for $45 a bottle
surely is different from an $85 bottle or a
wonderful vintage that costs $185. So how
does a B&W sound different from a Paradigm? And how does the Paradigm Mini

though the latter would argue against such a
notion, claiming the higher ground of neutrality and objectivity...hrrmmph!

Monitor compare to the more expensive Ref-

If I might add some constructive criti-

and Driver can describe the difference between the Porsche 911, the Carrera, and the
935, I am confident Mr. Greenberg and Mr.

cism: Allow your reviewers to compare and
contrast similar products. I know you want
to avoid the appearance of a Consumer Re-

ports comparison with product rankings,

Dear Editor:
I find your Annual Equipment Directory
to be a very useful tool. I talk with custom
audio installers daily and use the Directory
to look up the equipment the installer is us-

ing and to recommend products for their
applications. The only specification that is
missing from the "Amplifier" and "Receiver" sections is the minimum amplifier impedance drive capacity. For example, the De non DRA 775RD receiver is listed at 8 ohms.
However, if a 4 -ohm load is on its output, will

it work? Some models work only at 8 ohms

and shut off, distort, or die with a 4 -ohm
load. I'd like to 4- and 8 -ohm specifications.
John Cronk
Engineering Manager
Russound
Newmarket, N.H.

what: Its price was close to that of the Para-

digm Reference Studio/20. I wonder what
Corey Greenberg and Ed Long would have

Congratulations. I have thoroughly en-

Playing the Ratings Game

erence Studio/20, or B&W D- or P -series
speakers differ from the Matrix series? If Car

Long can convey the differences between two
or more speakers. If not, you have a problem
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Editor's Reply: Unfortunately, we lack space to

add columns for more specs in most of our
Directory categories; adding anything new
usually means taking something else away.
And we're not confident that all amplifier
companies would be able to provide us with
the proper information about minimum impedance loads. You can be sure that any amp
for which a 4 -ohm power rating is listed will
be able to handle 4 ohms; alas, you can't be
sure that an amp with only an 8 -ohm rating
won't handle lower loads.

In any product category, you'll rarely be
able to select components based strictly on
our listings. What those listings can do for
you, however, is help you screen out hundreds of products you definitely don't want,
leaving you with just a handful of promising
components to check into further.-I.B.

KAV-250p.
Stereo Preamplifier with

Theate- Throughput'
to intecrate high -end stereo
and home theater systems.

KAV-300cd.
High Resolution CD Player
with ba anced, current mode,
Class A output circuitry.

KAV-2E 0a.

Stereo Amplifier featuring
fully balanced circuitry that
delivers up to one kilowatt
of power for smooth,
detailed sound.

Powerful, Flexible, Indispensable

The Leader in Audio Engineering
Krell® Industries, Inc.
45 Connair Road
Orange, CT 06477 JSA
TEL 203-799-9954
FAX 203-799-9796

http://www.krellonline.com/-krell
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60 -inch -tall monopolar ribbon

driver sits atop the bass enclosure of
the No Holds Barred Essential

speaker: total height, with the base,
is 93 inches. The speaker is said to
present a deep and well -focused
soundstage because of the ribbon's

minimal diffraction and wide

1
'
1.4

B & 0 says that its shielded,
biamped BeoLab 4000 can serve as
a main-, center-, or surround-

cn channel speaker or be part of a
multiroom system. The anodized
sv.

horizontal dispersion. Although dual
5 -inch woofers handle bass duties,
Newform Research recommends use

of a subwoofer. Sensitivity is

rated at 92 dB/1 watt/1 meter.

aluminum enclosure is curved to
provide cooling for the pair of

Estimated assembly time

is 20 minutes per side.

o built-in amplifiers. Its unusual
O-+

shape is said to allow as many as

Q 52 different mounting positions.
B & O says the 4000 can
produce the same sound level as

Ahigh -gain servo system measures the cone
movement of the FSR-15's 15 -inch driver
3,500 times per second to correct distortion creating errors, which keeps THD to levels below
1%, says Velodyne. A switch lets you bypass the
internal crossover for use with preamps, surround
processors, and A/V receivers that contain their
own subwoofer crossovers. The FSR-15 has
a built-in 250 -watt amplifier with automatic on/off.
Volume and volume presets are adjustable via
a remote control. Frequency response is specified at
18 to 120 Hz, ±3 dB. Price: $1,699.
For literature, circle No. 103

Price: 52,540
per pair, factory -

direct, including

O speakers three times its size, and

UPS shipping.

yy its sensitivity is specified at 97 dB
°V SPL. Besides silver, the 4000 is

For literature,

cd

YFFOPYNE POWERED SUBWOOFFR

circle No. 102

Cavailable in anodized black or
green. Price: $900 each.

ai For literature, circle No. 100

MOTE flUDIO SPERHER
Developed to meet the demand
for a high -sensitivity speaker for use

with low -powered tube amps, the

Buckingham employs an Altec/

rRUARK ACOUSTICS SPEAKER

Lansing 604 horn -loaded 15 -inch

coaxial driver to attain a rated

3/4 -inch Baltic birch and furniture
veneers of walnut, cherry, or curly

The Templar ii, a two-way
floor -standing system, is an
updated version of the Templar
but with an improved 61/2 -inch
woofer and 1 -inch silk -dome
tweeter. The woofer now has
a phase plug, a cast magnesium
basket with a high -flux magnet,
and a doped, felted -fiber cone.

maple. Price: $7,500 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 101

The front baffle is sloped for
time coherence, and figure -

sensitivity of 100 dB/1 watt/1 meter.

Galante says that it will function
comfortably on as little as 3.5 watts
per channel. Frequency response is
rated at 50 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB. The

rear -ported enclosure is built of
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eight bracing is used internally
to control resonances.
Frequency response is specified
at 50 Hz to 20 kHz, ±3 dB.
A second -order, eight -element
split crossover facilitates

biamping or bi-wiring. Price:
$1,200 per pair in rosewood,
African ebony, natural cherry,
or poplar veneer.
For literature, circle No. 104

EW
The Evolution, strikingly
sculpted by Frogdesign,
is said to embody the high quality
of past Revox hi-fi components.
A large, backlit LCD panel enables
easy access to all the controls
of the amplifier, CD player, tuner,
and cassette deck, and the software
menu allows routing and control
of sources to as many as 10 rooms.
The amp is rated at 150 watts per

Walker Audio Turnta = e
With a base cast from crushed marble and lead, the Proscenium Gold
Signature air -bearing turntable weighs 210 pounds. Its lead platter
is supported by three air jets, the air -bearing arm by eight fixed jets at
a pressure of 50 psi. A compressor pumps air to the turntable via two
flexible,'/4-inch plastic tubes. The drive motor, set in its own
crushed -marble enclosure, has a pulley machined for 33' and
45 rpm and cut for use with a drive belt made of dental floss
(unwaxed). Prices: polished brass finish, $11,750;
aluminum, $8,995; with 110 -pound base, 70 -pound
platter, and carbon fiber arm, $8,995.
For literature, circle No. 107

channel into 4 ohms, 20 Hz to
20 kHz, +0, -0.5 dB, and the
CD player has a 1 -bit, 256-timesoversampling D/A converter.
The modular design is said
to facilitate easy upgrading to
Dolby Digital and home theater
surround sound. Price: $6,695;

ADigital

Satcllitc

Rcccicr

cassette deck, $2,095.
For literature, circle No. 105

nOIRY 4'111T11
he SH-AC300 decodes AC -3

itstreams from DVD players
nd other Dolby Digital sources,
ielding 5.1 discrete analog
utput channels. Besides
olby Digital, the decoder has
ro Logic and Stereo modes
nd level controls for each
f the 5.1 channels. A cinema
e -equalization mode enables
one modification for correct

[CODER

playback at home of soundtracks
originally balanced for auditorium sized rooms. A three -color
flourescent display shows
operation modes. delay times,
and icons for each speaker in use.
Optical and coaxial digital inputs
for three video or audio
components are included.

Beneath the plastic surface of
RCA's 18 -inch DSS-3 parabolic
dish is a bow tie -type

Price: $299.95 with remote control.

VHF/UHF dipole antenna.
Depending on dish orientation,

For literature, circle No. 106

this can enable RCA's third generation DSS receivers to get
off -air reception of local TV as
well as digital signals from the
satellite via the same feed. Other
features include a universal
infrared remote that also has RF
capability, so you can control a

seaIECHY S5 -! r.:

:i

DSS receiver from any room
in the house; an automation
function lets you turn appliances
in up to eight rooms on or off
using the DSS remote; and
a Scout function that searches
DSS programming for future
shows of your choice and
highlights them for viewing.
Prices: DS7450RB, $599;
DS5450RB, $499; DS5350RB,
$449.
For literature, circle No. 108
Digital or Pro Logic surround
system, the TOS -11's benefits

are said to include much improved clarity, detail, and
richness in the reproduced
sound. The TDS-II has a black anodized brushed -aluminum
finish, gold-plated RCA jacks,
a bypass switch, and a green
LED indicator. Price: $295.
For literature, circle No. 109

Developed over a 13 -year
period, the TDS-II analog

processor is said to restore
the harmonic losses that True
Dimensional Sound says occur
during the normal record/
playback process of any audio
signal. Compatible with most
any stereo audio or Dolby
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"Of the interconnects I know
well, my top choice is
Esoteric' Tech 2ii series..."
Lawrence B. Johnson
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.!, No.1, 1995

...Only From Esot
Lawrence Johnson knows cables. A reviewer of his
status receives an abundance of high end cables for
review. So we were honored that he selected our
Tech 2ii as his top choice for his recommended
$25,000 "Pink Cadillac" system, for it's "robust construction and amazing flexibility." Esoteric Audio
cables are unequaled by any other brand, and so is
Esoteric Audio the company. We are the only cable
manufacturer that is serious enough about high end
cables to be "hands on" involved in every phase of
design and engineering, materials selection, manufacturing, hand-crafted assembly, and testing, with
strict quality control employed at each step.

So, it's your choice. You can demand the "state
of the art' cable brand built by the world's leading cable manufacturer, or you can settle for
second-rate brands from other cable suppliers that
are made by someone else in somewhere unknown. Lawrence Johnson chose Esoteric Audio
for his system. You should for yours. Available
at premier audio retailers in your area. Call us for
your nearest one.

(770) 867-6300 44 Pearl Pentecost Road, Winder, Georgia 30680
Esoteric Audio USA and the "E" logo are registered trademarks of Esoteric Audio USA. Inc. r"1997 Esoteric Audio USA
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might be out of phase with your other

CLINIC

speakers. Then try reversing the connec-

JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Hi -Fi VCRs:

Price vs. Sound Quality
QCD players, whether low-cost or expensive, seem to have excellent sound.

Is that also true of Hi -Fi VCRs?-Steve
Matthews, Louisville, Ky.
AI have used inexpensive Hi -Fi VCRs

and rather costly machines and have
found the audio quality to be substantially
the same in all cases. A Hi -Fi VCR uses two

frequency -modulated audio carriers (with
noise reduction), one for each channel. The
tracks are recorded in the 1.5 -megahertz region (between the color and luminance sig-

nals) by a separate pair of heads on the
video head drum. The resulting performance approaches that of digital recordings: a
wide bandwidth of 20 Hz to 20 kHz (usually within a 2 -dB tolerance), S/N of at least
80 dB, no flutter, and low distortion. Moreover, these specifications remain the same,
independent of recording speed. There may
be slight audible variations in the operation

of automatic level -control circuitry from
one Hi -Fi VCR to another and in the way
different machines react to peak recorded
levels, but overall price is not a determinant
of sound quality.

CD Player Hum
QThe transport of my inexpensive five disc CD changer emits a strange, high-

tions to your surround and center speakers,
to see if that helps or hurts.
If you do still need to add a second sub -

every CD you play, not just on some tracks
with certain discs. Consequently, I'm sure
it's not hum but rather a mechanical resonance resulting from disc eccentricity interacting with the spindle motor, disc -clamping mechanism, and laser transport during
the early portion of play.

CDs play from the inside to the outer
edge; for the first few tracks, the disc spins
rapidly at 500 rpm. The servo mechanisms
must react very quickly to any disc eccen-

tricity (slight warpage, etc.) so any slight
misalignment of disc, clamping mechanism, and spindle motor might be exacerbated by the high rotational speed and produce the noise you hear. The fact that the
noise sometimes stops or becomes fainter

when you remove and reload the discs
points to mechanical misalignment as a
likely cause.

Given the high cost of labor and time re-

quired to troubleshoot the problem, I
doubt it would be worth having the changer repaired; I'd live with the minor inconvenience or pass the changer on to a deserving relative.

the receiver.

Odd Loss of Highs
Q1 have a problem with my three -head
tape deck that is driving me crazy. With
many tapes (especially TDK Type II and Metal), when I monitor the tape while recording,
the music sounds excellent, virtually indistin-

guishable from the source. However, when
I'm through recording (even in the middle of
the tape), and play the tape back, the sound is
dull and muffled. Sometimes the tape sounds

great on the first replay and muffled later. I
keep the deck demagnetized and spotless and

use a non -slip formulation on the rollers.
When the tape deck works well, it sounds
great, but this problem is very frustrating and

I am at a loss for an explanation.-Paul

QI have a powered subwoofer, a cheap
A/V receiver that's rated at 110 watts
per channel, and a variety of bookshelf speak-

Gossert, Homosassa, Fla.
AThere are several possible reasons for

ers that I use for my main and surround
channels. The subwoofer's crossover frequency is adjustable from 90 to 180 Hz, I believe,

move the offending CDs and reload them, the
sound will stop, or be fainter, but other discs
always do it. It happens only with this particular CD changer; my high -end player is fine.

phase?-William Bisher, San Jose, Cal.
ABefore you invest in a second sub, I'd

at low levels through your speakers with

ferent subs, place them side by side and try
reversing the phase of one of them; with the
right setting or connections, you'll get lots
of bass, but if one is out of phase the bass
will drop noticeably.
I see no reason why your receiver should
not be able to handle two self -powered sub woofers, since they put very little drain on

More Bass, More Subs

pitched mechanical hum when it plays certain tracks on some of my CDs. The noise is
not on the disc; when I pause the player, the
noise continues. I hear it only when listening
at low levels, but it is very distracting. All of
the tracks that create the problem are toward
the first part of the disc. Sometimes, if I re-

What gives?-Adam Leppert, Minneapolis,
Minn.
ASince hum is typically low-pitched
and electrical in nature (for example,
leakage of AC mains hum into the power
supply of a CD player), you should hear it

woofer, phasing them alike should be no
problem if the two subs are identical just
connect them the same way. With two dif-

and it seems to work best at 90 Hz. But my
system doesn't have as much low end as I
thought it would. Would another subwoofer
help? If so, can my receiver drive two subs?

And how do I get them to be in correct

suggest experimenting with the
placement of your existing sub (see "Placing the Bass," June 1996). Also, check out
your crossovers again. If your receiver has a
dedicated subwoofer output with a built-in
low-pass filter, feeding your bass through
the subwoofer's low-pass as well could cut
your bass a bit. Also, see if bass improves
when you reverse the phase of your sub-it
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your problem, but the most likely is
that the tape, on playback, is veering away
from its correct path, thus skewing the azimuth at the playback head, so high -frequency response suffers and the highs be-

come muffled. The reason the sound is
excellent when you monitor off tape during

recording is that the record and playback
heads are close enough that the tape doesn't
have time to physically deviate from its cor-

rect course. But when you rewind, even a
little bit, something in the tape -deck mechIf you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019, or
via e-mail at JOEGIO@delphi.com. All letters
are answered. In the event that your letter is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audioclinic,

please indicate if your name or address should
be withheld. Please enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Definitive Technolo

The Leader in High -Performance Loudspeakers*

anism that holds the cassette shell in place
shifts, causing a slight misalignment of the
tape with the playback head. I would check
the physical position of the cassette shell
during recording and see if it shifts at all
when you rewind. (You may be able to re-

move the plastic window in the loading
door, or the door itself, to check for mechanical misalignment of the shell.)
Since you mention "rollers," which implies more than one pinch roller, I thought
perhaps your deck is one that uses two capstans, one on each side of the heads. Such
systems must be perfectly adjusted if they

This does not mean that you have no options. If you have all the broken parts of the
case, you could try using a good glue and

cementing the case together. Just be sure
not to get glue in the keyboard. And keep
glue away from the battery compartment
door or you won't be able to replace the
batteries when needed. The remote won't
look like new, but it will function.

Adding Power Meters
Ql had an old amplifier with power out-

put meters. My new one lacks them,
but I am really hooked on meters now. Is it

are to perform reliably. When they work,

possible to make a cabinet for the five meters

they work very well, keeping wow and flutter to very low levels. When they malfunc-

needed to monitor the five channels of my
home theater equipment? Is it a big job to

tion, tapes can wander so far out of their

connect them myself?-Ron Hutchinson,

paths that they may be damaged. Perhaps a
service manual for your deck will contain
proper adjustment information for setting

Earlville, Ill.

up dual -capstan machines, if that's what
yours is.

I wonder too if the tapes you are using
are thinner than those that play fine. Even
though the tape path is cleaned regularly,
wear on either the heads or the capstan can
cause the tape to wander. The thinner the

tape, the more likely such a condition
would occur.

Cracked Remote
QMy remote control was accidentally
damaged. It still functions properly,
but it's falling apart. The case is all that needs

ABefore considering the cabinet, first
determine the physical dimensions of
each of the meters you plan to use. I have
no specific circuit diagrams you can use to
construct the meters. There are bar -graphs
one can obtain, but they must be calibrated.
It is also possible to acquire more conven-

tional meters that use a pointer moving
across a scale. These are often calibrated in
volts; in other words, they're voltmeters.

I know we are talking about power,
which you think of in watts, but I am also
talking about voltmeters. This is because
power output can be determined by measuring the voltage developed across a resistor. Ohm's Law states that power in watts is

to be replaced. I have written the company
twice about my dilemma and have been told
that I must buy a new remote for about $90.
Is there any way to avoid paying for a new

equal to the square of the voltage divided by

one? I would try to contact a local authorized

much as to make the meters useless.)

the resistance (in ohms). In your case we
substitute the impedance of the loudspeaker. (There will be some error, but not so

dealer on the matter, but I have a language

As a simple example, if we measure 8

barrier problem. The retailer I bought it from
isn't much help. I would appreciate any other
option that prevents me from having to bite

volts across an 8 -ohm load, this means that
8 volts squared (8 x 8) is 64, divided by the
impedance (8 ohms) of the speakers, which
yields 8 watts of power. You can plug any set

the bullet for a new one.-F. Moreno,
Aviano, Italy

AI do not think there is any way to
avoid paying for a new remote control. Manufacturers usually cannot supply
small component parts for such accessories.
It would be too costly for them to inventory
these items. There's an outside chance you
might find a less expensive learning remote
and "teach" it the codes from the broken re-

mote, but I doubt that you'd save much
money.

of numbers into this simple equation and
determine power output. One problem you
will encounter is that some speakers exhibit
wide impedance variations with frequency.
This will make it impossible to deduce the
overall power fed to such speakers. Alternatively, if you know your speakers have a fair-

ly linear impedance curve (few do) at 8
ohms, 4 ohms, or whatever, the figures you
calculate for your meters may be quite accurate.
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Authorized Dealers
AK- Alaska Audio: Juneau. Pyramid: Anchorage.
AL- Cohen's Electronics: Montgomery. Kincatd's TV: Tuscaloosa*
Likis Audio: Birmingham.
AR- Custom Audio Video: Little Rock.
AZ- Jerry's Audio Video: Phoenix, Tucson.
LA- Access to Music: Larkspur Accurate AN: S. Lake Tahoe*
Ahead Stereo: Los Angeles* Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San
Gabriel Bay Area Audio: San Jose Boots Camera: Fresno*
Christopher Hansen: West LACoast Home Ent.: Atascadero, Orcutt
Creative Stereo: Santa BarbaraDavid Rutledge Audio: Palm Desert*
DB Audio: Berkeley Digital Ear -ustin Dow Stereo Video: San
Diego & Suburbs. La Jolla, El Caipn, Chula Vista, Escondido*
Dynamic Entertainment: Danville* Lee's Home Theater: Visalia*
Monterey Stereo: MontereyParadyme: Sacramento* Performance
Audio: San Francisco* Systems Design: Redondo Beach* Videotek:
Westminster* Wilson Home Theater:Woodland Hills.
1Q Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs*
Soundtrack: Denver & Suburbs, Boulder, Ft. Collins, Colorado Springs.

el- Al Franklin's: Greenwich* Audio Etc: Orange Carston's Audio Video:
Danbury* Roberts Audio Video: New London* The Sound Room:
Westport* Stereo Shop: Hartford.
DC & Washington Suburbs- Myer-Emco.
DE - Sound Studio: Wilmington.
FL- Absolute Sound: Winter ParkAudio Advisors: West Palm Beach.
Audio Center: Deerfield Beach* Audio Video Stores: Tallahassee
The Audiohouse: Vero Beach* Cooper for Stereo: Clearwater.
Hoyt Stereo: Jacksonville* Palm Audio: Destine Sound Components:
Coral Gables* Sound Ideas: Gainesville* Sound Insights: Ft. Pierce*
Stereotypes: Daytona Beach. Stuart AN: Stuart.
GA- Laser Disc Enterprises: Atlanta* Merit TV: Columbus*
Stereo Connections: Valdosta* Stereo Festival: Atlanta.

HI- Sam Sung Electronics: Honolulu, Waipahu.
( - Audio King: Cedar Rapids, Des Moines. Archer Audio Video:
Ft. Dodge* Audio Video Logic: Des. Moines. Audio Visions: Sioux City
Hawkeye Audio: Iowa City, Cedar Falls.
ID- Ultimate Electronics: Boise* Wise Buy: Idaho Falls.
IL- United Audio Centers: Chicago & Suburbs* Good Vibes:
hampaign Jon's Home Ctr.: Quincy Sound Forum: Crystal Lake*
Sundown AN: Springfield.
IN Classic Stereo: Ft. Wayne, Mishawaka* Good Vibes: Lafayette*
Kings Great Buys: Evansville* Ovation Audio: Clarksville, Indianapolis.
KS- Accent Sound: Overland Park Advance Audio: Wichita*
Audio Junction: Junction City, Manhattan.
KY- Ovation Audio: Lexington, Louisville.
Alterman Audio: New Orleans, Metairie.* Lake Charles Music: Lake
Charles* Mike's Audio: Baton RougeWright's Sound Gallery: Shreveport.

Cookin': Chestnut Hill, Saugus* Goodwins Audio: Boston,
Shrewsbury* Nantucket Sound: Hyannis* Northampton Audio:
Northampton* Pittsfield Radio: Pittsfield.
NA- Gramophone: Baltimore, Ellicott City* Myer-Emco: Gaithersburg,
Beltsville, Rockville* Sight & Sounds: Easton. Soundscape: Baltimore.
ME- Cookin': Portland.
MI- Pecats: Detroit,TroyyClassical Jam Holland. Sound North: Iron Mtn.*
Stereo Center FRAV: FlintCourt St..Listening Room: Saginaw.

MN- Audio King: Minneapolis & Suburbs, Rochester, St. Cloud*
Audio Designs: Winona.
MO- Independence AN: Independence* Reference Audio: Sedalia*
Sound Central: St Louis.
M!- Ideal Acoustics: Starkville* Mtlelland TV: Hattiesburg*
Players AN: Ridgeland.
MT- Avitel: Bozeman* Rocky Mt. H Fi: Great Falls.
NI- Audio Video Systems: Charlotte* Audio Visions: Wilmington*
Now AudioVideo: Durham, Greens7oro, Raleigh, Winston Salem*
Audio Lab: Wilmington.
NE- Custom Electronics: Omaha, Lincoln.
NH- Cookin': Nashua, Manchester, (Newington, Salem, S. Nashua.
Hal's Stereo: Trenton. Monmouth Stereo: Shrewsbury* Sound Waves:

Northfield. Woodbridge Stereo: West Caldwell, Woodbridge.
NM- Ultimate Elect.: Albuquerque Sound Ideas: Albuquerque.
NV- Ultimate Elect: Las Vegas. Upper Ear: Las Vegas.
- Audio Breakthroughs: Manhasset* Audio Den: Lake Grove
Clark Music: Albany, Syracuse* Stereo Exchange: Manhattan*
Hart Elect.: Vestal* Innovative Audio: Brooklyn. Listening Room:
Scarsdale. Rowe Camera: Rochester* Speaker Shop: Amherst.
OH- Audio Craft: Akron, Cleveland, Mayfield Hts., Westlake. Audio Etc.:
Dayton* Classic Stereo: Lima* Ohio Valley Sound: Cincinnati* Paragon
Sound: Toledo* Stereo Visions: Colcmbus Threshold Audio: Heath.
Audio Dimensions: Oklahoma City* Photo World: Stillwater,
Shawnee* Ultimate Electronics: Tulsa.
Qfl- Bradford's HiFi: Eugene* Chelsea AN: Portland, Beaverton*
Kelly's Home Ctr.: Salem Magnolia IHIFi: (Portland,) Beaverton,
Clackamas* Stereo Plant: Bend.

Audio Junction: Pittsburgh* Gary's Elect.: State College*
Stereo: Lancaster. Hart Elect.: Blakely Hi FI House:
Abington, Broomall* Hi Fi Unlimited: Camp Hill, Harrisburg*
Listening Post: Pittsburgh* Palmer.Audio: Allentown- Pro Audio:
Bloomsburg* Stereo Shopper Selinsgrove, Williamsport* Stereoland:
Natrona Heights* The Stereoshop: Greensburg.
!f- Stereo Discount Ctr.: Providence.
- AN Design: Charleston* Custom Theater & Audio: Myrtle Beach.
Upstairs Audio: Columbia.
$Q- Audio King: Sioux Falls* Sound Pro: Rapid City.
TN- College HiFi: Chattanooga. Hi Fi Buys: Nashville Now Audio Video:
Knoxville* Modern Music: Memphis* Sound Room: Johnson City.
PA -

TX- Home Entertainment: Dallas, Houston, Plano* Audio Tech: Temple,

Waco. Audio Video: College Station- Brock A/V: Beaumont*
Bunkley's Sound Systems: Abilene* Bjorn's: San Antonia High Fidelity:
Austin* Krystal Clear: Dallas* Marvin Electronics: Ft. Worth Sound
Quest: El Paso* Sound Systems: Amaiillo Sound Towne: Texarkana.
- AudioWorks: Salt Lake City Crazy Bob's: St. George. Stokes Bros.:
Logan* Ultimate Elect.: Layton, Murray, Orem, Salt Lake City.
VA- Myer-Emco: Falls Church, Tyson's. Corner, FairfaxAudio Connection:
Virginia Beach* Audiotronics: Roanoke* Home Media Stone: Richmond.
WA- Magnolia HiFi: Seattle & Suburbs, Tacoma, Silverdale. Spokane*
Pacific Sight & Sound: Wenatchee* Tin Ear: Kennewick.
W.VA- Sound Post: Princeton.
WI- Audio Emporium: Milwaukee* Absolute Sound & Vision: Sheboygan.
Hi -Fi Heaven: Appleton, Green Bay. Sound World: Wausau.

idr!ºRAº- Precision

g

Rio Piedras.to

anode- A3 B Sound: Calgary, Edmonton, Kelowna, Vancouver &
uburbs, Victoria* Advance Electronics: Winnipeg* Bay Bloor Radio:
Toronto* Canadian Sound: Brampton Onto Digital Dynamics:
Clearbrook Kebecson: Montreal Lipton's: New Market Onto
Sound Decisions: Duncan, B.C. Sound Room: Vancouver*
Stereoland: Windsor. Treble Clef: °ltawa.
Mexico- Contact Grupo Volumen' Mexico City.

TIILHORN
REVOLUTIO

At any rate, by plugging numbers into

scale. Our previous example shows us that

there may be a tube that is "microphonic,"
located in a high -gain stage of a component. Any acoustically or mechanically induced vibration of that tube will produce a
ringing sound from the speakers.
Of course, loudspeakers are best mounted on isolation stands so that any cabinet
vibrations will not be passed to the floor or
other parts of the listening room (this will

the 8 -volt point also happens to equal 8

effectively prevent vibrations from affecting

watts, assuming an 8 -ohm load. If the load

the rest of the audio equipment). Such vibrations may color the sound, which is, of
course, deemed undesirable by many audiophiles. On the other hand, some high -

this basic equation, we can determine
power by reading the voltage scale. Connect each meter across the speaker output

terminals for each amplifier channel of
your home theater system. If the face of
the meter can be exposed, you can write

i

down power at different points on the

A revolution 50 years ago. Revolutionary
today In 1946. Klipsch introduced its
legendary horn technology. Today, we bri
you to next generation of Klipsch horn -k

impedance were 4 ohms, then the power
output would be 16 watts. You would mark

EFFICENT OUTPUT. EXCEPTIONAL SOUN

the meter "16 watts" at the 8 -volt output
level. Do this for as many points as may be
required.
The task of calibrating the three front channel meters will be easier if you have a

The advantage of Klipsch horn technolo
high efficiency. Delivering high output with
little power and low distortion, horns ensie
reproduction true to the on inal recordirg.

test CD with a constant pink -noise test signal or a 1 -kHz tone. You can use the circulating pink -noise test signal that's built into
Dolby Pro Logic decoders to calibrate the

louds Beakers - the most accurate, life -like
speakers in the world.

W115

Less

1024

512
256
128
64

ENlca-t
The typical Kllpsch speaker. rated at
99dó SPL requires only 128

Bra:c

watts to reach front row
center sound pressure.

32
16

meters for the surround channels and for
the front channels too if you don't have a
test CD. Begin with the volume control
turned down and gradually increase the
level, noting the voltage reading and converting the power output to watts as you
gradually increase the volume and calibrate

your meters. Be careful not to overdrive

Frorr Dolby Digital- to DTS'" to THX,, KI fsch
horn technology is the choice for today's digital
sound. The horn's wider dynamic range
reproduces even the subtlest details, picleh
even nuance of the on -screen action.
BEYOND HORNS.

Our advanced materials and technology ha
helped Klipsch build a reputation for Quit
unrivaled in the industry:

Kapton voice coil formers ensure relizláli
even under extreme operating conditicrs
Proprietary formulations of mica,
pcdypropylene. Santoprene and carbon
grphite improve transient response aaJ
delver unparalleled attack in the low
frequencies.
Phise coherent crossover networks dery
three-dimensional imaging and a deep
seundstage.

your speakers with the test signal.
As for an enclosure, Radio Shack offers
project boxes of different sizes. The size of
box you choose depends on the physical di-

mensions of the meters and upon the
arrangement on the front panel that you
wish to use.

Suspended by Wire
QI am considering using a glass platform
to hold my stereo equipment. The 1/2 inch -thick, beveled clear -glass shelf will be
suspended by four wires attached to the ceiling and floor. I thought about setting the glass
on top of a piece of rubber to isolate each shelf

from any vibration. The rubber piece will sit
on top of each set screw. The steel wires will go

through the four corners of the glass. Is this a
good setup for my high -end tube equipment,
or will vibration still affect the stereo components? Any suggestions?-Robert Yu, Flushing, N.Y.

Experience the difference of Klipsch horr
technology for yourself It's Alive.

tfr Klipsch

A LEGEND IN SOUND.'
:I'rr-A1M1sci.IN

All ngM1lcrcu+o-cd

1.'apins auresh4+edtr.rhmahNlwrWnS'aiurl.rc

arrgruacdtrademarsofM7-aaLrlCListp
Wºero.lp. Dolby lNgnal narcguLLtcavadcrnari.ulnr,Ib,lebrnatones OTS-rsaV=.f. rah. MDTS.
ltthrwWgs. DIY' Is nregistercaVadcmarh W lucasrihn

AVibrations are not likely to interfere

with the proper operation of audio
components-except for turntables, microphones, and tube equipment. Occasionally
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end aficionados believe that speakers
should be spiked-that is, coupled to the
floor, not isolated from it-and that floor borne vibrations are good (or at least that's
what seems to be implied in the theory underlying speaker spikes). While your wire suspended glass platform would effectively

isolate your tube gear from floor -borne
mechanical vibrations, any microphonic
tubes would still be susceptible to vibration triggered by high -volume acoustical
energy.

With digital devices, such as CD players,

it seems to me that if excessive vibrations
shook the player, the signal would fail completely rather than induce some subtle sonic change. This is logical when you consider
that CD players are used in automobiles. In
that environment there will be far more vi-

bration than you would ever encounter in
your listening room, and there seems to be
no significant audible difference between a
CD system in a parked or a moving automobile, other than effects attributable to
road noise and acoustical masking when
the car is moving. For these reasons I see no
need to spend money on thick glass and ex-

otic suspension systems as a means of improving audio performance.

Powering Up
An Unpowered Subwoofer
QMy receiver has a low-pass output to
feed a powered subwoofer, but my sub
isn't powered. Can I use an integrated amplifier to power the passive subwoofer?-Name
withheld
AYou can use an integrated amplifier to
power your subwoofer as long as the

amplifier can supply enough output to
drive it properly -50 to 100 watts should
be adequate.

A
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Alive and well. Klipsch forever changed the sound of music in 1946
with the unveiling of the patented Klipschorn« and the introduction of horn technology. This
technology continues today as the hallmark of Klipsch speaker design. delivering the most life -like
sound reproduction possible. Professional theater sound. Symphony orchestra sound. Front row
center sound. The Klipsch Synergy Tower Home Theater System'' givesyou the best seat In the
house. Movies come to life. Music stirs your soul. Viisityour Klipsch audio retailer to hear. feel
and experience the distinctive Klipsch diTerence. Its Alive.

Learn more about the heart aid !-.c cute of the Klipsch sound by calling I -800-KLIPSCH.
or for the surfing savvy. visit us online at www.kiipsch.com_
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Ringo,

id you actually consider

A(dt

óu live f -r it. That moment when the violins

are soaring aid the drums are pou-uling, and you
suddenly realllve you've been holdieg ,four breath.
It's this transcendent moment that keeps us working

here at Parv,:ound. That keeps w. combining
ground -breaking circuit desigrs vith premium
audiophile parts. Take, for example, oar four most
affordable high -current arnplifie-s. With independent power supplies and direct -coup eel inputs, they

pull you deep inside the music one --)foment, and
then launch y -xi out of your seat :he next. And now

they even turn themselves on whLmcvcr they
receive a 12 -oft control signal. They'

all part of

our obsession to create great soundint; audio com-

ponents that ill so well-built yoc'll be able to hand

them down t your son Thelonious.

-...r.wr-.

(obsessed with sound)
'arasou= Products Inc. www.parasouidcorr
9.D Battery. Sar Francisco. CA 94,11
415-3'77100 In Canada. call 6O4 -9E8-2955

tion a breeze. Using hook -and -loop

SPECTRUM
IVAN BERGER

MORE PIONEERING

fasteners, I attached it to my Scorpio's center console, right where my
fingers could find it without reaching, and almost never had to look at
my dash again. From the remote, I
could select CD play or radio, shift
radio bands, search for new stations
or select preset ones, control volume
and muting, and do a couple of oth-

er things that rarely needed doing.
The controls were closely grouped,
yet easy to tell apart by touch. And all
without accidental mode shifts.

With the new DEH-P835R, I still

use the remote most of the time-
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but I no longer have to. Its front panel works quite well on its own. The
display is now bright enough to read
by daylight, at least in a closed car, so
you know what's happening. You can
mote. The mystery modes are tucked
away within menus, and the display
shows more clearly when they are invoked. The control count is now up

to 13 buttons and four rockers, but
they're laid out so cleverly that the
new panel seems to have fewer buttons than the old. For example, the

newly added tuning buttons are
arranged in a cross, with up/down
buttons to scan through your presets
(also selectable individually, of

ith the DEH-P835R car
tuner/CD player ($500),

point in the Denon's favor. Also, the
Denon had a volume knob, instead

At last,
a car stereo

Pioneer has enhanced

of the Pioneer's two pushbuttons,

scanning by frequency. The new re-

what was already good

and a CD slot that was always acces-

mote repeats this pattern, which

in its predecessor, the

with RDS

makes it easy to get used to.

DEH-P815 (see our re-

ameliorated what wasn't-not to
mention adding one feature I've

sible instead of concealed behind a
flip -down display. The Denon had
up/down tuning buttons on its faceplate, while the old Pioneer had
them only on its remote. And the

been awaiting for years.

old Pioneer's nine buttons and

version. The third was a

six rockers made it all too easy to
change modes by accident, swap-

volume indication that
lingered on the display

ping favorite functions for obscure ones. (It didn't help that

too long. On the old

ly expecting to use the Denon most
of the time. Both units had automatic station -identifying features, RDS

the Pioneer's display was almost
totally unreadable by daylight, so

the station display a half -

in the Denon and ID Logic in the Pioneer, which let you find stations by

you were in.)

program format. I find neither system really necessary when listening
to my local FM stations, but RDS is

gravitating more and more to the
Pioneer. Although its front -panel

often preferable for travel-one

navigate, its remote made opera -

and ID Logic.

view in the July 1995 issue), and

I wound up last year with the
DEH-P815 in one of my car's DIN
slots and a Denon DCT-950R (see
review, May 1995) in the other, firm-

course) and left -right buttons for

The DEH-P835R's brighter display and front -panel tuning buttons

address two of my three

gripes about the older

model, if I tried to read

you couldn't tell which mode
The DEH-P835R's

Nevertheless, I found myself

control interface was hard to
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1997
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remote control is
even more useful
than its front panel.

Built to rock.
The culmination of the latest advances in high technology, revolutionary design, the finest materials, perfect balance,
and a dedication to the most refined sense of taste.

Price, $1,799

Built to Rock.
The culmination of the latest advances in high technology, revolutionary design, the finest materials, perfect balance, and a
dedication to the most refined sense of sound. The Optimus family of speakers with Linaeum-designed tweeters produces
"wide-angle" sound that envelops your listening area like never before, with remarkable presence you'd expect only from much
higher priced speakers. The critics love them. Find out why at RadioShack. For our store near you, call 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®.

Prices starting at $130

OPTIMUS
AUDI

RadioShack®
You've got questions.
We've got answers®

mile after I'd changed volume, all I would

see was my volume setting-like, who

NOS Ca
CHANGE ...
,

cares? The new one has this delay down to a
block or two, which I find tolerable, though
still silly.

But the big news is in the DEH-P835R's
features. It is, for example, the first tuner I
know of to combine both RDS and ID Logic, the feature I've been waiting for so long.

There's an old French expression, plus
fa change, plus c'est la méme chose-"the
more things change, the more they stay

That's a big help when you're travelling.
With RDS, the radio can identify any sta-

enough, are an excellent example. Back in
1921, Popular Science ran an item on an
early record changer. Unlike the ones that

tion putting out an RBDS signal (the industry's nomenclature problem, not mine) and

tell what kind of program it's currently
broadcasting, but it's useless on AM and on
the 90% or so of U.S. FM stations that don't
yet use RDS. With ID Logic, it can identify
any station at all and tell its program typebut ID Logic doesn't know when a station

1

I grew up with, where records dropped
down a single spindle, this one had four

ended, the tonearm would rise out of the
way while the plate underlying the four
spindles turned 90° and placed the next
disc where the arm could reach it. This
was, in other words, a carousel, like most
of today's CD changers.
The slot -loading transports used in so
many in -dash car CD players aren't all
that new, either. When I was small, one of

spindles arranged in a square, with a

my playmates had a phonograph that

record on each, and a tonearm tucked in
a corner of the cabinet. As each record

worked the same way-a Philco, as I recall.
1 don't even think it played LPs, just 78s.

the same." Changers, appropriately

manually) and can't find anything at all un-

messages for later reading, automatically
saving the last three but also letting you
store four messages on your station -preset
buttons so new ones don't overwrite them.

til you tell it where you are. Having both

(Again, New York City stations aren't coop-

Unfortunately, these are available only
through a function menu, a distraction

systems averts either's pitfalls.
Both the old and new Pioneers theoretically can figure where they are by analyzing

erating, sending fixed messages, such as
"Thank you for listening to WQXR," or

when you're driving. And the CD slot is a
bit hard to find in the dark. If you hook in a

nothing at all.)
The DEH-P835R omits two RDS capabilities, but with good reason. It apparently

Pioneer CD changer, it will also control the
changer's digital compressor, dynamic bass
boost, and several programming features.

lacks the alternative -frequency feature,

changes its name and programming (you
can add or update as many as 63 stations

the station mix they're receiving. Neither
does it quite right. At my home location in
New Jersey, the older unit assumes I'm in

(which I rarely use) and track scan (which
plays the first 10 seconds of each track to
help you find the one you're looking for).

Middletown (21 miles away); the newer one
usually figures Newton (34 miles) or Long

which would enable the radio to find a new
station playing the same program if the old

Branch (32 miles). In Walden, New York,
just West of Newburgh, both told me I was
in New York City (75 miles), even though

station fades out. That's a good feature in

Sound quality is excellent, and several
features help you tailor it to your liking.
While the tone controls are buried in a
menu (which I don't like), they include

Europe, where network broadcasting is still

midrange as well as bass and treble (which I

pretty much the norm, but it has almost

do). Furthermore, you can set these con-

they can't get New York stations there. Pfah!

nothing to work on in the U.S. The other,
automatic clock setting, was left out because RDS stations don't always check that
the clock settings they transmit are accurate, especially after switching in or out of

trols differently for each source; I added one

Daylight Saving Time.

ter than adding too much. A Front Image
Enhancer rolls off your rear speakers' high
and middle frequencies, to give you some
rear fill while keeping the main image up
front, a useful and novel feature. You can
switch in SRS (Sound Retrieval System)
spatial enhancement, which I find makes
the musical perspective sound more natural; alas, it works only for CD play, not FM.

I might have had better results had I gone
south to Philadelphia, where there are RDS

stations, than North to Walden, where I
could find none; the DEH-P835R is supposed to automatically update its location
from RDS signals, but I had no chance to
try that.
Pioneer hasn't included every RDS fea-

ture, just the most important ones. The

SuperTuner V, the circuit that incorporates RDS and ID Logic, is slightly less sen-

sitive than the previous head unit's Super Tuner IV was. Pioneer says the old one's

DEH-P835R can not only identify strange
stations and let you search for stations by
program type, but can also bring you traffic

sensitivity was impractically high, but I had

announcements and emergency alarms,
even if you're listening to CD. (However,
that's true only if your local RDS stations
broadcast these announcements; the ones

versus 13 dBf for 50 -dB quieting in mono)

here in the New York area don't.) And it can

display brief RadioText messages, which
stations could use to tell you what record
you're hearing or for other purposes. Luckily for driving safety, it also stores those

problems neither with its high sensitivity
nor with the slightly lower sensitivity (16
of the DEH-P835R. On weak signals, the
new model seems marginally less subject to

breakup, but its noise is a trifle more annoying-a toss-up. As usual with Pioneer,
AM reception was relatively good.

The CD player in the new Pioneer has
audible search, which is not common in car
stereo. It also has repeat and random play
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click of bass and treble boost to FM, just
one bass click to CD. The switchable loud-

ness compensation provided a shade too
little bass boost for my system, which is bet-

You can also set the volume from CD, AM,
and AUX to match that of FM, preventing

volume jumps when you switch sources.
Subwoofer-output controls enable you to
set its filter frequency (50, 80, or 125 Hz),
invert its polarity, or turn it off. I didn't
check whether the filtering is a full crossover or merely a low-pass. Fader and bal-

Get ready .for the most powerful
way to enjoy your Big Screen TV

- Mitsubishi's DVD.
When you add a Mitsubishi DVD (Digital Versatile Disc) player
to your Home Theater System, you'll experience music and video in epic
proportions. The DD -1000 has all the incredible features that make the DVD

format the most powerful way lo watch movies and listen to your CDs. And, the
Mitsubishi DD -1000 is designed to be compatible in both performance and style with
our Home Theater products.

There are two matching A/V receivers with compatible Dolby Digital 5.1 channel surround decoders.
All DVD remote codes are stored in all of 'our new TV remotes, allowirg single remote operation of a single A/V system.
plus, we have matihed the DVD cosmetics to our $/V receivers and VCRs so that your Home Theater has a seamless appearance.

Imagine Mitsubishi Dig Screen intensity with
: MIiSt 4;ISHI

the added dimension of DVD.

DD -1000

MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY
Dolby` Digital is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratories licensing Corporation
1997 Mitsubishi Consumer Electronics America, Inc.

CIRCLE NO. 26 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Been there.
When most people go out to the

discrete channels of surround
sound, positioned precisely
as the director intended.

movies, they grab a bucket
of popcorn and a soda to
keep them company.

While our 7 -channel
Tri-Field Cinema DSP

Yamaha sound field

engineers, on the other hand,
bring something a bit more
sophisticated along.

gives you

the keys to
the theater
by adding a whole new dimension of realism.

Equipped with an array of
advanced measuring systems, they record the

Tri-Field processing recreates the
sonic environment typical of
grand movie houses our sound
field specialists have
measured. By employing

way sound waves behave inside
an actual theater-in the same way
they've measured concert halls and
other performance venues. Their research

Measured that.

captures the complex acoustic reflections that make the cinema

Yamaha -manufactured

chips expressly designed
for the job. Rather than lessefficient general-purpose
chips that have to run faster

experience seem so
much larger than life.
Finally, our
engineers translate this

and hotter to handle the same tasks-

understanding of sound field behavior
into unique, sophisticated
Yamaha
custom -designed
ASIC chips give

you cleaner sound
than generalpurpose chips
that are stressed
by running faster

and hotter in
the same job.

new signal -processing
devices. Using Yamaha's
extensive semiconductor

B uilt this.

designand

manufacturing capabilities.

Just how much
they've accomplished
you'll hear in the new
Yamaha RX V2092. The

first A/V receiver ever
offered with on -board
Dolby Digital AC -3 decoding
as well as proprietary Yamaha
7 -channel Tri-Field Cinema
DSP.

Dolby Digital gives you 5.1

less cleanly. And the results?
Imagine the birds in a primeval forest
twittering in the treetops a hundred
feet above your ceiling. Or the
distant song of a steam
locomotive beginning
miles beyond your walls,
°aova=
G7..IO C ta Ca
then hurtling closer until
it highballs through your
living room.
Better yet, give your
imagination a rest. Call

/ er7 .r , .. ., -,r,,,.... _

1-800-4YAMAHA for the

Proprietary
Yamaha Tri Field
Cinema DSP expands the
dimensions of a movie
CINEMA DSP
soundtrack far beyond
the limits of your room.
Tri-Field

dealer nearest you and audition our
series of new A/V receivers. You'll
hear where we've already been. And
precisely how far
other home theater
technology still has to go.

YAMAHA

WHERE HOME THEATER LIVES.

www.yamaha.com

IMO

01997 Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby and AC -3 are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories licensing Corporation.Yamaha Electronics Corporation. USA, P.D. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 90622.

ance adjustments work together, using the

hasn't more occasions to repeat this. I agree

four -button cross on the front panel, so

with Ed-and that's exactly what Pioneer

they share a single menu.

has done with the DEH-P835R.

Good news
for anyone who
entertains
in the dark.

More audio adjustments are available if

you add Pioneer's DEQ-P800 hideaway
DSP unit, which is operated through the
DEH-P835R's front panel or its remote.

PROGRAMMING PAUSES

These include the usual sound fields (plus
"Audition," a sing -along feature that cancels out centered solo signals), parametric
equalization and tone controls, speaker delays, and a circuit that monitors ambient
noise and adjusts volume to compensate.

Works performed in concert come to an
end and leave you time to absorb them before the next one starts. Pop concerts may
include some medleys and segues, and the
pauses between works are shorter, but the

I was prepared to dislike the display's 15 -

modern recordings let us butt the trailing
echoes of one piece against the first note of

band real-time spectrum display, as I often
find dancing lights on my dash a distrac-

tion. However, when I set this one to it's
"Rainfall" mode, with most of the light
show at the top of the display, I didn't find
it bothersome at all. A defeatable dimmer
function reduces the display's brightness
when your headlights are turned on, a good
feature.

The new remote's controls are smaller
and harder to push than the old one's, but I

quickly got used to that. It comes with a
stand that can be screwed in place and that
lets you lay the remote down or stand it up
at an angle. The manual is excellent, especially for such a feature -rich product.

Pioneer's DEH-P835R is definitely a
keeper, and it has several features to help
you keep it. Its front panel is detachable and

beeps to remind you to remove it when

principle of the pause still holds. Only

the next.
On 78s and 45s, having to turn the record
over enforced long breaks between songs as
well as, unfortunately, within movements of
longer works. On LPs, pop songs could be

crammed together, but on classical discs
one symphony per side was usually the
maximum, and you had time to breathe in
the silence while you flipped discs. (Not
that occasional LPs didn't have bad breaks:
Many discs put all but the last movement of
a symphony on one side, then followed that
last movement with another short work to

fill that side out.) Cassettes can hold the

If the

equivalent of a full LP on each side, but cassette producers tend to leave a bit of a break
between discrete works.
Up to 80 minutes or so of music can now
be packed onto one CD. All too often, pro-

Yamaha

your ignition's off; if you do remove it, a red
LED blinks on the front panel. There's also
"DFS Alarm," designed to drive thieves off
by playing loud warble tones through your

ducers try to do just that, forgetting to in-

speakers. If it's activated, it will arm itself

find the spaces between songs on tapes
dubbed from CDs. Some CD players can
automatically add the necessary pause-a
mere 4 seconds-at, the end of every cut.

whenever the ignition is off, the radio's
front panel is removed, and the doors have
been opened and closed. Thereafter, it triggers following a preset interval (you select 0
to 60 seconds, in 15 -second increments) if

the door has been reopened but the front
panel isn't replaced or the ignition turned
back on. While it has settings for European

cars and for Fords (which use different
door -switch systems), it wouldn't work in
either setting for my European Ford, possi-

bly because I'm having some electrical
problems. (Anyone know a good Scorpio
mechanic in the 908 area code?)
Ed Foster has said that few things please a

reviewer more than finding a new product
that improves on a good old one; pity he

clude the necessary silences between works.
It's gotten to the point where the music -location systems on cassette decks often can't

But this is no help to the classical music lis-

tener, who may not need that much additional time between tracks (which often
only mark the ends of movements) but who
needs considerably more than 4 seconds between works. I'd love to see a CD player that

would let you program in those pauses.
You'd just set the pause length you prefer,
then tell the player which tracks those pauses should follow. This would be especially
good if combined with some sort of perma-

RX-V2092

sounds
like it's
destined
for glowing
success, wait
till you see the

remote control

chat ome

-

with it.
The RAV130 is a
compact, easy -to -use

component packed
with very advanced technology. It can learn up
to 57 functions to control virtually any brand
of component in your A/V system. You can even

program custommacro routines to execute
sequences of up to seven commands with a
single keystroke.
All of which má s it very simple
to operate in broad ylight.
Of course we've also úleluded built-

nent track memory so that you wouldn't

in illumination.

have to reprogram the pauses when you reA
played a favorite disc.

exciting when
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Just to make things even more
the lights

YAMAHA

go down.

IVHh.Rh.' 110;11F. 711E,11 ER LIVES.

191.. 1;uuaha Ekrironies C"q>txatkm, USA. Yamaha Elrrironüs
(1 irlvrntion, USA. [.0. lios Iili01, &irna I:nrk. CA 900iS1.

and "surround sound" for a cinematic experience-the forthcoming
increase in music -only recordings
with surround encoding might in-

MONDO AUDIO
KEN KESSLER

spire renewed debate.
That debate has been festering for

STEREO IN
PERSPECTIVE

years. The pioneering surround
technology of the late 1960s and ear-

ly 1970s had nothing to do with
home theater. Early four -channel

himself as a doctor of some sort, he
then invited me to hear his new multichannel playback system.

Remember the date:
1996. Like, uh, wa-a-ay
past the point where Dolby tied up the planet for
Dolby Digital (née AC -3)

as the de facto standard
surround sound system

and DTS carved out its
role as the sole viable alternative. And, considering
that Dolby and DTS have the kind
of clout to fend off all corners, what
the hell does this guy in Italy think
he's doing?
For one thing, not taking on either
Dolby or DTS.
It turns out that his company, AVS (Audio Virtual

The time: September 1996. The
place: TOP Audio, Milan's an-

nual high -end hi-fi show. A
slim, well -dressed, seeming-

ly balanced individual approaches. Before he even

Standard), isn't throwing
its hat into the 5.1 -channel digital
surround ring so much as it's trying
to fill the gap between conventional
two -channel stereo and the multichannel surround systems to which
we'll all be accustomed by the end of

opens his mouth, my prejudices and

this millennium. Finsterle senses a
change is a'-

conditioning lead me to conclude

comin', one

that he's a professional of some sort;
he possesses the style and manners

that is going

of the Milanese, he's calm and ordered and totally without threat. In

versus Them
situation just
as real as the

other words, this man looks as unlike
a bouncing -off -the -walls audiophile

as is humanly possible. He introduces himself as Dottore Gubert

to create an Us

one that oc-

sound was a music -only proposition,
and plenty of observers (including a
number of still -active voices) argued

that stereo simply wasn't enough
and that the only truly convincing
reproduction of a musical event in
the home would include sound to
the sides and the rear. Now, technology enables us to have all those extra

channels of sound without any of
the problems associated with circa 1972 quadraphonic reproduction; so
there's the possibility that today's familiar two -channel stereo will seem
as alien to the next generation of lis-

teners as mono does to those who
never knew anything with fewer
than two channels.

In an archival sense, it doesn't t
mean that over a century's worth of
recordings will suddenly lose most
of their appeal. Everyone under the 'Ó
age of 40 knows only a world where t
stereo is the primary form of playback, yet there are plenty of under 40s who enjoy the mono recordings
of the mid -1950s and earlier. But
what has been needed is an antidote
to the rather nasty, useless pseudo atmospherics created by the myriad
"mode" selec-

tors found on
TWO -CHANNEL STEREO
HAS ALWAYS LEFT

LISTENERS HUNGRY

FOR MORE CHANNELS.

curred at the

most surround

decoders,
which attempt
to endow a
recording with
more channels
than it actually

birth of stereo,
an audio civil war between adherents

Admittedly, Finsterle might have

Whew. A doctor, not a latent axe
murderer. But within moments, the

of one channel and proponents of

experienced the same need for re-

two. And while the surround -versus -

creating ambience that drove a gen-

scenario has the potential to turn
into a David Lynch flick, for, not
only did the gentleman introduce

stereo battle hasn't been a bloody
one-probably because "stereo" has

eration of Japanese designers to
come up with DSP settings like
"cathedral," "concert hall," "jazz

Finsterle.

been mostly for music -only listening
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"Definitely a new
touchstone in the
field of affordable
loudspeakers."
Here's what they had to say about the DM302:
`B&W's DM302 is a small, two way speaker that gives

sensational performance at an affordable price. Its tonal
balance is almost perfect, while extraordinary dynamic

capabilities lead to a lively sound with rich, vibrant bass.
The advanced Prism technology helps to avoid resonances,
and proves it is possible to combine a low price with a
high tech approach. The DM302 is definitely a new touchstone in the field of affordable loudspeakers." So, what
price glory? Around $250. Yes, for the pair (a larger, floor -

standing - DM305 at $450. a pair, and matching center channel - CC3 at $180. are

technology diffuses
internal standing waves resulting in superior sound quality.
Prizm

also available). Like the world's top critics, we know you'll be impressed. Hear it at
your authorized B&W dealer and you'll know why we say... Listen and you'll see.

*

*

*

EUROPEAN AUDIO AWARDS:

1996

LOUDSPEAKER OF THE YEAR

Listen and You'll See
B&W Loudspeakers of America.
54 Concord Street,
North Read.ng, MA 01864-2699
508-664-2870 tel

508-664-4109 fax

CIRCLE NO. 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

club," or other venues. Which leads us back
to Finsterle's medical nomenclature: He is

indeed a doctor, specializing in psychoacoustics, the psychology of the perception
of sound, at the University of Milan. And
it's always psychoacousticians who come
up with something we didn't even know we
wanted, let alone needed.
Move the clock ahead some six months.
Although Finsterle's demonstration at TOP

Audio was as good as it gets-great room,
vivid recordings-it was still in the context
of a hi-fi show. And anyone who frequents
hi-fi shows knows that there are plenty of

left), there will always be those who demand, at the very least, some sort of fill-in
at the sides. Some listeners are prepared to
compromise, feeling that rear information,

nels to create much better stereo at the
front, with very subtle impressions of
sound at the sides and rear. When the rear
speakers-those receiving the signal from

even if it means only the reproduction of
reflections, might be too much if the integrity of the fundamental stereo signal is

the perspective correlator-are switched

to be preserved. The AVS system addresses
the needs for a truly coherent central image

stage depth, and most impressively, a wider
soundstage that creates close to a 180° arc.
As you'd expect, and as the company's orig-

from two -channel source material and
"wrap -around sound," while retaining the
purity of the primary signals: The main left
and right signals remain untouched.
Although a full-blown AVS system includes the perspective correlator, specially

on, the bass seems deeper, fuller, and richer,

there's a distinct impression of increased

recordings made with AVS's microphone
setup, what interested me most was how

inal demo recordings confirm, the system
works blissfully with live recordings carrying plenty of audience sounds; applause is
so lifelike that you'll want to hit up your
neighbor for some virtual popcorn. Curiously, though, you soon realize that little, if
any, sound appears to come from the rear
channels. Then you take a leap into the un-

Milan for a one-on-one demonstration,

the system worked with existing two -chan-

known by switching off the main, full -

armed with my own discs (the AVS system
doesn't require pre -encoded software).
Yes, what I went to

nel recordings. AVS, too, has recognized

range, unprocessed, pure stereo speakers,

that there's nothing to be gained (other
than the alienation of
the entire industry) if

and suddenly you wish Blumlein, RCA, and
those other pioneers had left mono alone.
What remains after the main speakers are

it were to continue

switched off are full -bandwidth signals

insisting that the system works well only
with its own record-

from the rear speakers, even though nothing
appeared to be coming from them when the
main speakers were playing. More scary is
the solid, coherent center image hovering in

reasons not to rely on what you hear from a
five-minute burst of unfamiliar material in
a strange room and with a queue of listeners waiting for your chair. So I returned to

chosen amplifiers and speakers, and

hear was the fullblown, totally optimized rig; but what
better way to determine whether or not
the system even
works? I was faced

EVEN WITH THE FRONT
SPEAKERS OFF,

YOU GET A GOOD
FRONT -CENTER IMAGE.

with a setup that
wouldn't leave much

ings. To defuse this
problem, the company (which hopes to license the technology)

change from $150,000, but-before you
turn the page-there are moves afoot to

can remaster existing recordings for AVS
playback, even though full compatibility is

produce the active ingredient, the decoder

assured with standard releases. Another

itself, for less than $1,500 in a form you can
add to existing systems with four speakers,
e.g., any home theater setup. There's even
talk of a version for less than $1,000.

benefit, familiar to HDCD and XRCD supporters, is that AVS recordings are compatible with systems that don't have a correlator installed.

Quite what I was hearing remains un-

AVS's complete system consisted of

clear, because Dr. Finsterle exhibits signs of

Claravox floorstanding loudspeakers, cho-

audio industry -induced paranoia, even

sen for absolute phase coherency, Volta
tube electronics, Shinpy cables, and the
correlator itself. Just as crucial to the success of the system, particularly for those

though the "perspective correlator" has received an Italian patent. Understandably,
he's concerned that competitors could copy
the system because it's so genuinely simple.
AVS's patent covers the hardware require-

who wish to add a correlator to an existing
setup, is the layout: All four speakers are

ments and such details as speaker place-

identical and fire directly at the listener.

ment, but the core detail is the correlator, or
"perspective corrector," a "black box" that

But this is not a "hot seat" array; my listen-

Finsterle was drawn into describing as "a
preamp with special tone shaping."

front and rear right-hand and left-hand

Given that stereo has always left listeners
hungry for more channels (early stereo sys-

Even sitting way off -center and looking
into the soundstage from the side, I could

tems included center speakers, though we
perceive a coherent central image from two

discern a truly "3-D" soundstage.
The AVS perspective correlator manipulates specific frequencies in the rear chan-

speakers positioned at the right and the

ing sessions included sitting between the
speakers, looking "into" the listening area.
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front of you. Yes, even without the main
speakers, there is an actual, discernible
front -center image, as palpable as a mono
sound field from a front -positioned single
speaker.

Finsterle stopped just short of clapping
me on the shoulder and announcing "Bravo!", but, as you've now guessed, that was
precisely what I was supposed to hear when
only the rear speakers were working. Switch
on the front speakers again, and it was back

to "enhanced stereo." And yet, when fed a
good Dolby Pro Logic signal, such as the
Bond flick GoldenEye, the system worked
almost as well as a Double-D'd processor,
including convincing overhead sounds during the flyover sequence. It's as if the perspective correlator owner gets a surrogate
home theater surround decoder for free.
Will AVS take off? The company plans to
launch the system outside of Italy at the Hi Fi Show in London in September. And I'm
gonna stand outside the room to see if others heard what I heard. Because if they did,
AVS could sell a load of perspective correlators. Even with the clunky name.

(You can fax Dr. Finsterle at 011-39-2921-40217.)
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VIDEO WITH STEREO (OR DLITRIXED- SURROUND )
SOUND ON A SEEMINGLY CONVENTIONAL COM-

FEW YEARS AGO, AUDIO RAN

AN ARTICLE BY MY LONGTIME FRIEND AND FORMER
COLLEAGUE AT CBS LABS,

PACT DISC (I.E., A DISC PHYSICALLY SIMILAR
VIS-A-VIS TRACK LAYOUT AND DATA RATE TO AN
AUDIO CD).

ROBERT FINGER, ON THE
SUBJECT OF MPEG VIDEO

NOW THAT DVD IS BEING INTRODUCED AND

COMPRESSION ("VIDEO CD: A CODING CHALLENGE," DE CE9IBER 1994.) THE IMPETUS FOR
HIS REPORT WAS THE IMPENDING LAUNCH OF

ACCOMMODATES 133 MINUTES OF NEAR -STUDIO QUALITY VIDEO WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF MUL-

VIDEO CD, AN OPTICAL DISC SYSTEM THAT ULTIMATELY PROVED MORE SUCCESSFUL IN MAIN-

GLES, MULTIPLE MPAA RATINGS, AND

TIPLE ASPECT RATIOS, MULTIPLE VIEWING ANDISCRETE 5.1 -CHANNEL SURROUND SOUND (IN
MULTIPLE LANGUAGES, NO LESS!) ON A DISC OF
COMPARABLE SIZE, IT'S TIME TO REVISIT MPEG
VIDEO COMPRESSION.

LAND CHINA THAN IN AMERICA. A VIDEO CD
COULD HOLD AS MUCH AS 74 MINUTES OF APPROXIMATELY VHS -QUALITY FULL -MOTION
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ITHOUT MPEG, OR SOMETHING LIKE IT, THERE WOULD BE NO DVD, NO HDTV,

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - I
from a direct -broadcast satellite-than

used to express each sample value) of the

Before we do, let's clear up a popular
misconception about digital audio and

analog signals of equivalent quality.

A/D converter. Barring catastrophe, the sig-

What it boils down to is that the quality

nal quality remains unaffected by what

video. Digital recording or transmission involves measuring the amplitude of a con-

of a linear PCM signal with respect to
bandwidth, signal-to-noise ratio, distor-

tinuous analog signal at regular intervals
(sampling) and representing the value of
each sample as a number (quantization),
usually in binary (base -2) notation. I've

tion, and so forth is determined by the sam-

happens between the point of encoding and
the point of decoding. Analog signals are
strongly affected by what happens in be-

pling rate and word size (number of bits

tween, and what happens is never good.

DIGITAL PROS AND CONS

seen it written that signals require less
bandwidth (and, therefore, less storage

TABLE I- CCIR-601 (D-1) digital video standard vs. MPEG-2 MLcMP video compression.

space for a given program duration) when

expressed in digital form than in analog
form. Quite the opposite, in fact, which is

CHARACTERISTIC

D-1 VIDEO

MPEG-2 VIDEO

why a CD must hold a 1,411,200 -bit -per second data stream to convey two 20,000 Hz audio channels. Digitizing signals via

Horizontal Luminance
Resolution

858 samples per line

720 pixels

CD -style linear pulse -code modulation
(PCM) has advantages, but bandwidth con-

Vertical Luminance
Resolution

525 lines per frame

480 pixels

servation isn't one of them. Linear PCM
produces a bit stream that requires more,

Color Coding

4:2:2

4:2:0

429 samples per line

360 pixels

262.5 lines per frame

240 pixels

not less, bandwidth than the original analog
signal.

So, why digitize? There are several reasons. Digital signals can be protected by error -correction codes that cannot be applied
to analog signals. Therefore, digital signals
are more robust than their analog cousins

Horizontal Chrominance
Resolution

Vertical Chrominance
Resolution

and are relatively immune to electrical
noise (interference) until the contamina-

Temporal Resolution

30 frames per second

30 frames per second

tion gets so bad that the numbers (the bina-

Source Signal

10 -bit linear PCM

8 -bit linear PCM

ry code of Os and 1s) get lost beyond the
ability of the error -correction system to recover them. The practical result of this is

Bit Rate

270 megabits

1 to 10 megabits per second;

per second

4 megabits per second average

that digital signals can be packed more
densely on storage media, such as optical
discs, or transmitted at lower power (poor-

er carrier -to -noise ratio)-for instance,

Data Compression

None

Lossy and lossless compres-

sion combined, including: preprocessing; spatial -redundancy

reduction vi¿ Discrete Cosine
Transformation, nonlinear

in jewel cases identical to

quantization, and entropy coding; and temporal -redundancy

those used for CDs or in thin,

reduction via forward and bidi-

snap -open book -like boxes.

rectional prediction using motion vectors

Movies on DVD are packaged

A

AND NO SATELLITE TV.
MI Ma MN

~I

11172, is "Information technology-Coding of moving pictures and
associated audio for digital storage
media at up to about 1.5
megabits/second." Of the approximately 1.4 -megabit -per -second

(Mbps) bit stream supported by
CD, 0.224 Mbps are devoted to
sound and 1.15 Mbps to video. Like
An equally important reason for digitization is that digital signals can be manipulat-

conventional CDs, Video CDs

cessing (DSP) circuits. One possible

stream data at a constant rate, so the
picture gets the same number of bits
per second, like it or not. The rela-

manipulation is data reduction, or compres-

tively low and constant data rate

sion-i.e., eliminating presumedly unnecessary information from the data stream in
order to reduce bandwidth and storage requirements. This is where MPEG video

limits the video from Video CD to

comparison between MPEG-com-

compression comes in, and without MPEG

pressed digital video and analog

or something like it, there would be no

video.

ed mathematically by digital signal -pro-

DVD, no digital satellite broadcasting, and
no digital HDTV.

"VHS quality"; however, as we'll see,

it's impossible to make a direct

B

INCREASED DATA RATE

MPEG-2 compression is optiALPHABET SOUP
Two MPEG video -compression schemes

are in common use: MPEG-1, used for
Video CD and for video -enhanced CDROMs, and MPEG-2, the version used for
DVD and satellite TV. Both are based on
JPEG compression. The alphabet soup sorts
out as follows: JPEG stands for Joint Photo-

graphic Experts Group and MPEG for
Moving Picture Experts Group. The "Joint"

in JPEG refers to this group (and MPEG,
for that matter) being a joint committee of
the International Standards Organization
(ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
The JPEG committee was established to
standardize still -picture compression (pho-

tographs); the MPEG committee was

mized for generally higher data rates

than MPEG-1 and provides results
that (in the version used for DVD)
approach professional studio picture quality. In MPEG-2's application in DVD, the momentary data

rate can vary from about 1 to 10
Mbps, depending on picture complexity. MPEG-2 compression thus
offers the possibility of optimizing
the trade-off between picture quality and data rate (storage requirement) on a dynamic basis. MPEG-2
also supports interlaced scanning,
the system used by consumer TV
sets to paint each picture frame as
two fields arranged so that the second fills in the blanks left by the

charged with doing the same for motion
pictures. A separate group within MPEG
worked on audio coding, but that's a sepa-

first. MPEG-1 supports only the

rate issue that I'll not take up here. When I
refer to MPEG in this article, I mean MPEG

computer industry.
Despite these very important dif-

video compression-specifically, MPEG
video compression of the type used in

ferences, MPEG-1 and MPEG-2
video compression are fundamen-

Video CD (MPEG-1) and DVD (MPEG-2).
The standards themselves are far broader in
scope than that.

tally similar. Both reduce the overall

MPEG-1 compression is optimized for
use at the relatively low data rate supported
by the Compact Disc. In fact, the official ti-

tle of the MPEG-1 standard, ISO/IEC

progressive -scan (paint -it -all -at -

once) method preferred by the

transmission and storage requirements by a combination of "lossy"
and "lossless" techniques. In this,
they are similar to certain audio
data -compression algorithms, although there are techniques that
AUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1997
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FIG. 1- Vertical and horizontal luminance and
chrominance resolution for computer graphics
4:4:4 color (A), CCIR 601 digital video 4:2.2 color
(B), and MPEG-2 ML@MP 4:2:0 color (C).

Uniform luminance throughout

bit for bit, with no change whatsoever.

8 x 8 -pixel spatial matrix

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

When computer users "Zip" files, they're
using a lossless compression algorithm.
With lossy compression, one cannot recover the bit stream exactly, but one hopes for

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

picture and sound that are visually and
aurally indistinguishable from the origi-

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

nal (well, almost indistinguishable!).

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

COMPRESSION RATIOS

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

MPEG has three lossy compression techniques in its arsenal: prefiltering, to elimi-

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250

nate certain aspects of the picture that are
deemed indistinguishable by the normal
viewer; reduction in the spatial redundancy
of the picture; and reduction of the tempo-

250 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
A

ral redundancy in motion pictures. The
combination of all three (with a dollop of

After lossless Discrete Cosine

lossless compression applied along the way)

Transformation
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Only the DC term in the upper left
corner, representing average luminance,

is non -zero in the frequency matrix

Fig. 2-Discrete Cosine Transformation
from the spatial domain (A) to the
frequency domain (B) is a lossless
transformation.

can be applied to video that would never fly
in audio.
Lossy and lossless compression differ as

results in compression ratios sometimes
quoted as being several hundred to one! If
you find it hard to believe that it's possible

to eliminate more than 99% of the information and still have a viewable picture,
put your mind to rest: MPEG-2 compression ratios are really far lower than that.

DVD video is based on the so-called

At first blush, the required video compression ratio would seem to be well over
57 to 1 (133 minutes divided by 140 seconds) in order to make room for the audio.
But all of that doesn't come from eliminating picture redundancies. To begin with, in

the NTSC-television world (in general,
North and South America and Japan), professional CCIR-601 digital video assumes a
sampling rate of 858 samples per scanning
line, 525 lines per frame, and 30 frames per
second (see Table I). Many of these samples
lie off -screen in the horizontal and vertical
blanking intervals and needn't be encoded
at all. (In the PAL and SECAM world, the
specific numbers differ, but the totals remain about the same.)
DVD MPEG-2 assumes a 720 x 480 -pixel

screen rather than 858 x 525 pixels (the
aforementioned studio D-1 digital standard), which reduces the pixel count by
about 25% right off the bat. Instead of 270
megabits per second, we're down to 207.
Next, we lower our standards a trifle and
target video of "near studio -quality." The
CCIR-601 video standard specifies 10 -bit

MPEG-2 Main Level/Main Profile protocol,

digital words; DVD's MPEG-2 encodes
with 8 -bit resolution. Chalk up savings of

usually referred to as ML@MP. This is

another 20%, so the input bit rate becomes

MPEG-2's intermediate level: picture resolution that is not HDTV quality but is better than what you can get from laserdisc or
current American or European TV broadcasts. (European broadcast standards afford
better spatial resolution than ours.) MPEG2 ML@MP starts with, and aims to approximate, pictures of CCIR-601 studio quality.
CCIR-601 (or D-1) digital video operates

165.7 Mbps.

at a data rate of 270 Mbps. If it could be
recorded straight to DVD (which it can't),
CCIR-601 video would fill a single -sided
single -layer disc in less than 140 seconds,
and that's ignoring the audio! Obviously,
we're talking some serious data compres-

follows. With lossless compression, the

sion if we aim to get 133 minutes-that's
two hours and 13 minutes-of audio and

original bit stream can be recovered exactly,

video onto a single-sided/single-layer DVD.

Then there's the matter of color resolution. Video signals originate as three components, one for each primary color: red,
green, and blue. With this RGB representation, it's necessary to convey each component at the same resolution. Digital video
also needs three signals to convey a color
image but uses YCrCb representation rather
than RGB. In this scheme, Y is the luminance, or brightness, signal, and Cr and Cb
are proportional to the difference between
the brightness and the original red and blue
images. The third primary color, green, is

derived by matrixing the chrominance
channels with the luminance channel. With
YCrCb representation, it's possible to convey luminance and chrominance informa -

N MPEG-2'S APPLICATION IN DVD, THE MOMENTARY DATA RATE CAN VARY FROM ABOUT 1

.m ~ ~
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tion at different resolutions, which is valuable because it mirrors the way we see. Since

we respond to brightness (luminance) detail with far greater acuity than color detail,
there's really no need to have the color resolution be as good as the luminance resolution. That means we can save data!
Figure 1 suggests how this can be put to
practical use. Figure IA depicts 4:4:4 color:
equal horizontal and vertical resolution for

all components whether they are in RGB
format (which requires equal resolution) or
in YCrCb (which does not). CCIR-601
specifies 4:2:2 color coding, as shown in
Figure 1B. The two chrominance channels
(Cr and Cb) are conveyed with the same
vertical resolution as the luminance (Y)
channel but with only half as much horizontal detail. DVD MPEG-2 (Fig. 1C) uses
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After transformation into

Picture with moderate detail (nonuniform

frequency space, total bit

luminance). Bit content: 64 words x 8 bits

content remains the same: 64

per word = 512 bits

words x 8 bits per word = 512 bits
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4:2:0 color coding, which halves the vertical

8b

7b

6b

5b
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2b

resolution of the color channels as well as
their horizontal resolution. This results in
another 25% savings in data. At this point,
we've eliminated 54% of the information
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NONLINEAR
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from 270 to 124 Mbps) and we've yet to ap-
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ply what's normally thought of as real
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0
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O
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by prefiltering (the bit rate has dropped

MPEG compression.

One final step before we bring in

O

Ifflik0

MPEG's really big guns. Movie film is shot

Nonuniform quantization (lossy

Nonuniform quantization applied after

at 24 frames per second, not at our NTSC
television system's 30 frames -per -second
rate. This means that when a movie is converted to video, six out of every 30 video
frames are exact repeats and need not be
encoded. To facilitate eliminating these redundancies, MPEG-2 carries instructions

compression) reduces maximum bit

frequency transformation yields one 10 -bit

to the decoder to repeat a field or frame
when appropriate. Of course, the trick applies only to movie -film sources, but it's
reasonable to assume that most high -quality DVDs (where MPEG can use all the help

content to 185 bits

DC term, two 8 -bit words, three 7 -bit
words, and 58 zero -value words = 105 bits

In decimal notation:

1751501501251251250000000000

000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000
0010101111 10010110 10010110 1111101

1111101 1111101 000000 000000 000000
000000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000
0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 000 000
000 000 000 000 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

special case brings the source bit rate to less

000000000000000000000000

than 100 Mbps; 63% of the data has been
eliminated by hacking the fat off the input

000000=185 bits
After run -length coding:
0010101111 100101110 100101110 1111101
1111101 1111101+end-of-block code

T010 MEGABITS PER SECOND.

Illaa ~I ~I

1111111I

Zigzag scanning

In binary notation:

it can get) will originate from film. This

signal rather than by real compression.

UNE

n

250 250 250 250 10

51 bits

FIG. 3- MPEG-2 spatial redundancy reduction.

~II
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FIG. 4 -Temporal redundancy occurs
when there is relatively little motion
from one frame to the next. MPEG-2

exploits this by clustering frames

ROGRAMS ORIGINATING

into a Group of Pictures

(GOP), which consists of
"I" (intraframe), "P"
(predicted), and "B"
(bidirectional)
frames.

Of course, this example is ridiculously
simple. Nevertheless, the technique is pow-

erful because the transformation changes
the entropy (a measure of disorder or randomness) of the data, and that facilitates

Nonetheless, there's still

compression. Here's what I mean. As stated
above, after transformation, the term at the
upper left of the array conveys the average
brightness of the block, the others, the de-

a long way to go. To

store 133 minutes of
information on a singlesided/single-layer disc, the av-

tail (Fig. 3). If you rearrange the terms of
the two-dimensional block into a one-di-

erage data rate can't exceed 4.7
Mbps, which means we still need an

TIME

mensional series by tracing a zigzag pattern

average compression ratio of slightly
more than 21:1. To leave room for audio,
subtitles, and the like, the compression ra-

tio must average over 21:1. MPEG-2
ML@MP accomplishes this by reducing
the spatial and temporal redundancies in
the motion picture using techniques similar to those described by Bob Finger in his
1994 article. In what follows, I'll use the

about the diagonal, the subsequent terms
represent higher -frequency components
480 -pixel screen, there are 90 blocks across
the width of the screen and 60 blocks vertically. Next, each block is analyzed mathe-

matically to determine the picture detail
within it. The analysis is based on the Discrete Cosine Transform, or DCT, similar to

the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with

luminance channel as an example, but
with appropriate changes in resolution,

which you may be familiar. DCT analysis
converts the information from the spatial

the same applies to the two chrominance

domain to the frequency domain. The

channels.

transform does not reduce the number of
data points -64 components are still need-

REDUCING SPATIAL
REDUNDANCY
We start by reducing the spatial redundancy within one frame or field of the picture, using JPEG-like compression. A typical frame usually contains many regions in

ed to represent the 8 x 8 block-but it

which there is little or no detail-areas of
blue sky, solid backgrounds, and the like are

examples of regions that have high spatial
redundancy. It would be much more efficient (read, save a lot of data) if one could
simply tell the decoder to "paint this area

with this color at this brightness level"
rather than repeat the same color and
brightness information pixel by pixel until
the region is filled in. That's what is meant
by reducing spatial redundancy. Here's how
it's done.
First, the picture is divided into tiny 8 x
8 -pixel regions called blocks. With a 720 x

arranges them in a way that facilitates data
compression.

For example, let's assume that all 64
pixels in the block have the same brightness level (Fig. 2A). After transformation,
there still will be 64 numbers in an 8 x 8
array, but, except for the one at the upper
left corner, they will all be zero (Fig. 2B).

The number at the upper left-the DC
term in the frequency domain-represents
the average brightness of the block; the
other 63 represent changes in brightness
(detail) within the block. In our simple example, there were no changes in brightness

within the block, so all but the first term
are zero. Instead of storing 64 data points,
we need only store one (plus information
that says the next 63 are zero). Wow! What
a savings!
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that convey increasingly fine picture detail.
Since most blocks will not contain extremely fine detail (such as sharp edges), some of
the later terms in the series(those near the
lower right corner of the array) will probably be zero or close to it.
Furthermore, human vision is less acute
to fine detail (the high spatial frequencies)
than to low, so high -frequency terms need

not be conveyed with the same degree of
precision as low -frequency terms. This
means that we can employ nonuniform
quantization, i.e., use larger steps, hence

coarser quantization, for the high -frequency (fine -detail) terms than for the
low -frequency ones. This technique not
only reduces the bit rate, because fewer
levels are involved, but also truncates
more of the high -frequency terms to zero.
Thus, when the 8 x 8 matrix is scanned in

zigzag fashion, it's more likely that there
will be a string of zeros at the end. These
are run -length coded, which means they
are replaced by an end -of -block code that

tells the decoder "they're all zero from
here on."
In essence, transforming the data from

the spatial domain to the frequency domain, applying nonuniform quantization,
and zigzag scanning reduces the entropy
of the data by encouraging a string of zeros at the end of the block. Run -length

--------------

ON FILM REQUIRE LESS COMPRESSION THAN THOSE SOURCED DIRECT FROM VIDEO.

no - - -r gm.

.,.

.m - - -

coding then further reduces the entropy by

run -length coding to exemplify entropy re-

main. (That's where the lossy character

replacing the zeros with a simple code;

duction because it's simple to envision,
there are other methods (like Huffman
Coding) that can be even more efficient.
Huffman Coding is used when there's a

comes in.) Finally, with any block -transformation -based video -compression system,

that's where a large measure of data compression takes place. Run -length coding itself is a lossless compression technique. The
lossy part of spatial -redundancy reduction
occurs in the non -uniform quantization of
the data, which effectively encodes picture
detail less accurately than it was originally.
A few qualifications, before moving on to
temporal -redundancy reduction. Although
I've used zigzag scanning to exemplify reorganizing data from a two-dimensional ma-

high probability that specific data patterns
will recur time and again. These strings of
data are replaced with shorter (but unique)
bit sequences that are "looked up" in a code
table. It's a far more complex method that
bears fruit only if long strings of data are repeated over and over.
Also, I noted earlier that MPEG-2

trix to a low -entropy one-dimensional

ML@MP uses 8 -bit quantization. That is

stream that facilitates run -length coding,
MPEG-2 supports an alternate scanning
pattern that is said to accomplish the same
thing more efficiently when dealing with
interlaced video. And, although I've used

true as far as the original data are concerned. However, as should be clear from
the foregoing, fewer than eight bits are often used to represent high -frequency detail
after transformation into the frequency do-

the accuracy of the DC term is extremely
important because it determines the average brightness of the block-and the eye is
acutely aware of posterization, or shifts in
average brightness between blocks. Thus,
Main Profile MPEG-2 permits up to 10 -bit

precision for the DC (average brightness)
term.

REDUCING TEMPORAL
REDUNDANCY
Just as there are areas within a picture
that contain little detail and thus are spatially redundant, so, much of the time, there
is relatively little change in areas of the picture from one frame to the next-i.e., when

there is relatively little motion,
there is a high degree of temporal
redundancy. MPEG compression
exploits this as follows.

Pictures are classified into
three types: "I" (intraframe), "P"

(predicted) frames, and "B"
(bidirectional) frames. These are
clustered into a group of pictures

(GOP) (Fig. 4). "I" frames are
fully encoded, using the previously described spatial -redundancy -reduction compression
scheme. Many areas of the "P"
frames can be predicted from the

previous "I" (or "P") frame, using motion compensation (which

I'll describe presently) and so
need not be fully encoded. "B"

"I" FRAME

F

frames also rely on motion compensation; they are bidirectional-

iE

ly constructed, or interpolated,

TIME
FIG. S- Temporal redundancy reduction is also achieved by motion compensation. To calculate a
motion vector, the MPEG encoder computes the horizontal and vertical distances a macroblock
(circled conductor's hand) moves between the "1" frame and subsequent "P" frame. '
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from the nearest "I" and "P"
frames. Stay with me; this will become clearer in what follows.
In MPEG-2, the GOP sequence

is not cast in stone; however, a

WITH DVD, MPEG-2 COMPRESSED VIDEO APPROACHES PROFESSIONAL

typical picture arrangement might be
"IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBI...." That is, every

motion vector is encoded and used by the
decoder to translate the "I" -frame mac-

frame, "B" frames are bidirectionally pre-

15th frame is an "I" frame; between "I"
frames there are four "P" frames and be-

roblock to its new location in the "P"

dicted from the nearest (previous and subsequent) "I" or "P" frames. Since a "B" frame

frame.

never serves as the reference for another

tween each pair of "P" frames there are two

The extent of the search area depends

"B" frames. In a typical group of 15 pictures, there would be one "I" frame, four

upon the capabilities of the encoder. Up to

frame, the way that "P" frames do, errors in
"B" frames don't propagate, therefore less

a point, the wider the search area, the

accuracy is needed. Consequently, less data is

"P" frames, and 10 "B" frames, with the "P"
frames repeating every third frame.

greater the chance of achieving a match and

On the whole, "I" frames require the
greatest number of bits to encode, "P"

needs to be stored on the DVD. However,
searching a wider area requires a lot more
computational power in the encoder and
more bits to represent the motion vector to

devoted to "B" -frame handling than to "I" or "P" -frame storage. Bidirectional prediction is used for "B" frames so that if there's a

frames about half as many, and "B" frames
about one -fifth as many. The exact number

thus reducing the amount of data that

depends upon picture complexity, but a

the required accuracy, so there comes a

reasonable estimate for MPEG-2 ML@MP,

point of diminishing returns.

encoding at a data rate of 4 megabits per

Of course, not all macroblocks can be

second, would be 400,000 bits per "I"

matched, even after translation to a different point in the picture. Objects enter and
leave the scene, and movement of one object may reveal what hitherto had been obscured, and vice versa. Areas of the picture
that cannot be matched are encoded using
spatial -redundancy reduction just like an
"I" frame and therefore require more data.
Scenes containing fast motion provide fewer macroblock matches and therefore require momentarily higher data rates.
It is important that macroblock matching be accurate, because "P" -frame errors

frame, 200,000 bits for each "P" frame, and
80,000 bits for each "B" frame.

Here's a thumbnail description of how
the system works. Each picture is decomposed into macroblocks similar to, but larger in size than, the spatial -analysis blocks
used in "I" frames. Each macroblock typi-

cally consists of a 4 x 4 array of blocks
(when frame encoding is used) or a 4 -wide
x 2 -high block array (when field encoding
is used). Assuming the GOP arrangement
described above, the encoder compares the

first "I" frame with the frame third removed (the subsequent "P" frame) on a
macroblock-by-macroblock basis, to find
which macroblocks (if any) haven't
changed (Fig. 5). To construct the subsequent "P" frame, these can be repeated in
place, so they require nothing more by way
of encoding than a signal to tell the decoder
to repeat the block, in situ, exactly as it is.
The encoder also searches an area around

propagate until they're corrected by the
next fully encoded "I" frame. That is, each
subsequent "P" frame is predicted from the
one before it (and every intermediate "B"
frame from the adjacent "P" frames) until

an "I" frame comes along and "anchors"
the picture. That's why MPEG-2 specifies
that motion vectors be conveyed with 1 pixel precision. A good encoder, operated
by knowledgeable engineers, can break the

each macroblock to see if it can find a

standard GOP sequence and insert an "I"

match. When a match is found, it calculates

frame, when needed, to stem "P" -frame error propagation that might, for example, be
caused by a sudden, radical change of scene.
While "P" frames are forward -predicted

the horizontal and vertical distances by
which the original macroblock moved between the "I" frame and the subsequent "P"
frame. This is called a motion vector. The

from the nearest preceding "I" or "P"
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sudden shift in scene between the frames
from which it is predicted, a reasonable interpolation between the two pictures can be
made to smooth the shift. Because "P" and
"B" frames are based on prediction from
other frames, only "I" frames serve as suitable entry points for freeze-frame and other
special playback effects.

When possible, MPEG shifts expense
from the decoder to the encoder on the as-

sumption that consumer products will
more likely be decoding (playback) devices
than encoding (recording) devices. A simple example of this is frame organization.
Because "B" frames depend on the previous

and subsequent "P" or "I" frames, a "B"
frame cannot be decoded until the surrounding "P" or "I" frames are available. It
saves on decoder field and frame memory
to store and reorganize the data on the encoding end so that a "P" frame follows immediately after an "I" frame and is followed
by the two "B" frames that originally were
in between.

WHAT TO EXPECT
FROM MPEG VIDEO
I hope you will have gleaned from the
foregoing that MPEG video compression is
really just a toolbox of techniques, not all of
which need (or even can) be used in every
situation. MPEG simply standardizes a syntax so that an MPEG-2 ML@MP-compliant

decoder can parse (decompose) the bit
stream and properly interpret the instruc-

STUDIO IMAGE QUALITY.

tions it contains: In other words, it will
know whether it's dealing with an "I," a "P,"

or a "B". frame or field, whether the data
corresponds to a motion vector or to spatial
data within a block, whether nonuniform

quantization was used and what that
nonuniformity is, and so on.

MPEG-2's encoding flexibility implies
that picture quality will depend on many
decisions, not all of which are technical.
Consider the encoding of a DVD movie.
The major technical limitation is the disc's
storage capacity: 4.7 gigabytes for the single-layer/single-sided format. But the disc

the movie to optimize the end result. Some
encoders can be expected to be more adroit
at doing this than others, and all those developed to date seem to benefit from human

intervention-i.e., having an operating engineer substitute his or her judgment in
place of the encoder's on occasion. To what
extent the engineer does this and to what extent his or her judgment is valid will vary according to individual ability.
Encoders also can be expected to differ in

capability: for example, the picture area
over which they search for macroblock
matches, how they perform the search
(there are several ways), the facilities they
provide for bit -rate optimization and operator intervention (preprocessing, quantization step -size selection), and so forth.
Finally, picture quality is likely to depend

that's true only if the movie or program
runs for a full 133 minutes. Not all programs do, which means that the average

on the source material. As mentioned previously, programs that originate on film require less compression than those sourced
direct from video. Most difficult of all are
live digital broadcasts of sports events, because there's no opportunity to preview the
program. (Digital broadcasts are a special
case in any event because of the special requirements they impose on variable -rate
encoding.)
It's natural to want a nice clean comparison between MPEG-2 video and the analog
variety we're all familiar with, but it's not
that simple. The strengths and weaknesses

rate can often exceed 4.7 Mbps. Whatever

of the two systems are quite different. If you

the average data rate, it must be shared

compare the potential quality of MPEG-2
ML@MP video with that of typical analog
program sources vis-a-vis picture resolution, color accuracy, noise, and so forth,

could be dual-layer/single-sided, single-lay-

er/dual-sided, or dual-layer/dual-sided if
the studio decides to make it so.
Now look at the single-layer/single-sided
disc for a moment. Its storage capacity restricts the average data rate to 4.7 Mbps, but

among video, audio, and subtitles. The division is a "front -office" decision. How many

languages are going to be carried? Are all
encoded in 5.1 -channel discrete surround
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designed by Henry boss (founder of AR, KLH
& Advent). We sell them-and components from
companies like Sony, Pioneer, Harman Kardon,
Carver, Panasonic, JVC, Clarion, Kicker and others -

factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
Find out why Audio magazine said we may have
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SoundWorks. They combine quality materials,

meticulous design and painstaking attention to

MPEG-2 wins hands down. In theory,

details. All come factory -direct with a 30 -Day Total

sound, or are some in matrix surround?

MPEG-2 ML@MP has twice the horizontal

Satisfaction Guarantee. Shown are the CS5

How much capacity is used for alternative
viewing angles, selectable ratings versions,
and the like? Any of these may be nice, but

resolution of VHS tape (in practice, it's

component speakers.

they all require additional storage space.
Clearly, the actual average data rate can depend as much on marketing considerations
as on technical factors.
Within this framework, however, picture

quality is ultimately decided by technical
considerations-encoder acumen and operator judgment being two of the major ones.
When mastering a DVD movie, the usual
procedure is to make a preliminary pass to
identify scenes that are difficult to encode
and to tentatively allocate bits throughout

much more than that!), 50% more resolu-

tion than an ideal NTSC broadcast, and
about 1 -better resolution than is possible
with laserdisc. Signal-to-noise ratio and
color accuracy are better in practice, too.
Nevertheless, analog program material is
not subject to motion artifacts and posterization, as compressed digital video can be.

Nor can it by stymied by a multiplicity of
frames with far below average spatial redundancy. So, how does one make a comparison? By viewing. And in that light, I'll
take MPEG-2 ML@MP over analog any day
A
of the week.
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CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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As I write this article, I'm listening to the glorious Klaus Tennstedt and the Chicago Symphony Orchestra recording of Mahler's
First Symphony broadcast by KING -FM in Seattle. That wouldn't
be noteworthy if I lived in the Pacific Northwest. But I live in Aurora, Ontario, Canada, a Toronto suburb 2,100 miles from Seattle. I'm
listening to KING -FM's Internet feed through my personal computer's sound card and speakers. To put its programming on the
World Wide Web, KING -FM uses a compression technology called
RealAudio, developed by Progressive Networks, a Seattle -based
company.
To tune in KING -FM, I activated my Web browser and entered
KING -FM's address (www.king.org). When KING -FM's page ap-

peared on my screen, I clicked the RealAudio icon to listen to the
live feed. A few seconds later, the RealAudio player software in my
computer opened, and shortly after that I heard the announcer introducing the Mahler recording.

Before RealAudio was introduced in April 1995, the only way to

capture audio from the Internet was to download the entire file,
then launch media -player software to listen to it. Even a short digital audio clip would take several minutes to download. RealAudio
Version 1.0 brought "streaming audio" to the Internet, so you can
listen to the file before it's completely downloaded.

Here's how it works. Audio feeds are digitized and stored on a
computer called a server. When someone requests the file, it's sent
via the Internet and flows into a memory buffer in the user's computer. It's then read and decompressed by player software and sent
to the computer's sound card and speakers. While the sound is being played, more data flows into the buffer.
Rather than a continuous stream, the Internet transmits data in
packets. Different packets may take different paths from the sending to the receiving computer. Occasionally, packets can be lost or
arrive out of order. When this happens, the buffer gives the player
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software time to rearrange data packets in the correct order or request the originating computer to resend a packet.
Most home computer modems work at speeds ranging from 14.4
to 33.6 kilobits per second. The bandwidth required for 16 -bit
PCM audio sampled at 44.1 kHz is 1.2 megabits per second. To
transmit audio over the Internet in real time, the sound has to be
sampled at lower rates, encoded with fewer bits per word, and then
heavily compressed.
RealAudio has gone through two major upgrades since its intro-

duction. Version 2.0 enabled live feeds-not just archived audio
files-to be sent over the Internet. Version 3.0, introduced in September 1996, added stereo audio capability for users with 28.8 -kilo-

bit (or faster) connections. RealAudio 3.0 uses DolbyNet, an aggressive form of Dolby Labs' AC -3 compression system, to squeeze
two channels of streaming audio through a 28.8 -kilobits -per -second pipe.

Illustration:

RealAudio sites can be configured to send higher -quality audio

to users with faster connections-for example, users with ISDN
hookups to the Internet. (Integrated Services Digital Network, now

available from many telephone companies, costs about twice as
much as normal voice -grade service and can deliver connection
speeds up to 128 kilobits per second, but you need an account with
an Internet Service Provider--ISP--that supports ISDN.) Progressive Networks claims RealAudio 3.0 can deliver "near -CD quality
sound" over ISDN and faster connections as well.
RealAudio isn't the only streaming -audio scheme used on the Internet. Macromedia's Shockwave, a popular software system used
to create animated Web pages, also supports streaming audio. Xing
Technology's StreamWorks delivers streaming MPEG audio and
video. Liquid Audio has its own streaming audio system. But now
that RealAudio is used by nearly 20,000 sites, it's by far the most
popular scheme for streaming audio over the Internet. And it's the

Marina Sagona

only system that streams audio from

term, "re -buffering." This results when data

live as well as archived sources.

throughput drops and the buffer becomes exhaust-

KING FM 98.1

Depending on the site you're visiting

ed. Until the buffer's contents are replenished,

C306.1e4.1 ..1c [or CM IbrtM..t

and the speed of your connection,

.M [or the World,

sound quality ranges from dreadful to

not too bad. Bearing in

sound stops dead. I experienced dropouts at nearly
every site I visited. On some they were rare and on
others frequent. The mono Shock -

mind the limitations of the

wave audio at the Ultra -Lounge

Internet as a medium for
streaming audio, you can
look at it another way.

site sounded quite good except for
the constant re -buffering I experienced on my first visit.
I did most of my listening on my
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as you'd like, but it's a lot
better than you'd expect.
Progressive Networks
claims RealAudio will deliver "broadcast quality"
stereo audio over a 28.8 kilobits -per -second connection. Nothing I heard
sounded like good FM ra-

Used by

nearly

ten a mild buzz superimposed on the sound. Pre-

20,000 sites,
RealAudio

is the most

popular

sites. Occasionally I heard a

disturbance that sounded
exactly like what you hear
when a CD player locks up.

~ea Oa poem.

The announcer's voice

scheme for

on KING -FM had a raspy

edge. In Mahler's First

sending

Symphony, the brass instruments sounded quite
SNEAK PEEK FT 30 WEB!

good, but strings and
woodwinds had a distinct-

ly electronic sound. In

audio over

Beethoven's Choral Fanta-

sia the sopranos sounded
chirpy and choral sections

)

...
clamoran

Dose of the Dead" sounded like an AM

fleenlraticleramemmenememaleiralmr

system, remote control in hand?
Well, there is. Last fall, Sony and
Philips introduced Internet set -top

boxes that hook to your TV and
audio system. WebTV Networks
developed the technology used in
these boxes and provides Internet
access for them.
This fall, several companies, including RCA, plan to introduce TV
Internet set -top boxes based on the

Network Computer (NC) standard

championed by Oracle Corporation, a major database software
company. RCA's NC set -top box

ing its service.

was broader than a telephone's, but not as wide as AM's. "A

tWt

there were a way you could sprawl

voice. Frequency response

On an NHL pregame

10/E3

to music. Wouldn't it be nice if

over the commentator's

the Internet.

show, there was a raspy buzz

.u.a

Playback equipment aside, sitting in an office chair in front of a
monitor isn't the best way to listen

was still under development at the
time of writing, and NetChannel,
which will provide Internet service
for RCA and possibly others using
the NC standard, was still develop-

congested.

WORLD RADIO NETWORK

than most other computer speaker
systems and arguably the best PC
speaker system available. I also did
some listening on my PC through

on a couch and listen to Internet
audio through a top-notch audio

sounded better than stereo

""

tem may not be the last word in

Sennheiser HD560 headphones.

dictably, monaural sites

I1.tMrAlffl

Multimedia Speaker system. Its two
satellites flank my monitor, and the
bass module is at my feet. The syshigh fidelity, but it's infinitely better

dio-or even good AM.
Compared to radio, the
best I heard on RealAudio
was compressed and lacking in highs, but certainly
intelligible. There was of-

PC through a Bose Acoustimass

station at the fringe of its reception range.

The audio also suffered seriously
from dropouts, or to use the correct
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I was able to check out Sony's
WebTV box for several days. Sony's WebTV is
priced at $299, including a remote control; an optional wireless keyboard is $99.99. Connecting the
device and getting up and running is dead simple. I
hooked the video up to my Toshiba 35 -inch direct -

what

you

cdn

hedr

00 the

net

iven the huge number of Internet sites

dio or TV, such as college sports, are broadcast live over the

with streaming audio, it's possible to pro-

Internet. With a little luck, travelers can keep up with the

vide only a sample of the things you can

home team while they're away.

listen to on the Internet. You can go to

DXing

to locate

Besides radio stations from all over North America,

links to thousands of RealAudio sites.

many foreign shortwave services have a presence on the In-

There are links to Shockwave sites at

ternet. The easiest way to find them is through the World

.'w.macromedia.ccg, to Liquid
Audio sites at 1www.1iquidaudio.coll,

and to StreamWorks sites at
www.xingtech.co.
Here is a sampling of Web sites and their programs that
I've recently heard on the Net.

Radio Network at Www.wrn.org

I pointed my

browser at WRN and caught newscasts from Vatican Radio
and Johannesburg's Channel Africa.

Music Clips
Many record labels, artists, and online record stores let
you preview recordings on their Web sites. You could go to

www.davidbowie.com to grab

Live Radio

a sample of

Besides the Mahler symphony, I heard a performance of Beethoven's Choral Fantasia on KING -FM at

Earthling, BowIe s latest album, an,I avoid wasting money on

11.11.11C.i.O,d. If classical music isn't your thing,
U.S.-based radio stations of virtually every stripe are avail-

tentious production. At Music

able on the Internet.

Boulevard, an on-

this drearily pre-

News

line record store,

I listened to newscasts from ABC Radio and the Canadian

you can hear snip-

Broadcasting Corporation. Many radio services on the In-

ternet maintain

pets of featured
albums. When I

archives of their

visited, one of those was Portrait, by the medieval -music

most recent news-

vocal quartet Anonymous 4. Deutsche Grammophon had

casts accessible

a clip from the Dvordk I;,,

through their

Orli

Web sites, so you

Capitol Records has samples of a series of music from the

don't have to
tune in at a spe-

'50s and '60s, such as "Peter Gunn Mambo" from the

cific time to catch the news. Internet radio is a nice way for

Many independent bands distribute their music sole-

11(_fl
:11

-_

travelers to keep up with events at home.

Shahan. At

Two

y

(ail and

' www.ultralounge.com

Mambo Free album.

ly via the Internet and let you sample their wares first.

Sports

You can also hear material from established artists

I was working on this story in the midst of the Stanley

that's hard to find through regular channels. Deadheads

Cup semifinals, so I visited the NHL site to hear exclusive

can go to k,www.morningdeal.com/dose. htm

pregame interviews. I could have listened to the game over

for "A Dose of the Dead," a healthy 45 minutes of record-

the Internet had I wanted to, but opted to watch it on TV.

ings from Grateful Dead concerts between 1970 and
1985.-G.B.

However, many sports events available only regionally on ra-

view TV set and the audio to a Marantz AV600 pre-

amp/processor. The amplifiers were Marantz
MA500s driving PSB Stratus Gold speakers in the

front (I don't use a center -channel speaker) and
PSB Stratus Minis in the rear.
Besides the obvious benefit of better au-

dio equipment, I found surfing the Web

The RealAudio 2.0 sites I sampled sounded sim-

ence Internet audio. The interface is won-

ilar to what I heard on my PC, except, of course,
that I was hearing them through much better electronics and speakers. At the David Bowie site, the
sound was muffled and noisy, as it was on my PC.
Vatican Radio and Channel Africa sounded like
so-so AM radio, but better than shortwave. The

control at the TV and use scrolling buttons
to move through the pages on the screen,

then hit enter when you find what you
want. When you need to enter text, you can

surfing the

Lounge, I just got error messages. In early June,
WebTV Networks said support for RealAudio 3.0
and Shockwave audio in late June or July, nine
months after RealAudio 3.0's introduction.

from my couch an appealing way to experi-

derfully intuitive. You point the remote

found

December-and for RealAudio 2.0, not 3.0, with no
support for Shockwave audio.When I tried to tune
in RealAudio 3.0 sites, such as KING -FM or Ultra -

hook up a computer keyboard or the optional wireless keyboard. The remote control and the wireless keyboard both work
well, and the whole experience bridges the

Web from

gap between home computing and home
entertainment. But this ease of use comes with a
sacrifice in performance.
Media players for RealAudio and Shockwave work
as "plug -ins" or "helper applications" for your Web

my couch an

appealing
way to

browser. When a new scheme for delivering multimedia over the Net or an upgrade is introduced, you
download the player software to your computer (almost always for free) and then you're able to access
content for which the player was designed.
Things work differently with the Internet set -top
boxes. WebTV Networks, NetChannel, and other
service providers, rather than the user, maintain the
Web -browsing software. That's good, because you

don't have to go to the trouble of finding and installing new software and upgrades to access new

experience

Internet

media content. It's bad, because you have to wait un-

til the provider issues a software update, and since
player software usually has to be rewritten to work
on Internet set -top boxes, that can take a while.
As an example, WebTV was introduced last fall,

but RealAudio capability was made available last

audio.

THE OPTIONAL WIRELESS
KEYBOARD ENABLES YOU TO
ENTER TEXT VIA THE WEBTV
BOX.

SONY'S WEBTV ADAPTOR LETS
YOU USE YOUR TV TO SURF THE
WEB FROM THE COMFORT OF
YOUR COUCH.

Dvorák on the Deustsche Grammophon site
sounded pretty good, up to AM radio standards.
What remains to be seen is how quickly Internet
set -top companies are able to deliver software up-

dates as new systems for delivering multimedia
over the Internet materialize.
We're just at the beginning of audio on the Internet. In a few years, multi -megabit Internet access will
be broadly available. CD -quality streaming audio will
be a piece of cake, and high -quality streaming video
will be deliverable. How other areas of the Internet are

able to cope with large-scale demand for rich multimedia content is still an open question, however.

But you don't have to wait for this high -bandwidth future to enjoy audio on the Internet. If you
don't mind tying up a phone line and
you have an Internet account with a
generous (preferably unlimited)
monthly connection time, it's a very
pleasant way to discover new music
or engage in a modern form of DXing. The compromises in audio quality aren't so severe that they prevent
you from enjoying what you're hearing. As I listen to the Chicago Symphony Orchestra playing the Mahler

First on KING -FM, I'm far more
conscious of the glowing account of the first move-

ment than of any limitations in sound quality. I'll
pick up the CD downtown, or maybe I'll order it
online.
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A

"a true world -class
surround speaker"
"one of the most versatile products
in the history of home theater"
Audio Video Shopper
Winner of an Audio Video Interiors
Excellence In Design award, the revolutionary SS-150THx Tripole is the ideal

surround channel speaker for any sys-

tem. Designed for 5.1 multichannel
Dolby Digital and DTS, this THX surround
speaker is also superb for Pro -Logic and

surround music modes. Dozens of pro
studios use it to mix -multichannel sound.

Its groundbreaking Tripole mode com-

bines the diffused, spacious sound of
dipole speakers with the immediacy and

imaging of the best direct radiators-for
an unprecedented cc.nsistency of sound

in the surround channels. It delivers

good imaging and spatiality to every
listener, regardless of room location.

How does it work? It operates as two
separate speakers: one a point source
direct radiator with a. 5 1/4" woofer and

1" tweeter, and the other a dipole with

M&K Tripole
the needs of any program material or

hear the ultimate surround speaker.

tween modes with 3 remote switcher!

Find out why M&K is consistently

or Tripole, plus six custom modes to suit

rated number one in head -to -head

Focused crossover (designed for 5.1

competition and is rapidly becoming

multichannel's unique requirements),

the standard for professional mLlti-

the Tripole produces true uniformity

channel sound recording.

of surround channel sound throughout

main user -selectable modes: THX dipole

Visit your nearest M&K dealer to

room. You can even alternate be-

Using M&K's exclusive Phase -

two 3 1/4" poly mid -tweeters. It has two

Contact us by telephone, mail. the

the room, due to its extremely

web, or our toll -free fax back for more

coherent response over a wide and

information and the location of the

tall listening windcw.

nearest authorized M&K dealer.

10391 Jefferson Boulevard
Culver City, California 90232
(310) 204-2854, Fax 310) 202-8782
Faxback (800) 414-7744
http://www.mksouncLcom

MI LOVE
MAKER,

RACE

PIA 0K, /1/3'

fr1YDRA2

DONuT

DON'T LET SOMEONE SELL YOU SOMETHING THAT DOESN'r FIT. NOT YOUR PANTS. NOT YOUR SHOES. MOr YouR CAR STEREO.

IN THE PAST GM/CHRYSLER oWNERS WHO WANTED A CD PLAYER OR AN IMPRovEP )ISPLAY HADto BUY A STANDARDS IZE HEADUNIT AND "FORCE 1 -HE FIT"yygTH EXTRA INSTALLATION KITS. FRANkLYc THE Y LOOKED LIKE HELL.
OUR CUSTOM - FIT HEADUNITS ARE DESIGNED TO LOOK AND WORK BETTER THAN STANDARD- SIZE HEADUNITS iN
THE LARGER DASH OPENING COMMON TO MOST GM AND CHRYSLER CARS.
PLUS. YOU BENEFIT FROM TUE LARGER, STATE -Of -THE-ART DISPLAY AND S/GGER BUTTONS UNIQUE TO THESE
HEADUNItS. NOT To MENTION THE FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE THAT HAVE MADE PIONEER CAR STEREOS FAMOUS.

WITHOUT SACR/FICIN(r THE BEAUTY OF YOVR DASH. THAT'r BECAUSE THEY ACTUALLY FIT.

PIONER'S NEW CUSTOM- FIT Gm, erIRYSLER HEADUNITS C7lvR youEvERTTHING YOU'RE LOOKING FOR IN A CAR STEREO

nel signal routing), the RX-V2092 has an
internal Dolby Digital decoder (arguably

EDWARD J. FOSTER

worth more than $100 in its own right),

YAMAHA RX-V2092
A/V RECEIVER

and the routing problem has been solved.
The RX-V2092 also features an updated
version of Yamaha's Cinema DSP processing, called Tri-Field, first introduced in the
DSP-A3090 seven -channel Home Theater
Amplifier a little over a year ago. The updated Cinema DSP claims to take better advantage of Dolby Digital's stereo surround
channels to create a more satisfying home
cinema experience, i.e., one that more accurately reflects the sound field of a first -run
movie theater.
Yamaha also has upped the power rating
of its premier receiver from 100 watts x 3 in

the main front channels with 35 watts x 4
for the surround and front -effect channels
(in the RX-V2090) to 100 watts in all five
Dolby Digital channels plus 25 watts x 2 for
the front -effect speakers. (The RX-V2092
and RX-V2090 are seven -channel receivers,
to take full advantage of Yamaha's Cinema
DSP processing.) Finally, toss in a very nifty

main remote with programmable macrosand a simpler one for operating from a sec-

ond room-and I think you'd be hard
pressed to begrudge Yamaha an extra C note for the RX-V2092.
The RX-V2092 uses a Yamaha -developed
20 -bit chip (the YSS-243) for Dolby Digital
decoding and has dual inputs for AC -3 bit -

ou know you're aging when encountering a still -living tradition
gives you a warm fuzzy feeling, like
the one I got when I saw Yamaha's

"Natural Sound" logo on the RXV2092. And when I flipped down
the hinged door and saw a "Tone Bypass"

unadulterated (dare

I say "Natural"?)
sound, or to have an independent recording selector that also ensures unenergized
recorders will not affect the sound you're
listening to. But enough about tradition;
the Yamaha RX-V2092 A/V receiver is as
up-to-date as tomorrow's news.

button and an independent recording se-

lector ("Rec Out"),

YAMAHA'S RX-V2092

The RX-V2092 replaces the RX-V2090

that I reviewed last
the feeling got a
year (Audio, April
FOLLOWS SOME SOLID
warmer and fuzzier.
1996). It costs a hunTRADITIONS YET
Sadly, such goodies,
dred bucks more,
IS AS UP-TO-DATE
formerly expected of
but the new model's
any receiver that
additions and imAS TOMORROW'S NEWS.
claimed audiophile
provements are well
stature, are now usuworth the money,
ally sacrificed on the altar of cost saving. even in this low -inflation era. 'While the
Yet it's still desirable to be able to bypass 2090 was "Dolby Digital Ready" (well, alunwanted tone -control circuits and obtain most-we complained about its LFE-chanAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1997
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streams. If you want Dolby Digital sound
from laserdiscs, however, you'll need an
outboard demodulator to extract the AC -3
bitstream from a laserdisc player's RF signal. (Yamaha offers the APD-1 demodulator, for $100.) That's a nuisance, but I think
it's the way things will go in the future. I've

ted Power With 8 -Ohm L
ain, center, and rear e
annels, 100 watts/channel at I`
D, 20 Hz to 20 kHz; front
annels, 25 watts/channel at
D and 1 kHz.
ensions: 17'/e in. W x 63/4 in
3/4 in. D (43.5 x 17 x 47.7 cm).
'ght: 44.1 lbs. (20 kg).
: $1,599.

mpany Address: P.O.
uena Park, Cal. 90622
6242.
For literature, circle No. 90

never understood why laserdisc players
with AC -3 capabilities don't have onboard
RF demodulators, because they're the only

AC -3 program source that needs them. I
guess manufacturers were afraid to up the
price of their players when they weren't
(and aren't!) sure whether Dolby Digital
laserdiscs will take off before DVD kills
them.
In any event, the RX-V2092 handles two
Dolby Digital audio sources, one tied to the
"DVD/LD" video path and the other to the
"TV/DBS" video path. The AC -3 signal can

come optically or electrically from the
"DVD/LD" source, since both Toslink and

RCA jacks are provided. The "TV/DBS"
AC -3 signal must be via coax. Stereo analog

inputs are provided for both these sources
as well. Other audio/video connections are
provided for two VCRs via rear -panel jacks

main channels.) Stereo audio and
composite video outputs are pro-

'Ei
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vided for "Room 2." All rear -panel
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RCA jacks are nickel -plated; the
"Video AUX" and headphone jacks
on the front panel are flashed with
gold.
The rear panel also carries "Re-
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Also on the rear are four setup
switches and three switched con-

0.001

0.2

venience outlets (which can handle

a total of 100 watts). The setup
switches include a button to series -

Fig. 1-THD + N vs.
ohms (A) and 4 ohms (B).

FORCE YOU TO USE

tor" for the main -front speakers,

and two small slide switches:

video, the other to change the "Fre-

The Yamaha also has provisions for one
audio recorder (with analog, but not digital, connections), a CD player, and a moving -magnet phono cartridge. The FM antenna connects via a 75 -ohm jack, the AM
antenna via spring -loaded terminals. Reasonably sturdy multiway binding posts on
standard 3/4 -inch centers are used for each

quency Step" of the tuners. Pre-

Preamp outputs are available on each
channel, including two each for the center
and subwoofer signals, but power -amp inputs are furnished only for the main front
channels, with external links from the appropriate preamp outputs. (Yamaha presumably supplies these inputs so you could

use these 100 -watt amps in place of the
front -effects channels' 25 -watt amps,
should you add larger, external amps for the

M111I11

:01III..__40HMS

0.01

mh!Vi1..1 8 OHMS
11~
111111~

M11111IIMM111
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0.001

written and quite thorough) describes two other switches: one to
choose between PAL and NTSC

C:::n:C~m:::7:;
1.11111~11111u IIMIMM111~
1111 IIIIII/./.
11:01M!
1l1.'!.1..

O.1

"Front Mix," to mix the front -effects channels into the main front
pair where no front -effects speakers are used, and a second to drop
the level of the main channels by
10 dB. The manual (which is well

video RCA jack.

speaker. Two pairs are provided for both the
center and the main front speakers, one pair
each for rear- and front -effect speakers.

300

B

amplifier output into 8

(with recording outputs for each), a "Video
AUX" input behind the front -panel door,
and one set of "Monitor Out" jacks. An S Video connector parallels each composite -

100

10

OUTPUT - WATTS

two are used, an "Impedance Selec-

EVEN FOR SETUP.

7

111
O11 111 .
MIIIIII111111=ZI111111111ra

connect the center speakers when

OR THE REMOTE,

300

OUTPUT - WATTS

jacks for the second room. The input is for use with an infrared signal receiver in that room. The output can feed an infrared emitter to
relay commands from the second
room to other components in your
main room's A/V system.

THE RX-V2092 DOESN'T
ON -SCREEN DISPLAY

100

10

mote Control" input and output

_

20

1

100

10k 20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 2-THD + N vs.
frequency.

sumably these are available only on

universal models (they'd be useful
in Europe); they didn't exist on our

4.

I,.

sample.
o

With the door closed, the RXV2090's front panel is pretty sim-

11II1111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIII11i11II1I111
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ple. The power switch is, as usual,
on the left. For the tuner there are
eight station -preset pads below the
display and a bank -selector switch

that cycles through five memory
banks, bringing the total preset

V20112

11111111111 I II=121111111Ilfiiil

2

11111111IIIIIII1111111111!Ill
10

1

100

10k

IOO k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 3-Frequency
response, stereo mode,
using analog CD input.

count to 40. To the right of the display is a nine -pad source selector
for "VCR 2," "VCR 1," "DVD/LD," "Video
AUX," "Tape (MD)," "TV/DBS," "Tuner,"
"Phono," and "CD." Just above are 10 pads

"Stadium," "Disco," "Rock Concert," "Jazz
Club," "Church," and "Concert Hall"). At
the right above the volume knob is an "Ef-

that enable you to choose the sound processing mode ("Digital/Pro Logic," "Enhanced," "Movie Theater," "TV Sports,"

channels and restores the system to stereo
operation.
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fect" pad that disables the center and effects
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-
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+1 s

usually versatile programmable re-

Ay
BASS

+10

BASS EXTENSION

mote for the main room and a

TREBL

+5

smaller, more conventional one for

o

Room 2. With its lid closed, the
main remote is unimposing -12
buttons along the right, four "Operation Control" pads arranged as

5

- 10

CROSSOVER

-15
20

100

10k 20k

Ik

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 4-Characteristics of
tone controls, subwoofer
crossover, and "Bass
Extension" circuit.

+2

m
RIGHT

+1

up and down surrounding a central muting button, and to the left,
"System Power" and off pads and
two additional pads ("TV" and
"VCR") that can be programmed
with the power -control codes of
other products. On the right edge
are a "Light" bar to briefly illuminate the 12 buttons and "Opera-

respectively) are for tape recorders or players ("Tape," "VCR1," and "VCR2") and are

controlled by the pads in the first control
area. The second, fifth, and eighth sources
("CD," "DVD/LD," and the undesignated
button with the disc symbol) are for disc
players and are controlled by the second
group of buttons; the third, sixth and ninth
sources ("Tuner," "TV/DBS," and the second undesignated button) are for receiving
devices and are operated by the tuner -control buttons.

tion Control" cluster, a three -posi-

EF'

o

the quadrants of a circle, a "Master
Volume" semicircles divided into

first, fourth, and seventh selector buttons
(the first of the "A," "B," and "C" groups,

tion "Macro" switch, and an

1

20

100

10k 20k

Ik

FREQUENCY - Hz

"A/B/C" switch used to alter other
buttons' functions.

The first nine buttons of the
main remote are grouped (by

Fig. 5-RIAA phono
equalization error.

markings molded into the remote's

side) into three triplets, corre1

Ay

o

20

100

Ik

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 6-D/A converter
frequency response.

10k 20k

sponding to the three positions of
the "A/B/C" switch. The top triplet

THE RX-V2092 HAS
AN UPDATED VERSION
OF YAMAHA'S

(the "A" group) consists of the

SEVEN -CHANNEL

"Tape," "CD," and "Tuner" selectors; the next three (the "B" group)
contains the "VCR1," "DVD/LD,"
and "TV/DBS" selectors. The "C"
group carries "VCR2" and two un -

CINEMA DSP SYSTEM.

designated sources, one with a

The setting of the "A/B/C" switch governs which component each set of control
buttons operates. For example, the controls

disc -like symbol imprinted on it,

in the second, disc, area operate a CD play-

the other with a squiggle. The

er when that switch is set to "A" and a

fourth, unmarked, triplet selects

laserdisc player when the switch is in the

"V-AUX" or "Phono" and toggles the "Effect" circuits on and off.
Behind the door are several control areas,

"C" position. The remote is prepro-

course, for the RX-V2092's own tuner. The

tension" button. Here, too, are the two

three of which are arranged logically to
command different types of devices. The
top area has pads for tape -deck control

speaker -selector buttons for the main front

(play, fast forward, rewind, and stop

channels, five pads for tuner operation

arranged in quadrants of a circle, plus buttons for "REC/Pause," direction, etc.), the
next group has disc -player controls (play,
skip forward, skip back, pause/stop in a circular arrangement, and stop, scan forward,
scan back, and disc -change buttons). The

"Clear" and "Learn" buttons. When the lid
is closed, the "Operation Control" cluster
substitutes for the similarly shaped groups
under the lid. The last two program sources
("V-AUX" and "Phono") can be selected,
but not controlled, from the remote.
Behind the lid of the remote, below its
control clusters, are buttons to choose the
DSP program ("Digital/Pro Logic," "En-

Opening the front -panel door reveals the
"Video AUX" and "Phones" jacks and the
"Tone Bypass" and "Rec Out" selector mentioned previously, as well as detented bass,
treble, and balance knobs and a "Bass Ex-

("FM/AM," tuning down/up, "Memory,"
"Edit," and "Tuning Mode"), and three for
system setup: "Delay/C/R/F/SWFR," "Set
Menu," and an up/down rocker.
The RX-V2092 is one of the few home
theater receivers that you can set up and operate without having to use the remote control or turn on your TV to get an on -screen
menu. Nevertheless, it comes with the two

down among the tuner's station presets and
select preset banks.

remote controls mentioned above: an un -

"A/B/C" slider begin to make sense. The

next area contains pads to move up and

Now the selector arrangement and
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grammed with codes for a Yamaha tape
deck, CD player, laserdisc player, and, of
codes for other equipment can be learned

in the usual manner via the remote's

hanced," "Movie Theater," "TV Sports,"
"Stadium," "Disco," "Rock," "Jazz Club,"
"Church," and "Hall") and to activate the

ASTONISHING!
INTRODUCING THE ALL NEW...

PARADIGM° MONITOR SERIES
As a world leader in speaker design, PARADIGM knows what it takes to make great

sounding speakers - from superb best -value budget audiophile speakers right
through to sensational PARADIGM® REFERENCE high -end systems. And now
PARADIGM brings it's comprehensive design expertise to an all new generation of

the most affordable high-performance speakers the market has ever seen.
Introducing the exceptional new MONITOR SERIES.

High -frequency drivers use our remarkable new PTIr pure -titanium dome
along with our exclusive controlled waveguide io provide outstanding, and
utterly natural, high -frequency response.

Bass/midrange drivers utilize our unique ICP'" injection -moulded
copolymer polypropylene cones and high-pressure diecast chassis'.

This advanced cone design effectively eliminates unwanted
resonances and standing waves.

Add minimum diffraction grills, solid braced enclosures, phase
coherent crossovers, gold input terminals and what you have is

the pure, clear and uncolored sound of PARADIGM'S
astonishing new MONITOR SERIES.

We invite you to visit your nearest AUTHORIZED PARADIGM
DEALER and experience any of our high-performance speakers
today. The difference is... simply better sound!

ir Tin
!Wit it!!
- ®
Micro/CC-50/Micro/SB-90
$626

Atom/CC-50/Micro/PDR-10
$816

Titan/CC150/ADP-100/PDR-10

Mini MOnitOr/CCi50/ADP-150(P3 1000

Monitor 7/CC350 ADP-350/PS-1200

Monitor 90P/CC-350/ADP-350

51616

$2276

52677

For mare information visa your neare,,Aun1o1010 Poz,OICM Of iIfR or ronwre
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Want more? You can use the

panied by higher distortion at middle out-

main remote to start 13 macrossequences of up to seven com-

put levels. Certainly, the 20 -Hz and 1 -kHz
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mands. A macro could, for example, turn on system power, turn on
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the TV, select a source, and activate

playback at the touch of one but-

0.05
20

100

l0k 20k

1k

macro appropriate for its genre, but
it can be reprogrammed as desired.
The "Macro" switch on the side selects "Slow" or "Fast" transmission
of commands and can also be used
to turn the macro function off.

Fig. 7-D/A converter
THD + N vs. frequency.
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Compared with the main remote, the second -room remote
control seems like a toy, but it's
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competent and arranged sensibly.
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Fig. 8-D/A converter
THD + N vs. level.
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ton. Each of the 11 source -selector

buttons is preprogrammed with a

FREQUENCY - Hz

curves for total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD + N) versus output (Fig. 1)
have the classic, smoothly falling shape
characteristic of an amplifier whose THD +
N is predominantly noise up to the point of
clipping. The 20 -kHz curve flattens above
10 watts and begins to rise slowly at higher

power levels, suggesting that distortion,
rather than noise, predominates in this
power range. That's to be expected, as the
amplifier's loop gain is purposely diminished to ensure stability. It's also reflected in

the increased output impedance in the treble range (see "Measured Data").
But note how low the 20 -kHz distortion
remains, right up to the point of clipping
(less than 0.03% with 8 -ohm loads) and (in

Tape and CD transport controls are
adjacent to their respective selector
buttons, and the tuner preset selectors are near the "Tuner" selector. A
partial exception to this is that the
LD transport controls are arranged
across the top above the "V-AUX,"
"VCR2," "VCR1," "TV/DBS," and
"DVD/LD" selectors. "Phono" is at

the lower right below "CD." The
remote also controls the volume in

DITHERED

the second room and can switch
-100

-80

-40

-60

-20

o

SIGNAL LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 9-D/A converter

the RX-V2092 in and out of standby mode.
Measurements

linearity error.

Yamaha has consistently imche ..4,_..112. <

Ns

13.

LOW TREBLE DISTORTION

and most conservative of the

AND A FLAT IMPEDANCE

Japanese manufacturers when it
comes to designing amplifiers.
They've usually managed-as they

+8

+4
o
4

-120

pressed me as being among the best

-110

-100

-90

-80

-70

SIGNAL LEVEL - dBFS

Fig. 10-Fade-to-noise test.

-60

There also are buttons that activate the "A"
and "B" speakers and the "Sleep" timer. Finally, there's a setup switch, with one position labeled "Time/Level" and the other labeled "Set Menu."

ADROITLY BALANCED

have in the RX-V2092-to adroitly
balance amplifier characteristics

AMP CHARACTERISTICS.

such as open -loop gain -bandwidth
product and closed -loop characteristics so as to achieve flat response,
negligible distortion, and low out-

"Measured Data") the rather modest rise in
output impedance between 5 kHz (45 mil-

put impedance over the audible
test signal for balancing speaker levels.
These buttons double as a keypad for numerical entry of broadcast frequencies.

CURVE DEMONSTRATE

liohms) and 20 kHz (123 milliohms).

range without destroying the distortion -re-

That's what I mean by a deft use of feedback and an adroit balance between open -

ducing benefits of feedback by rolling off

and closed -loop gain. Note also how similar

the loop gain prematurely.

the 4 -ohm curves (Fig. 1B) are to the 8 ohm ones (Fig. 1A)-the mark of an amplifier whose output transistors do not sag
when delivering extra current into a low impedance load. The careful observer will
note that the 20 -kHz curve taken with 4-

From my measurements, it's clear that
Yamaha chose to stick with a traditional
Class -AB topology in the RX-V2092 rather

than using a multirail Class -H design,
whose increased efficiency is often accom-
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ohm loads stops abruptly just below 200

±10 dB at the extremes of the spec-

watts. At that point, the RX-V2092's protec-

trum; at my standard test points of
100 Hz (bass) and 10 kHz (treble),
the range is just under ±8 dB. The
"Bass Extension" boosts output by
6.2 dB at 55 Hz, then rolls the response off sharply below that frequency. It should prove useful with
small bookshelf speakers, to augment bass output while preventing

tion circuitry kicked in and shut down the
amp; however, it emerged from hibernation, no worse for wear, after the driving
signal was removed.

Yamaha doesn't specify the RX-V2092's
continuous power into 4 -ohm loads. Based
on Fig. 1, I chose a 4 -ohm stereo rating of
150 watts per channel, 1.8 dB below clipping (230 watts/channel). That's the same

driver overload. The subwoofer

relationship to clipping that existed be-

crossover's low-pass filter is down

tween Yamaha's 8 -ohm continuous power

3 dB at 81 Hz and 6 dB at 92 Hz
and falls with a nominal slope of
24 dB/octave, pretty much in accordance with standard home theater practice. The high-pass filter
to the main speakers is down 6 dB
at 66 Hz, 3 dB at 88 Hz and has a

FOR ONCE,
A RECEIVER WITH
TONE CONTROL DEFEAT,

AND IT TURNS OUT
NOT TO NEED IT.

rating (100 watts/channel) and the measured clipping point with 8 -ohm loads (150
watts/channel). I plotted THD + N versus
frequency on both main channels, with
both loads, at 10 watts and at "rated" output (Fig. 2). Again, the curves are classic;
noise predominates to about 3 kHz at rated
power and to about 10 kHz at 10 watts per
channel. And again, as with my measurements of THD + N versus output, there's
relatively little difference between operation into 8- and 4 -ohm loads. With an IHF
tone burst, dynamic power clocked in at
170 watts/channel (stereo) for 8 -ohm loads,

280 watts a side for 4 -ohm loads, and a
whopping 415 watts/channel for 2 -ohm
loads.

Wouldn't you know it? Although the RXV2092 is one of the few receivers that have

passed through my lab recently that has a
tone -control defeat switch, it's one of the
few that doesn't need one! Response from
the analog CD input is almost as flat with
the bass and treble controls at their detents
as it is with the circuitry bypassed! And it's
very good either way: within +0, -0.25 dB
from below 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with -3 dB
points below 10 Hz and above 70 kHz. Fig-

ure 3 shows the response on an expanded
scale; it also shows an 0.5 -dB channel imbalance with the balance control at its detent.

As Fig. 4 demonstrates, both tone controls shelve to a maximum range of about

12-dB/octave slope.

. R. -.2p.2
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response error in the main -channel amplifiers. Overall response is
remarkably flat (within +0, -0.22

dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz), and
channel imbalance is 1 dB with the
balance control centered. As you'll
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Fig. 1 1-D/A converter
noise spectra.
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tridge you're likely to use. The
same can be said for the analog
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DVD/CD input vis-a-vis input impedance, sensitivity, and overload
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point. Although channel separation through the analog DVD/CD
input isn't shown, it was surpris-
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although the rather high source
impedance suggests that you'd be
well advised to keep cable runs to
the tape deck on the short side.
When I analyzed output noise

0.1

for the analog and digital DVD/CD

0.01
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and overload point should be adequate for any moving -magnet car-

inputs and the MM phono input, I
noted that, measured in dBW, the
curves taken from the two
DVD/CD inputs were almost exactly parallel and only a couple of
decibels apart, suggesting that the
predominant noise source was the

os.

-

- 100

see under "Measured Data," the
phono input impedance was well
chosen and the phono sensitivity

ingly good: better than 71 dB from
100 Hz to 10 kHz. The level at the
recording jacks seemed adequate,

.
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Figure 5 shows RIAA phono
equalization error, including the
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Fig. 14-THD + N vs.
frequency, FM tuner
section.
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kHz; that helped improve all distortion

same 120 -Hz power -supply ripple

readings taken at this test frequency, especially THD + N versus level (Fig. 8). The
latter curve is quite impressive, considering
that the data include power -amp noise.

component, but the 60 -Hz peak
(magnetically induced, more than
likely) was more prominent via the
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power amp. Both curves had the
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FREQUENCY - Hz

analog input than via the digital

Figure 8 suggests that the converters

one. The phono preamp intro-

themselves are quite linear, and Fig. 9, deviation from linearity, confirms that. Lineari-

duced more noise in the low midrange and bass, as one would expect because of RIAA equalization,
but otherwise was remarkably sim-

Fig. 1 5-THD + N vs.
frequency, Dolby Pro Logic

ilar to the analog DVD/CD curve.
A -weighted noise through the MM

mode.

ty error is less than 1.2 dB at -90 dBFS on
undithered signals and less than 0.9 dB at
-100 dBFS with a dithered signal. The fade -

to -noise linearity error measured with a
500 -Hz signal (Fig. 10) is quite good, too.
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pared to what I've seen recently.
Nowadays, you're often forced to
use an A/V receiver's D/A convert-

ers, so I've been giving those converters a lot of attention lately. Alas,

many are subpar. In some respects
(linearity and distortion versus level come to mind), the RX-V2092's

DACs are quite good; in others,
they're less impressive. I took my
D/A-converter data at the speaker

FREQUENCY- Hz

Fig. 16-Frequency
response, Dolby Pro Logic
mode.

outputs, using stereo operation
and 8 -ohm loads; thus, they include the noise and distortion introduced by the power amplifiers
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HAVE BALANCED

CONFLICTING
TUNER REQUIREMENTS

WITH UNUSUAL ACUMEN.
Figure 11 shows the RX-V2092's third octave spectra for "digital silence" and for
the 1 -kHz, -60 dBFS signal used to measure

dynamic range. The S/N ratio relative to 0
dBFS came in at 83.5 dB, A -weighted, and

74.1 dB, CCIR-weighted. Quantization
noise (a more meaningful measurement)
was -78.2 dBFS on an unweighted basis.

watts per channel into 8 ohms

Dynamic range (which takes into account
low-level distortion) ranged from 82.4 dB

from a 0-dBFS digital signal.
Overall response (Fig. 6) is quite

(CCIR-weighted) to 91.9 dB (A -weighted).
The unweighted number (89.1 dB) was bet-

flat (+0.06 dB, -0.20 dB from 20

ter than the CCIR-weighted one because
CCIR weighting emphasizes the region

I used the digital DVD/CD input,
channel balance was much tighter
than with the analog input (within
±0.1 dB) but channel separation

above 1 kHz where the lower -order distortion components of the test signal lie. Neither the S/N nor the quantization -noise figures were as good as I would have hoped to
see, but dynamic range is probably par for
the course.

-70

was a tad worse.
Probably because of the low -order filter, distortion peaks to nearly

Before proceeding to measurements of
surround performance, let's take a look at
the FM tuner, another area in which Yama-

-B0

0.2% at 18 kHz (Fig. 7); the two

ha frequently excels. Overall, the RX-V2092

channels performed identically, so
only one is shown. This isn't ordi-

with those in many of today's A/V receivers.

response, Dolby Digital
(AC -3) mode.
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make the measurements, I set the
volume control for an output of 10

Hz to 20 kHz), but the curves show
the ripples characteristic of a relatively low -order digital filter. When

Fig. 17-Frequency
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as well as that of the DACs. To

YAMAHA'S ENGINEERS
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Fig. 18-Interchannel
crosstalk, Dolby Digital
mode; see text.

10k 20k

nary harmonic distortion; it's intermodulation with the sampling

has a pretty competent tuner compared
As shown in Fig. 12, background noise

ever, distortion remains under

drops quite sharply in mono, and the tuner
attains 50 -dB quieting with a 19.0-dBf input. Ultimately, it can attain a 77.3 -dB S/N
when mono reception is chosen.

0.04%, which isn't bad. The RXV2092's THD + N is lowest at 1

mains muted until the input signal reaches

rate, which, arguably, is more likely
to be audible. Below 10 kHz, how-
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Set for stereo reception, the tuner re-

MEASURED DATA
AMP SECTION, STEREO MODE

Channel Separation: Greater than 71 dB,

Output Power at Clipping (1% THD at 1
kHz): 8 -ohm loads, 150 watts per channel (21.8 dBW); 4 -ohm loads, 230 watts
per channel (23.6 dBW).

100 Hz to 10 kHz.
Channel Balance: ±0.27 dB.

Dynamic Output Power: 8 -ohm loads,
170 watts per channel (22.3 dBw); 4 ohm loads, 280 watts per channel (24.5
dBw); 2 -ohm loads, 415 watts per channel (26.2 dBW).

Recording Output Level: CD input 485
mV out for 500 mV in; MM phono input, 285 mV out at 1 kHz for 5 mV in;
FM tuner, 510 mV out for 100% modulation at 1 kHz.

Recording Output Impedance: 3.8 kil-

DOLBY PRO LOGIC MODE

+2.3 dB.
THD + N, 20 Hz to 20 kHz: 8 -ohm loads,

Output Power at Clipping, 8 -ohm

less than 0.0247% at 100 watts per
channel (rated output) and less than

Loads: Main channels, 145 watts per
channel (21.6 dBW) with "Phantom"

0.0155% at 10 watts per channel; 4 ohm loads, less than 0.0281% at 150

center setting; center channel, 170 watts
(22.3 dBW) with "Wide" center setting;
rear, 145 watts per channel (21.6 dBW)
with "Wide" center setting.
THD + N at Rated Output, 8 -ohm Loads:
main channels, less than 0.18%, 100 Hz

0.0201% at 10 watts per channel.

Damping Factor re 8 ohms: 300 at 50
Hz.

Output Impedance: 28 milliohms at 1
kHz, 45 milliohms at 5 kHz, 76 milliohms at 10 kHz, and 123 milliohms at
20 kHz.

Frequency Response: Tone controls bypassed, 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.25 dB
(-3 dB below 10 Hz and at 77.4 kHz);
tone controls at detent, 20 Hz to 20 kHz
+0, -0.27 dB (-3 dB below 10 Hz and at
70 kHz).

to 20 kHz; center -channel, less than
0.21%, 100 Hz to 20 kHz; rear channels,
less than 0.73%, 100 Hz to 5.6 kHz.

Frequency Response: Main channels, 20
Hz to 20 kHz, +0.04, -1.06 dB (-3 dB
below 10 Hz and at 32.6 kHz); center

channel ("Wide" mode), 20 Hz to 20
kHz, +0, -1.49 dB (-3 dB at below 10

for "Large."
A -Weighted Noise: Main channels, -81.9

low-pass, -3 dB at 81 Hz, -6 dB at 92

dBW; center channel, "Wide" mode,

and 11 Hz to 7 kHz, +0.25, -3 dB, set

-81.5 dBW; rear channels, -78.2 dBW.
Channel Separation at 1 kHz: 49.8 dB or
greater.

Sensitivity for 0 dBW Out: CD input,

A -Weighted Noise: CD input, -82.6
dBW; MM phono input, -80 dBW.

Input Impedance: CD input, 44.5 kilohms; MM phono input, 44.5 kilohms
+160pF.
Input Overload for 1% THD at 1 kHz:
CD input, 6.9 V; MM phono input, 120
mV.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.06, -0.2 dB.
20 Hz to 20 kHz.
THD + N at 1 kHz: Below -83.8 dBFS, 0
to -90 dBFS; below -88.6 dBFS, -30 to
-90 dBFS.

Maximum Linearity Error: Undithered
signals, 1.2 dB to -90 dBFS; dithered
signals, 0.9 dB to -100 dBFS.
S/N, re 0 dBFS, for Infinity -Zero Signal:
A -weighted, 83.5 dB; CCIR-weighted,
74.1 dB.

Quantization Noise: -78.2 dBFS.
Dynamic Range: Unweighted, 89.1 dB;
A -weighted, 91.9 dB; CCIR-weighted,
82.4 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 65.4
dB, 125 Hz to 16 kHz.

FM TUNER SECTION

S/N at 65 dBf: Mono, 77.3 dB; stereo,

kHz, +0, -3 dB, set for "Small" speakers

15.1 mV; MM phono input, 0.257 mV.

D/A CONVERTER SECTION

("Normal" mode), 92 Hz to 30.2 kHz,

100 Hz; treble, ±7.9 dB at 10 kHz; Bass
Extension, +6.2 dB at 55 Hz.
Subwoofer Crossover: High-pass, -3 dB
at 88 Hz, -6 dB at 66 Hz, 12 dB/octave;

20 Hz to 20 kHz.

56.1 dB or greater.

Sensitivity: For 50 -dB quieting, 19 dBf in
mono and 42.6 dBf in stereo.

+0, -3 dB; rear channels, 94 Hz to 7

RIAA Equalization Error: +0, -0.22 dB,

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:

Hz and 30.2 kHz); center channel

Tone Control Range: Bass, ±7.9 dB at

Hz, 24 dB/octave.

surround channels, 0.0089% or less at 1
kHz; LFE channel, 0.271% at 30 Hz.

THD + N at 0 dBFS: Less than 0.193%,

ohms.

Dynamic Headroom re 8 -Ohm Rating:

watts per channel and less than

THD + N for 0-dBFS Signal: Front and

66.2 dB.

Frequency Response, Stereo: 20 Hz to 15
kHz, +0.18 -1.58 dB.
Channel Balance: ±0.1 dB.

Channel Separation, 100 Hz to 10 kHz:
Left to right, greater than 38.5 dB; right
to left, greater than 38 dB.

THD + N at 65 dBf, 100% Modulation:
Mono, 0.051% at 100 Hz, 0.117% at 1

kHz, and 0.051% at 6 kHz; stereo,
DOLBY DIGITAL OPERATION
Channel Balance, Relative to Left Front
Output: +0.41, -0.37 dB.
Frequency Response: Main channels, 22
Hz to 20 kHz, +0.07, -0.25 dB; center
channel, 22 Hz to 20 kHz, +0.06, -0.43

dB; rear channels, 22 Hz to 20 kHz,
+0.05, -0.51 dB; LFE channel, below 20
Hz to 80 Hz, +0, -3 dB, -6 dB at 90 Hz.
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0.075% at 100 Hz, 0.115% at 1 kHz,
and 0.25% at 6 kHz.
Capture Ratio at 45 dBf: 1.3 dB.
Selectivity: Adjacent -channel, 11.5 dB;
alternate -channel, 77 dB.
Image Rejection: 53 dB.
AM Rejection: 61.5 dB.
Stereo -Pilot Rejection: 80.2 dB.
Stereo-Subcarrier Rejection: 89.3 dB.

Although
imposing,
Yamaha's main
remote control
is unusually
versatile and has
macro command
capability.
28.5 dBf. It then

snaps to life with a
S/N ratio of 35.4 dB,

with the noise dropping at nearly 1 dB

Finally, we turn to the Yamaha RXV2092's surround decoding circuits. I
measured both the Dolby Pro Logic and

"Large" and "Small" can be chosen for the
front and surround speakers as well for the

Dolby Digital (AC -3) modes. For Pro Logic

"Large" option; with the "Small" setting,
bass response rolls off in the front and surround channels just as it does in the center

testing, I simulated various combinations
of surround sound information with my
Audio Precision generator; for Dolby Digital, I used a new Dolby Labs test DVD. All
measurements were taken at the speaker
outputs, with each channel driving an 8 ohm load.
Output power at clipping (1% THD) in
the front and surround channels was the
same 145 watts (21.6 dBW) per side when

center. The curves of Fig. 16 show the

for that setting.
The response of the main front channels

at the large -speaker setting in Pro Logic
mode is within +0.04, -1.06 dB from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz, with -3 dB points below 10 Hz

and above 30 kHz. The center channel is
similar except for a tad more treble droop
(-1.5 dB at 20 kHz). The surround channels

using Dolby Pro Logic as it was with stereo
operation of the front channels. The center
channel appeared to have a higher clipping

are down 3 dB at 7 kHz, as called for by
Dolby Pro Logic standards; the surround
channel's low end extends to 94 Hz or 11

point (170 watts, or 22.3 dBW), but that's
because no other channel makes demands

Hz (at -3 dB), depending upon whether the

tained with a 42.6dBf input. At 65 dBf,

on the power supply during the center -

S/N ratio is better
than 66 dB. It hits
67.9 dB at 85 dBf

channel test.
The Pro Logic section's THD + N versus

speakers. Residual noise was very low: less
than -81.5 dBW in all front channels, -78.2

(another semi -standard test point) and ul-

channel) is given in Fig. 15 for the left front,

timately can reach 72 dB.

center, and left surround channels. (The
right front and right surround channels'

for each additional
dBf of signal; so 50 dB quieting is at-

The tuner section's stereo frequency re-

frequency at rated power (100 watts per

sponse (Fig. 13) is flat through the midrange, droops at 20 Hz and 10 kHz by about
0.8 dB, and is down by just less than 1.6 dB
at 13.5 kHz, the low point. Channel balance

is within ±0.1 dB; however, it should be

mentioned that I make tuner measurements at the recording outputs rather than
at the speaker outputs, in order to document stereo pilot and subcarrier rejection
(which, by the way, were excellent). Channel separation was excellent, too, at more

THE RX-V2092'S
D/A CONVERTERS
ARE QUITE LINEAR

AND LOW IN
DISTORTION.

performance was essentially the same.) All

front channels performed similarly, pro-

stereo signals at 65 dBf input power. In
mono, distortion remains below 0.2%

ation, distortion is higher in the surround
channels than in the front, but on the RX-

across the full FM audio band; in stereo, it

V2092, it's still under 0.75% over the pertinent test range.

kHz and then more sharply, reaching 0.25%

at 6 kHz. The distortion figures are quite
good, in light of the tuner's great selectivity
(11.5 dB adjacent -channel, 77 dB alternate channel). The excellent selectivity, surprisingly good capture ratio (1.3 dB), and good
AM rejection (61.5 dB) suggest that the RXV2092 tuner will work well under almost

any conditions: country or multipathprone city. Once again, Yamaha's engineers
seem to have balanced conflicting requirements with unusual acumen.

dBW in the surround channels. Steadystate separation at 1 kHz ranged from 51.6
dB (from the center to the left -front channels) to more than 76 dB the other way.
As for Dolby Digital (AC -3), Dolby Labs'

new test DVD doesn't provide every test

than 38 dB from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.
Figure 14 shows the tuner section's THD
+ N versus frequency, taken with mono and

rises gradually from the bass region to 4

system is set for small or large surround

ducing THD + N of 0.2% or less from 100
Hz to 20 kHz. Typically, for Pro Logic oper-

The Pro Logic decoder frequency response is shown in Fig. 16. (Again, I'm
showing only the left front and left surround channels; the response of the corresponding right channels was the same.) As
is my custom, I'm showing the response of
the center channel in both its "Wide" and
"Normal" modes. However, with the advent
of Dolby Digital, it's becoming common to
describe these modes as suiting "Large" and
"Small" speaker sizes rather than as "Wide"
and "Normal." In the Yamaha RX-V2092,
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signal I could hope for, but it's vastly better

than the laserdisc I've used heretofore.
There's a stepped frequency sweep that my
Audio Precision System One analyzer locks
onto by 22 Hz (the 20 -Hz datum is still absent) and follows all the way to 20 kHz; this
was never possible with the laserdisc sweep.
Furthermore, you can actually plot channel

separation using the new disc, which was
impossible on the AP System One with the
laserdisc. But it's like going from famine to
feast; you risk indigestion. I took six response curves and 20 separation curves.
Had all been plotted, you'd not be able to
discern a thing; I've summarized the results
in "Measured Data."
With Dolby Digital signals, the left front
channel had the best frequency response and

the left surround was the "worst"-albeit by
a mere 0.25 dB at 20 kHz (Fig. 17). Needless
to say, the digital -filter ripples that appeared
in the D/A-converter response curves appear
here as well. I've superimposed the response
of the LFE channel in Fig. 17, too. It's down 3
dB at 80 Hz and 6 dB at 90 Hz, but I couldn't

determine its low -frequency -3 dB point
with the test DVD.
Channel separation varies more than frequency response, as you can see in the final

The RX-V2092 doesn't give you control
of decay time, liveness, and so forth, as did

purpose.
The stepped -sweep tracks on the Dolby
Digital test DVD move too quickly for me
to get accurate distortion measurements, so

the viewer, with the front effect speakers
spaced more widely (and preferably behind) the main front pair. This differs from
the sidewall placement across from the listener that is usually recommended for surround speakers but may prove more convenient in many rooms because it enables
the effects speakers to be mounted on the
room's front and rear walls.
Yamaha has championed seven -channel
Cinema DSP for some years; Tri-Field, the

I was limited to measuring distortion at 1
kHz in the main channels and at 30 Hz in

version in the RX-V2092, has been updated
to recognize the stereo nature of the Dolby

speakers. The ability to adjust the front -effect level independently of the other chan-

figure. Fig. 18 plots crosstalk (the inverse of

separation) as a functior of frequency for
the "best" (left front to center) and "worst"
(left surround to right surround) pairings.
The other 18 curves lie between these two;
the separation is so good in all cases that
more information would serve no useful

the LFE channel. These figures, measured at
0 dBFS, ranged from 0.007% (left front) to
0.0089% (center) and were really negligible.
The LFE channel came in higher (0.271% at

YAMAHA'S CINEMA DSP
IS TECHNICALLY

wouldn't introduce an awful lot more! The
main -channel measurements looked excellent, but I expected that; had I been able to
measure distortion at higher frequencies, I

MORE ADVENTUROUS THAN

alone.

Use and Listening Tests
Cinema DSP is Yamaha's proprietary approach to enhancing the movie -theater illu-

sion. Cinema DSP strives to simulate the
sound field produced by the array of side

and rear speakers used in a theater by
adding a pair of "front -effect" speakers to
the home system and feeding them and the
rear -effect speakers a DSP-generated cock-

tail of information that synthesizes the
sound field created by multiple side and
rear speakers. The goal is similar to what
Lucasfilm had in mind for THX, but Home
THX is technically far less adventurous; it
simply alters the frequency response and
radiation patterns of the speakers to diffuse
surround sound so the viewer cannot locate
its source. (For the record, I should men-

tion that, in Yamaha's lexicon, "DSP"
means Digital Soundfield Processing rather
than Digital Signal Processing, albeit Digital

HOME THX PROCESSING.

can produce some pretty garish effects if
you go overboard with the delay or effect level settings, but that's been true of every
similar system I've used. The Yamaha RXV2092 distinguishes itself from the crowd

through its use of separate front -effect

Digital surround channels. In the RX-

emerge from a physically different location
from that of the main -front channels goes a
long way toward attaining realism without
garishness. To take advantage of this, you

will need an extra set of speakers; if you
"fold" the front -effects channels into the
main -front ones, you lose a lot of what this
receiver has to offer.
Overall, I was pleased with the Yamaha
RX-V2092. Perfect, it's not; I'd appreciate

V2092, front -effect signals are generated in
every DSP mode other than straight Dolby
Digital or Pro Logic. The characteristics of

better DACs-but I'm getting tired of saying that. The DACs in the RX-V2092 are

these DSP-based signals (and the sound
they create) depends upon the mode chosen. For example, "Enhanced" seeks to simulate the surround sound field of a relatively
conventional 35mm theater, while "Movie

I've tested and better in some respects. I
don't fault them when it comes to reproducing movie sound, which is more bombastic than subtle; for pure music applications, the DACs in the average audiophile

Theater" aims at reproducing the sonic

CD player are usually superior. That aside,

character of the newest 70mm Dolby Digital
theaters. "TV Sports" targets a tight frontal
sound field with a wide rear that places you
"in the action." "Stadium" goes one further,
with long delays between direct and effects

I give the Yamaha

sounds to simulate the spacious feel of a

control facilities, for

huge stadium. The names of the other alter-

its clean, potent pow-

natives-"Disco," "Rock Concert," "Jazz
Club," "Church," and "Concert Hall"-describe the effects they seek to create.
In my experience, the plausibility of sim-

er amps, and for its
adherence to those
Yamaha traditions
that have earned the

ulated sound fields is affected in roughly
equal portions by the adroitness of the dig-

company its fine reputation.
A

Signal Processing is used to do Digital

ital -signal -processing algorithm and by the
program material. Since Yamaha was first to

Soundfield Processing. Got it?)
Because of the way Cinema DSP gener-

introduce DSP-based simulation to the
consumer market, one can presume that

ates sound fields, both front and rear "effect" speakers should have direct, not dipo-

they have more experience in creating such
algorithms than anyone else. That shows in

lar, radiation patterns and be mounted

the RX-V2092, which can generate some
pleasantly realistic effects, given suitable
program material and appropriate control

above the viewing position (Yamaha recommends a height of 6 feet), facing each
other. The rear speakers should be behind

were designed primarily for music applications; this makes it far easier to use. Yes, it

nels and having the simulated sound

30 Hz), but name me a subwoofer that

would have found results comparable to
those I measured on the D/A converters

early Yamaha ambience simulators that

settings.
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comparable to those in other A/V receivers

RX-V2092 very high
marks for user friend-

liness, for the excel-

lence of its remote

MI its
closed,
the RX-V2092's

programmable
remote presents
a clean
and uncluttered

appearance.

mum+eri;'

The horse, the automobile. The typewriter, the computer. The cassette tape,
the Digital Recordable MiniDisc. The ability to record music and play it back
anywhe
.what you've always loved about tape. Digital sound and instant
access to any song-what you love about CDs. All in one 2.5 -inch MiniDisc.
Record or mix up to 74 minutes from your CDs on one MiniDisc. Then play it
back on your car deck or portable player. Now that's progress.

Look for this symbol al your Sony dealer and get a free gift when you buy select Sony MiniDisc products for a limited time only.

absolute Freedom'
:absolute Sound.
Sei nheiser's new RS -Series 900MHz Wireless

headphone systems deliver uncompromised
performance. You'll enjoy clear, perfect
transmission with extended range compared

to other 900MHz systems. Plus, there's never
any signal drift - once the signal is locked in, it stays locked in. Most
importantly, the RS Series gives you the pristine, natural sound that
Sonnheiser is famous for.
; HE E. VOl_U T ION OF AUDIO

N H E 1 S ER

900\111/ Freedom and Great Sound! t

tf NNHI'SIP F I [(IRONIC CORPORATION - PO BOX 987, DEPT:276 0L0 LYME, (T 06371 TEE: 860-434-9190 E1tT: 226 FAX 860 454 1759 (AI IFORNIA: TEL:818 845 :366 LATIN AMERKA: TEL: 525-6310956
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SPECIAL ACVERT1SNG SECTION
JVC MUSIC PRESENTS THREE MORE CLASSIC
RECORDINGS REPRODJCEE, WI-H THE HIGHEST
AUDIO F'DEIJTY AVAILA3LE TODAY. JVC'S
XRCDS ©SING THE LISTENER CLOSER TO THE

ORIGINAL MA'iTER TAPS THEN EVER BFFORE.
ANC ARE CO1wPATI9LE. WITH ALL CD PLAYERS.
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44attention

to or treatment
of a subject in individudi
or minute parts.

hat's the dict.onary s definition of
"detail." Enthusiasts deeply understand how important individual parts
are for a powerful home entertainment experience...whether it's
choosing cables, a stylus, a pair of
headphones...even the discs themselves. In the "3reat Details 4" special advertising section you'll lind
some of the finest examples of
details that delver audio and video
at its best.

MORE OUTSTANDING REISSUES ON JVC'S XRCD!
extended resolution cd

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN
KEEP ON MOVIN'
J%t: \ Ii -90.16-2

imal blues singing
"Recording Of The Month. Some of the most cominei Ig primal
I've ever heard." - Stereophile

"The Mighty One has done it again! The singer has gone and made another album
as outlandishly good as his 1993 blockbuster Give It Lp To Love."

Featuring a blazing nine piece band, Keep On Morin' is a showcase
for Mighty Sam's ever evolving vocal and songwriting .rowess.

DOUG MACLEOD
Doug ,MacLeod
Too CaNr TAKE MT

Burs

YOU CAN'T TAKE MY BLUES
JVCxii-110_2--

\ big, relaxed, spacious sound; oh my this disc is a teat." - Stereophile
"MacLeod is one of the vibrant voices that will keep tlis sound alive into the
nett century.- - Blues Review
.blued by tl a legendary harpsman Carey Bell and the great Mighty Flyers rhythm
section. Ihim_ MaeI Boll takes to the core of deep, intimate blues.

ELLA FITZGERALD & JOE PASS
TAKE LOVE EASY
.1\ G\R-uo3I-_

"Ella. in :absolutely first class fora, duetting with Joe Yass.""
The I ougla Guide
Of Ella, what can be said? She is sublime, the ultimate jazz singer and nowhere
is that snore apparent than here, where she appears in duet with guitar virtuoso
.tae Pass. Fitzgerald and Pass show why they are amoeg the supreme interpreters
of the popular song repertory. 'lake Love Easy is slice perfect'

THELONIOUS MONK & GERRY MULLIGAN
MULLIGAN MEETS MONK

"****1/3" -Downbeat
Three deiailes ago, when Ili%erside paired'I'helonions Monk and Gerry Mulligan
on Ibis album. it scented like a daring move. It is now clear that both mess were
the kind of revoluli entries .ho had respect for the jar.,. tradition. It was more
Haan a meeting of giants. i1 was proof or the strong bond connecting theoretically
opposing (hop vs. cool) forms of modern jazz.

1'0 order by phone with a major eredil card. tall lull Irec

f

I

800 JV1:. I386

fuid uul
e about XII I:11 visit obi. bull ,ilt al:
t.tom
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h
A SUP{R IMT{R(UNM{G
"Through the correct application of our
braiding technology, we are able to manufacture loudspeaker cables and interconnects that are extremely responsive

Kimber Kable Sliver Streak

and tonally accurate;' said Ray Kimber.
Since 1979, his company has supplied
audio enthusiasts cables ranging
from the Silver Streak to the legendary
Model 88: The Black Pearl Reference
Loudspeaker Cable (priced at $15,000

rid

ccessories

What goes into this highly regarded
cable? The Silver Streak (single ended)
has a #19 American Wire Gauge (AWG)
silver wire for the positive or signal -carrying conductor and two #19 AWG copper
conductors as ground and return. In
single -ended cable and equipment, the
signal is carried in the positive domain.
The nonsignal-carrying conductors are
ground and also negative return. By
using a silver VariStrand wire as a signal carrying conductor "we are able to offer a
reference quality cable for a reasonable
price." The balanced Silver Streak has
twin #19 AWG silver wires for signal and
a single TCSS copper wire as ground.
Also part of the Kimber Kable lineup
are BiFocal-XL ($1050 for an 8 -foot pair)
and KCAG interconnect with hyper -pure
silver ($390 a meter pair). Many reviewers consider the KCAG their affordable
reference interconnects. The BiFocal-XL
loudspeaker cable consists of 36 Teflon
insulated, VariStrand copper conductors;
cable diameter is 1.25 inches. The XL is
designed for full range biwired speakers.
The BiFocal-L is meant for small two-way
biwired speakers and systems using
single ended tube amps which
wouldn't benefit from the
XLs extra conductor mass.

the designer and the cable. They have to
make purposeful compromises to get the
balance just right. There's a sensitivity to
materials, the dielectric inside and outside the shield. The goal is bringing the
state of the art to a higher level."
AudioQuest and their dealers believe

self -guided demonstrations-at homeare the best way to appreciate superior
audio/video cables and entertainment's
other little details. Their "Get To Know Us
Kit" offers speaker cables, interconnects,
video cables and RF Stoppers, jitter
reducing feet, banana plugs-even two
reference CDs to use for comparison.
Depending on your system, there are two
levels to try.

G RE AT

et
Sennheiser RS 6
Cordless
Headphones

per 8 -foot pair).

"The Silver Streak is a superb interconnect for the finest audio and video
applications," Kimber added. The cables
have many of the company's most
respected and advanced technologies,
including tri-braid VariStrand cable geometry, custom Teflon dielectrics and
advanced metallurgical techniques. The

AudioQuest
AQ 7000Fe5 Cartridge

Silver Streak features AG VariStrand
conductors made from hyper -pure silver.
The Silver Streak is available with RCA
or XLR connectors, and is single ended
or balanced.

G{TTO KMUUS
While innovations continue in the world
of audio cables, "credit is now being
earned in the video world, where people
believe what they see," said Bill Low,
president of AudioQuest. "It's a revelation
with even a simple demo. With audio you
have to be in the right mood and it
requires a controlled setting. We've done
demonstrations using an inexpensive LD
player, our VideoQuest versus a competing cable showing side -by -side freeze
frames on screen. The difference is startling...it's that obvious." The winner?
VideoQuest. "And it isn't black magic;
you can see for yourself."
Low noted that the same attention to
detail necessary for a world -class audio
interconnect is vital for video. "There's
almost an artisan's relationship between

And now that DVD
players have arrived en masse,
AudioQuest has special cables for component and S -video outputs, as well as
Sorbothane feet that isolate and damp
unwanted energy created by motors
spinning the discs. Low added that
AudioQuest has not forgotten those

older spinning discs-vinyl records.
The AQ 7000Fe5 MC phono cartridge is
"a very high -resolution cartridge and it
reveals the quality of your playback
equipment."

PIJR{LY P{RSUNAL
Listening to music is an intensely personal experience-whether it's vinyl or a
compact disc. And nothing makes it more
personal and intense than a superior pair

Inspired
by nature
The new Kimber Kable BiFocal loudspeaker cables
control vibration, shield against RF interference, and
dramatically reduces electromagnetic interactions
between mid/high and low frequencies.

BiFocal, revealing the nature of music.

Wi

KIM3ER KABLE

2752 South 1900 West Ogden UT 84401
Phone 801-621-5530 Fax 801-627-6980
www.kimber.com
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of headphones.
"We've earned an
excellent global
reputation for wired
headphones," said
John Bevier, Manager of Consumer
Products at Sennheiser Electronic
Corporation. "Now we're utilizing our
wireless expertise so enthusiasts can listen to their music almost everywhere."
The company's new RS 6, a 900 MHz RF
wireless headphone system, has a range
of 250 feet in all directions from the base.
"It offers absolute freedom of movement
and freedom from distortion," Bevier said.
The RS 6 joins the highly regarded RS 8
with the HiDyn Plus system that reduces
noise and interference while increasing
the signal-to-noise ratio to 110 dB; frequency response is 20-22,000 Hz.
All of Sennheiser's RF wireless headphone systems (RS 8, RS 6, and RS 4)
have three switchable frequencies and
volume controls on the headphones.

STEN AND COMPARE

~ow A sample of JVC XRCDs.

They are supra -aural designs and feature
soft cushions for extended wearing comfort. Their batteries last for over three
hours before recharging is necessary.
"Many consumers have asked us for
'personal' Dolby Surround Sound," Bevier
said. "With the Lucas Personal Home
Theater, you can experience Pro Logic
right through your headphones." Lucas is
connected between your surround

source-even a TV- and your headphones. It generates the necessary
Dolby Surround Sound signals via electronics, creating a virtual five -speaker listening experience. Settings can be fine
tuned to your preference at a touch of a
button. Up to 15 preprogrammed "ear

types" are built into the system.
While exploring new horizons,
Sennheiser hasn't forgotten its main
claim to fame-wired headphones. The
latest addition to the lineup is the HD 600
open dynamics headphones with an
advanced diaphragm design. Computer
optimized magnet systems minimize harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
Frequency response is a scintillating
12-39,000 Hz, making them ideal for
studio professionals-or anyone who
loves great sound.

MUSI( AT ITS {IM{ST
Attention to detail is evident throughout
the entire audio chain. More companies
than ever are expending engineering
know-how on the reproduction of compact discs. One firm in the forefront is
JVC Musical Industries and their widely
praised XRCDs-Extended Resolution
Compact Discs. Simply put: They deliver
higher fidelity by enhancing the mastering and manufacturing of CDs with the
goal of retaining the highest sonic purity
of the original music. JVC has worked
this magic on classic recordings ranging
from jazz and fusion to blues.
"We got the master tapes to that first
Mighty Sam McClain recording I did,"
said XRCD Creative Consultant Joe
Hartley. "I supervised the XRCD mastering and the results are very similar to the
master tape," Hartley noted. "I'm not saying it's exactly like analog, but in some
ways it's the most analog -sounding CD
I've ever heard. XRCD sounds more of
what I know is on the original recording."
The XRCD process starts at the mastering level. The analog signal is taken
directly from the mastering console and
digitized using JVC's 20 -bit K2 Super
Coding, which has a dynamic range of
108 dB. The 20 -bit signal is transferred to
a Sony PCM-9000 which stores the information on a magneto -optical disc instead
of the more commonly used U-matic
1630 tape. The XRCD process takes
advantage of the stability of the disc as
well as its 20 -bit capacity. At the JVC
manufacturing plant in Japan, the 20 -bit
Sony disc is converted to 16 bits using
the K2 Super Coding in a bit down mode.
The 16 -bit signal is then EFM encoded.
The K2 laser is used to reshape the EFM
signal right before going to the laser of
the glass cutter. The end result of this
process is the highest quality digital
transfer- from mastering to compact

disc- with higher accuracy in sound
quality and imaging. And just as important, no special boxes or decoders are
required to enjoy the over 30 XRCD
discs currently available.
Among the artists available on XRCD
include Grammy Award -winning Bill
Holman, Carmen Lundy, Oscar Castro Neves and Tom Coster. You'll also find
Tiger Okoshi, Nakagawa, Hiroko and
Spirit Traveler. AudioQuest Music
licensed a number of its classics for
XRCD treatment, including Mighty Sam
McClain, Bennie Wallace, Terry Evans
and Doug McLeod. Fantasy Records and
Concord Jazz have also joined the bandwagon, featuring jazz greats Count Basie,
Mel Torme, Wes Montgomery, Bill Evans,
Cal Tjader and Duke Ellington. JVC Music
has just finished their first pop discs: The
Band, Tina Turner's Private Dancer, and
Steve Miller's The Joker; they're due out
in October and November.
JVC also has an XRCD sampler disc
that offers audio enthusiasts a taste of
the superior sound. "All of this attention
to detail allows the listener to enjoy the
music just as the artist, producer and
engineers originally intended it," Joe

Hartley said.
st1r01"C
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For more information, please write,

call or contact the manufacturers
below.

AudioQuest
PO Box 3060
San Clemente, CA 92674
714-498-2770

JVC Musical Industries
3800 Barham Blvd. Suite 305
Los Angeles, CA 90068
213-878-0101
Kimber Kable
2752 South 1900 West
Ogden, UT 84401
801-621-5530
Sennheiser
6 Vista Dr.
PO Box 987
Old Lyme, CT 06371
860-434-9190

This special advertising section
was specially prepared for the publisher of Audio magazine. None of the
magazine's editorial personnel were
involved.

the driver's sound to pass while effectively
blocking baffle vibrations that could color

EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD M. LONG

the sound. The hole's diameter increases
from 63/4 inches near the driver to 73/4 inch-

KEF
RDM ONE SPEAKER

es at the front of the grille; this reduces the
chance that reflections from the edge of the
hole could roughen the frequency response.
The grille fastens securely by four pins that
mate with rubber sockets in the baffle; the
rubber also isolates the grille from enclosure vibrations.
Two pairs of gold-plated binding posts
are mounted in a recess on a wide plastic
plate that occupies nearly all of the enclosure's rear panel. One pair is connected to
the crossover's high-pass filter, which feeds
the tweeter; the other pair connects to the

low-pass crossover filter that feeds the
woofer. A gold-plated strap connects the
positive terminals of the woofer and tweeter, and another connects the common terminals. The straps can be removed for biwiring; if the RDM Ones must be located
far from the power amplifier, necessitating

long cable runs, using separate cables for
the bass and treble might help clarify the
sound. The binding posts come with red
and black plastic inserts in their end holes,
to prevent some European AC power plugs
from being connected to the speakers, but
their 3/4 -inch spacing enabled them to hold
dual banana plugs when I removed the inserts. Holes in the sides of the binding posts

In 1962, Raymond Cooke, who had

speaker company. Since his factory

center on the front baffle. The enclosure is
made of 3/4 -inch medium -density fiberboard (MDF) and weighs 14.3 pounds. The
bevelled sides have a beautiful red gloss fin-

building was owned by the Kent Engineering Foundry, he called his company KEF. The company was a pioneer in the

ish, while the other four surfaces are finished
in matte gray; high -gloss cherry veneer and
charcoal gray finishes are also available. The

use of plastic diaphragms; the first KEF

enclosure's internal volume is 8.78 liters
(536 cubic inches) and is filled with two

worked for a number of years with G.A.

Briggs of Wharfedale, started his own

speakers had woofers with large, flat, polystyrene diaphragms and treble drivers with
polyester domes. Now 35 years old, KEF has
gained an enviable reputation for producing excellent loudspeaker systems.
The RDM One's small, sealed enclosure
houses a single 61/2 -inch driver, yet it's a
two-way speaker. The driver, which KEF
calls Uni-Q, has a 1 -inch tweeter mounted
on the pole piece at the center of the 61/2 inch woofer's magnet. This puts the treble

rolls of polyester acoustical damping material; this absorbs sound from the rear of the
driver that could be reflected back through
the cone and color the sound.
The Uni-Q driver is recessed 3/8 inch into
the 3/4 -inch -thick baffle and held by three
Phillips -head sheet -metal screws, which are

hidden by a decorative black -plastic ring

diaphragm near the apex of the bass di-

that covers the rim of the driver.
The 1/2 -inch -thick grille, covered with
black cloth, is a solid panel except for a sin-

aphragm. The Uni-Q driver is mounted off -

gle hole in front of the driver; this allows
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accommodate heavy -gauge speaker wire.
There are also two threaded inserts, spaced
vertically about 21/4 inches apart, in the rear
panel; they appear to be for some kind of

wall mounting, but the manual doesn't
mention them.

Rated Frequency Response: 100 Hz to
18 kHz, ±2 dB; -6 dB at 75 Hz.
Rated Sensitivity: 87 dB at 1 meter, 2.83
V rms applied.
Rated Impedance: 6 ohms.

Recommended Amplifier Power: 30 to
125 watts.

Dimensions: 11'/8 in. H x 91/4 in. W x
83/4 in. D (30 cm x 23.4 cm x 22 cm).
Weight: 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg).
Price: $900 per pair.

Company Address: do Adcom, 11 Elkins Rd., East Brunswick, N.J. 08816;
908/390-1130.
For literature, circle No. 91

The crossover, behind the rear -panel
plate, consists of three inductors, four capacitors, and five resistors. Three of the resistors are rated at 5 watts while two large,
1 -ohm resistors are rated at 11 watts each.
The high-pass filter, which feeds the tweeter, is a third -order design with two series
capacitors and a shunt inductor; a two -resistor pad attenuates the tweeter's level to

3 dB at 32 Hz.) The RDM Ones
and the reference speakers were
toed in so that centered listeners
would be on axis.
Most of the listening evaluations
were done by one panel member at

Ilo
GRILLE ON

100
OVERALL

90
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J

%0

60

ing, but I think it gives each listener

50

a better opportunity to sit in the

40

best spot when evaluating the

fourth -order design with two series inductors and two shunt capacitors, a 12 -ohm resistor (between the first shunt capacitor and

of instrument positioning and

Fig. 1-Frequency

the junction of the negative binding post
and the negative woofer terminal), and the

space. Each panel member was
asked for written comments on
how the KEFs' reproduction of
various instruments' sound and

response.

1 -ohm, 11 -watt resistors mentioned above.

the spatial effects of different

The 1 -ohm resistors are paralleled with

recordings compared to that of the
reference speakers.

20

HAD A FORWARD SOUND
AND PRODUCED CLEAR,

PRECISE IMAGING.

The series resistance acts as a kind of
equalizer by interacting with the woofer
impedance. In the bass range, where that
impedance is highest, the 0.5 -ohm resis-

loudspeakers' stereo reproduction

TWEETER

o
WOO FE R

50

-100

100

1k

Fig. 2-On-axis phase

"less body to guitar sound," and

response.

"guitar sounds slightly clearer and
more precise."

55

The next selection was Franz
Doppler's "Duettino Américain,"
Opus 37, played by Jean-Pierre

32
19

10

Rampal, Claudi Arimany, and John
Steele Ritter on Romantic Music for

flutes," "flutes are slightly forward," "piano well centered but
back in space," "piano sounds

Rider," by the Steve Miller Band on
Wide River (Polydor 314 519441),

5.5

3.2

20

110

er system's woofer, which is down only

ny Orchestra conducted by AnAUDIO/SEPTEMBER 1997
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(performed by the Dallas Sympho-

20k

10k

magnitude.

articulate," "voice is brighter,"
"voice is more forward," "har-

Troppo movement from Dimitri
Shostakovich's Symphony No. 8

1k

Fig. 3-Impedance

60

monica is more prominent," "bass
not as deep," and "much less bass."
When I played the Allegro non

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

were: "voice is very good but less

Each stand is 27 inches high, which placed
the RDM One's Uni-Q driver at the same
height as my reference speaker's midrange
and treble drivers. (Those drivers cover the
range from 150 Hz to 20 kHz; frequencies
below 150 Hz are reproduced by the speak-

20k

10k

FREQUENCY - Hz

comments were: "fingering sounds
brighter," "slightly more forward,"

smaller," "good instrument placement," and "slightly less spacious."
The comments for "Horse and

sorbers attached under their top plates.

20

(Sheffield Lab 10058-2-F). The

Use and Listening Tests
I'm presenting this section before "Meas-

sults with the comments from my listening
panel. For the panel's evaluations, I placed
the KEF RDM Ones on Tekna Sonic speaker stands, which have Tekna Sonic C5 ab-

-150
-180

man Guitar Duo on Passions

Two Flutes and Piano (Delos DE
3212). This caused panel members
to comment: "less breath sound on

20k

10k

+190
+150

I began each listening session
with the Sheffield recording of
Toccata, by Alessandro Piccinini,

tance appears relatively small and the output is reduced very little. In the lower midrange, where the impedance is much lower,
the resistor reduces the output, so the bass
will be louder by comparison.

urements," to better correlate my test re-

Ik

100

FREQUENCY - Hz

performed by the Newman & Olt -

THE KEF RDM ONES

WOO F E R

TW E ET ER

a time; this is more time-consum-

match the woofer's. The low-pass filter,
which feeds the woofer, is a modified

each other, for a resistance of 0.5 ohm, and
connected in series with the positive woofer
terminal.
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Fig. 4-Ground-plane
frequency response and
second and third
harmonics, for output levels
of 90 and 100 dB.
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are easy to place," and "slightly less
spacious."

The KEFs' reproduction of
Mozart's "Ave Verum Corpus"
(performed by the Daughters of

518/622-9833) elicited the comments: "voices are brighter," "voic1k

10k

20k

B

100

plastic
inserts
prevent
the use of
banana
plugs
but can be
removed.

es are clearer and more pleasant,"
loo
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terminals'

from Daughters of Mary at
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"bass not as deep," "instruments

90

70

J

more congested on loud passages,"

The

Mary on De Profundis, available

- 15° OFF AXIS
- 30° OFF AXIS
- 45° OFF AXIS

a

I

strings," "snare drums similar,"
"snare drums very good but with
slightly duller attack," "a little

-

- ON AXIS

'7i

OFF AXIS
OFF AXIS

Measurements
As an example of how measure-
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"oboe is clearer," "less deep bass,"
and "a little less sense of space."

15° OFF AXIS

-- 30.
45

80

"voices slightly less articulate,"
"fricative sounds are less hissy,"

Ik

100

10k

20k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 5-Horizontal on- and
off -axis responses for
upright speaker (A), speaker
on its side, measured from
driver end (B), and speaker
on its side, measured from
other end (C).

ments can explain the panelists'
comments, note the bump between
800 Hz and 2 kHz in the frequency

response at 300 Hz (top),
2.1 kHz (middle), and
3 kHz (bottom).

sponse. The cable resistance will act as a re-

measurements indicate that the
crossover frequency is at 2.1 kHz

tion at sound pressure levels of 90 and

(as specified) and that output is

100 dB. These curves were made with the

very well controlled above and be-

microphone and the RDM One on a ce-

low this point. It's common for

ment surface; this is called a 2-pi-steradian,
or half -space, measurement. With equal in-

plains why the panel members
consistently called the RDM One's
sound "bright" and "forward." My

grilles to roughen a speaker's response, but the RDM One's grille
seems rather to smooth it above 2
kHz. I therefore kept the grille on

Fig. 6-Square-wave

should be easy to drive by any reasonably
designed power amplifier. The maximum
impedance, 34 ohms (reached at the crossover frequency), is 5.9 times the minimum,
enough variation for the resistance of your
speaker cables to affect the frequency resistive dividing network that can attenuate
the signal more where the RDM One's impedance drops low and less where its impedance is high.
Figure 4 shows the RDM One's output
and its second- and third -harmonic distor-

response (Fig. 1). This bump exC

The impedance (Fig. 3) never drops be-

low about 5.8 ohms, so the RDM One

put power, the sound output from the
RDM One is approximately 6 dB greater
than in the 4-pi-steradian measurements of

for all other measurements and the

Fig. 1. At the 100 -dB level, the second har-

listening evaluations. All my lab
tests, with the exception of harmonic distortion, were made with
the speaker and microphone away

monic at 50 Hz is 4.5% and the third harmonic is 3% at that frequency, both very
good for a 61/2 -inch woofer. At 150 Hz,

from all reflecting surfaces, a 4-pisteradian measurement.
At the crossover frequency, the

drops to a very low 0.5%, the second harmonic bumps up to 4%. The only comment
by the listening panel that might relate to
this was the one about congestion at loud
levels, but this could also have been caused
by the KEF speaker's second- and third harmonic distortion in the range between

woofer's phase is -172.7° and the
tweeter's is -75.6°, a difference of
97.1° (Fig. 2). This amounts to a
time offset of about 128 microseconds, equivalent to a displacement

drew Litton, Delos DE 3204), the comments were: "trombones bright but less
body," "trumpets brighter," "brass sounds
sharp," "strings slightly zingy," "strings

of 13A inches between the woofer and
tweeter. The comments about the RDM
One's slightly less articulate rendering of

more forward," "less upper sheen on

attack may be partly due to this offset.

voices and the slightly duller snare -drum
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however, although the third harmonic

500 Hz and 1.6 kHz, which measured a little
less than 1%. At 90 dB SPL, the distortion

dropped to 2.5% second and 3.2% third at
50 Hz. At 900 Hz, there was about 0.8%
third -harmonic distortion and the second
harmonic dropped to less than 0.3%.

"Bravo, Bryston! A landmark...a reference...a triumph...a steal!" Stereophile, May 1997
The remarkably compact, Bryston

If your requirements are for sonic

B-60 Integrated Amplifier provides

excellence in a versatile, convenient
package, without compromises in per-

60 watts per channel at 8 ohms and

100 watts per channel at 4 ohms.

8-60 Integrated Amplifier

formance, value and reliability, look

There are provisions for four high level inputs, (CD, Tuner,

no further than the Bryston B-60 Integrated Amplifier.

Video and Aux) in addition to one tape loop and a pre-

Call us today, or visit our web site to receive a free

out/main-in feature. A headphone jack is also provided.

product brochure, 705-742-5325, www.bryston.ca
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(Fig. 5C), rather than with the driver

90

;LW

facing toward the inside (Fig. 5B). But

try both orientations before deciding

80

which is better.
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Fig. 7-Energy-time
responses. Woofer
response has been raised
10 dB for clarity.

Fig. 8-Response to

10

The RDM Ones reproduce square
waves reasonably well (Fig. 6). The
shape of the 300 -Hz square wave attests to the time offset between the
woofer and tweeter that is seen in the
phase plots of Fig. 2. The initial positive spike confirms that the woofer's
output lags the tweeter's by about 128
microseconds. This doesn't seem like
much, but once you are used to listening to speaker systems that have much
less time offset between drivers, you
can hear how it affects voice articulation and the attack of transient sounds
such as rim shots, cymbals, and brass
instruments.
The energy/time responses for the
bass and treble drivers (Fig. 7) show
the energy and its time spread for the
frequency range. This data, too, indicates that the woofer's output lags the
tweeter's. Depending on which points
on these curves you use as references,
the delay is 250 to 350 microseconds,
equivalent to an air -path delay of 3.4 to
4.75 inches.

you listen to them while seated off their
central axis. The three graphs are almost
identical, which demonstrates the advantage of having the tweeter mounted in the

When fed a positive -going cosine
pulse, the RDM One initially responds
with a positive output, but this is followed by a negative -going output of even
greater amplitude (Fig. 8). Ideally, the output should be a positive acoustical output
that returns to zero and stays there (like the
input waveform), with no further output in
either direction; unfortunately, the characteristics of real -world loudspeaker drivers
and crossover networks don't allow this, so
loudspeaker designers must choose between various compromises. Because I
made my measurements before I began the

center of the woofer. Figure 5A shows hori-

listening sessions with my listening panel, I

zontal dispersion with the speaker in its

was aware of the RDM One's response to
this test. I therefore used familiar CDs to

a 20 -kHz cosine pulse.
The panel members were each seated on
the listening setup's center line, equidistant
from the RDM Ones (sometimes called the

sweet spot), but your listening position
may not always be as ideal. The curves in
Figs. 5A, 5B, and 5C give some indication
about how the RDM Ones perform when

preferred orientation, upright and with the
Uni-Q driver toward the top. Figures 5B
and 5C show horizontal dispersion but with
the speaker lying on its side (equivalent to

about 150 Hz, the output gradually rose
and then rolled off slowly below 150 Hz.
The RDM One's maximum output, which
was reached at 150 Hz, was about 7 dB
higher than at 1 kHz.
To measure the KEF RDM One's enclosure vibration, I placed an accelerometer in
the center of a side panel; vibration was
greatest between 720 and 900 Hz, and there
were lesser peaks at 290, 1,100, and 1,600
Hz. Some of these vibration peaks correspond to the distortion maxima seen in Fig. 4;

it might be possible to reduce the RDM
One's distortion and make its sound even
clearer by judiciously placing vibration ab-

sorbers on the inside cabinet walls, but I
didn't try this.

After all the lab tests and the listening
sessions were completed, something jogged
my memory about the sound of the Rogers
version of the famous BBC LS3/5a monitor.
(The LS3/5a was jointly developed by the
BBC and KEF, and though other companies
built these speakers, KEF made all the drivers and most of the crossovers for them.) I

pulled out some measurements that I had
performed years ago on this loudspeaker,
and I was struck by the similarity of its frequency and square -wave responses to those

of the RDM One. Although I no longer
have the LS3/5a for sound comparisons and

THE RDM ONE
REMINDED ME OF

THE CLASSIC BBC LS3/5a,
BUT WITH DEEPER BASS

AND HIGHER OUTPUT.
know that I can't rely on my long-term auditory memory, I am convinced that there
would be similarities between the two systems. In any case, I'm sure that the KEF
RDM One sounds as clear and precise as

the Rogers LS3/5a did but can do so at

determine that the RDM Ones sounded

much higher SPLs; it also goes deeper in the

bass. For music like the first two selec-

vertical dispersion with the speaker up-

more realistic when connected in opposite
polarity to my reference systems and wired
the KEFs with this reversed polarity for the

right). If you must place the RDM One on

listening tests.

tions used in the listening -panel sessions,
the RDM Ones are excellent. For movie
soundtracks and for more dynamic music
that covers a broad frequency range, you

its side-on a bookshelf, for instance-

I also measured the RDM One's near -

you'd probably get slightly better response
if you place it with its Uni-Q driver toward

field bass response with a B&K 4133 microphone close tó the woofer. As the input fre-

will need a subwoofer. Either way, the KEF

the outside of the array, away from you

quency was lowered from 1 kHz down to

very good looking, too.
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RDM Ones are an excellent value-and
A
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Is it possible to categorize a product in a class of
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CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD

At first glance, these speakers are
overwhelming. But when you notice he
beautiful finish and listen to the dynamic

sound our speakers produce, you'll
appreciate the time and effort that was put
into the engineering of these fine speakers.

Yau begin to notice little things, like the

stunning high gloss lacquer, ceramic
tweeters and hexacone kevlar woofers. is
the little things that mean a lot.
Introducing Ares Sound loudspeakers fr. m

UIimate Technology. You'll agree, they're
sinply incredible.

A

7
ULTIMATE TECHNOLOGY, INC.
401 Choddirk Drive, Wheeling, 1160090

Phone: 841/531-9008

Email: ultech@concentric.net

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Fox: 841/531-6657

web:http://www.ultech.com

has an input jack for commands from infrared repeater pickups in other rooms and

BASCOM H. KING

SONIC FRONTIERS
LINE 3 PREAMP

an output jack for a relay trigger that can be
used to operate retractable screens or other
home theater accessories.

The display window in the front panel
shows each channel's volume setting and
the status of the switches for the input selector, stereo/mono mode, output polarity,
and muting. The display is flanked by the
eight input -selector buttons on one side
and the volume control and "Standby/Operate" switch on the other. Below the display are the headphone jack and pushbuttons for output polarity, balance, mono/
stereo mode, and muting. The main power
switch is on the front panel of the power
supply, which has the same size and general
appearance as the preamp.
On the Line 3's rear panel are two sets of

balanced and four sets of unbalanced normal inputs, a tape monitor, and the unbal-

anced bypass inputs for your surround
processor. Each channel has two balanced
and two unbalanced preamp outputs and
an unbalanced tape output. Also on the rear
panel is a multipin connector for the cable
from the separate power supply and the infrared -repeater and relay -trigger jacks.

All input and output connectors are
mounted to a circuit board at the rear

of the Line 3's interior, together

The Line 3 is the top model in a series

of three new tube preamplifiers
from Sonic Frontiers. Like the com-

pany's Power 3 tube power amps,

ables balanced output from single -ended input signals with-

the Line 3 takes a serious shot at the
state of the art. The three Line series

out additional circuitry.
The Line 3 has several interesting, useful features. A memory system

preamps share the same functions and

enables you to store startup volume and

with the signal -switching relays.
Most of the interior is taken up
by the main board, which holds
the tubes and associated signal
circuitry, the power regulator cir-

cuitry and heat sinks, and the
HeadRoom headphone amplifier.
Sorbothane mounts protect this board
from external vibrations. All control circuitry is in a shielded subenclosure just behind the front panel.

front -panel layout, differing only in the ex-

balance settings for the various inputs. Al-

tent and sophistication of their circuitry
and power supplies. All three units come

though the Line 3 does not have built-in

surround decoding, it has a surround

with an unusual, circular remote control, a
mere 3 inches in diameter, that looks cute
and feels good in your hand.
All three models have fully balanced, differential active circuitry, which I consider a
big plus for sonic performance. It ensures
that both phases of a balanced input signal

x4l in. H x 141/4 in. D (48.3

sound processor mode, which bypasses all
the preamp's functions and routes the signals from your surround processor's main -

11.4cmx36.2cm).

are represented in each output phase and

Room with spatial processing that makes

thus are represented in the unbalanced out-

stereo recordings sound more natural

put, too. Further, this arrangement en-

through headphones. The rear panel also

channel outputs directly to the preamp's
output jacks. Instead of providing a simple

headphone amplifier of its own, Sonic
Frontiers incorporated one from Head -
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ensions: Two chassis, each 19

eight: 60 lbs. (27.2 kg).
rice: $4,995.

Company Address: 2790 Brighton R

Oakville, Ont., Canada L6H 5T4`
905/829-3838;
SFI@sonicfrontiers.com;
www.sonicfrontiers.com
For literature, circle No. 92
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CIRCUIT HIGHLIGHTS
In the Line 3, all input and output switching is handled by relays.
All inputs except the selected one are grounded. The input jacks are
therefore connected to the relay contacts through series resistors, so
that sources connected to the unselected inputs won't see a brutal
short. The value of each resistor is 475 ohms, high enough to give the
desired effect yet low enough to keep from slowing down the circuit

stage's positive and negative 125 -volt supplies. Another point, close
to the -125 volt end of the divider, is connected to the grids of the
cathode follower's paralleled current source. A third point on this
divider, which is slightly negative with respect to ground, is connected to the cathode followers' grid -leak resistors. Thus, the servo keeps

and making it roll off high frequencies. The balanced inputs, of
course, have such a resistor in each signal leg.
If a balanced input signal is selected, both of its phases are taken
to the tape monitor selector relay; when an unbalanced input is selected, an additional relay switches the monitor input's ground con-

the error amplifier at or near zero, maximizing the range over which
the error amp can control the output's DC offset.
The two phases of the output are summed through matched resistors and applied to the grid of the 6GH8's triode section. Its cathode
feeds a two -resistor voltage divider that ends at the -125 volt supply.

nection from the negative phase of the balanced input circuit to

The output of the voltage divider drives the control grid of the

ground. The tape output, which is also unbalanced, receives the selected input's positive phase through a buffer.
From the tape monitor relay, both phases of the signal go to the
volume control. Between that relay and the control is the relay for the
stereo/mono mode selection; in mono mode, it connects the corresponding phases of the two channels together through resistors. Because of these resistors, the "mono" mode actually leaves about 8 dB
of stereo separation, for natural stereo reproduction through headphones and, Sonic Frontiers says, to avoid altering the timbre of stereo recordings through unpredictable cancellaai_
tions and reinforcements of different frequencies.
The volume control consists of two digitally
controlled attenuator ICs made by Crystal Semiconductor, one per channel, that adjust the Line
3's volume and balance in 0.5 -dB steps over a

6GH8's pentode section; because a capacitor bypasses this divider's
upper resistor, the AC signal is coupled to this grid. This error -correction system helps keep the amplitudes of the two output phases
equal, whether the input signals are balanced or unbalanced: Any
difference between the two output phases modulates the pentode
current source, modifying the effective drive in the input differential
amplifier so as to restore the output balance. This error -correcting
topology has been used in tube and solid-state instrumentation amplifiers, but I don't recall seeing it in tube audio circuits before. This
is definitely not your everyday tube preamp!
Between the tube section and the output jacks,
the balanced signal passes through three more re-

the output cathodé at ground potential. It also keeps the output of

lays. The first of these selects the surround -processor input, bypassing the Line 3's main input selector, tape monitor, volume control, and gain stages.
Since the surround -processor input is unbalanced,

95.5 -dB range. Each of these ICs is a stereo unit, to

handle the two signal phases. This attenuator has
tight tracking between its sections, which insures
good common -mode rejection over the volume

the negative -signal leg of this relay is grounded
when that input is selected. The second relay is
used for polarity reversal. The final relay mutes the
preamp by disconnecting its output jacks from the
signal circuitry and grounding them.
The Line 3's power supply regulators are as unusual as its signal

control's range. A technical paper from Sonic
Frontiers states that this volume control, together
with its new tube circuitry, yields even better sound than its past designs that used four -gang, switched-attenuator volume controls.
Next in the signal chain is the heart of the preamp, the vacuum tube line amplifier circuit. Its input stage is a differential amplifier
consisting of one 6922 twin triode per channel, with an AC balance

circuitry-shunt regulators instead of the usual series type. In series
regulators, voltage passes through the regulating element. In a shunt
regulator, a fixed resistor is connected between the unregulated in-

put and the regulated output and its output end is shunted to

control between its cathodes. This control's wiper is connected to
the plate of a 6GH8 pentode/triode tube's pentode section (more
about its triode section later). This pentode functions as a constant current source for the input differential pair and is connected to a

ground; the shunt is a variable element that passes just enough current to keep the output voltage constant. In both designs, the regulator is controlled by an error amplifier, which senses the regulator's
output and feeds a corresponding error signal to the regulator's control input. For the concept to work, the amount of current flowing

regulated -125 -volt supply. The plate outputs of the differential pair
are connected through 12-kilohm plate -load resistors to a regulated
176 -volt supply; each input triode conducts about 4.7 milliamperes.
From the input stage's plates, signals are capacitor -coupled to the
output stage, which is configured as a cathode follower with a constant -current source. In this case, the cathode follower consists of
paralleled halves of two 6922 dual -triode tubes while the constant current source uses the other halves of these tubes, also in parallel.
Each channel therefore uses four 6922 dual -triode tubes, two per sig-

through the shunt element when the circuit is idling is typically
about equal to the output load current. When the load current increases, the current in the shunt element decreases by the same
amount. Since the total current flowing in the series resistor is therefore the same, the output voltage doesn't change. The disadvantage
is that shunt regulators dissipate more power than series regulators
do. Sonic Frontiers chose this topology because shunt regulators are
said to maintain a very low output impedance out to high frequencies; the regulators in the Line 3 are said to hold their output impedance to less than 0.05 ohms up to 200 kHz, no mean feat. This low
regulator output impedance helps the tube circuitry perform optimally over a frequency range wider than the audio band. Each channel's active circuitry has four of these regulators, two for its input
stage and two for its output.

nal phase. This stage receives power at +125 and -125 volts from
dedicated voltage regulators. The signal is directly coupled from the
cathodes of these 6922s to the output.
A separate servo circuit for each output phase compares the DC
level at the output to ground. The amplified error signal is applied to
the middle of a voltage divider that is connected across the output
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If you're looking for a difference you can realty
hear. give us a call today. Legacy Audio will be
happy to quote trade-in prices on major brands

when purchasing any of our fine equipment.

Call today for your
free catalog:

1 800AUDIOHI
(18002834644)
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Factory and International
headquarters in Springfiield, IL

302 1 Sangamon Avenue, Spriu3field, IL 62702
CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The interior of the Line 3's power supply is almost completely occupied by a large circuit board, whose

Ap

RIGHT

0

mirror -image layout shows that
this is a dual -mono supply. Each
channel's supply has a shielded
and potted toroidal power trans former, two high -voltage filter

LEFT

20

100

100k 200k

10k

1k

chokes, four Solen metalized-poly-

FREQUENCY - Hz

sa LABS

THE LINE 3

propylene filter capacitors, and

A
2-CIYN(d4) B LN4(ür) .. rrpal.

+I
RIGHT

o
LEFT

heat sinks for its low -voltage regu-

IS BEAUTIFULLY MADE,

lators. Between the two channels'
heat sinks is a third power supply,
for the control logic, with its own
power transformer. Parts and con-

WITH FIRST-RATE PARTS

AND CONSTRUCTION.

struction quality are first-rate in

20

100

IOOk 200k

10k

1k

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig.

1 -Frequency response

B

with instrument load for
balanced input and output
(A) and unbalanced input

this beautifully made component.

the attenuation reached -70 dB; with balanced input and output, the rolloff was not

Measurements

as great.

Frequency response with the
volume control fully clockwise
and instrument loading is plotted

Rise and fall times with unbalanced input and output were 0.8 microsecond in the

in Fig. 1. With balanced input and
output (Fig. 1A), the channels act

right at an output level of ±1.25 volts; IHF
loading did not change these times appreciably. At ±5 volts, some slewing became
apparent and rise and fall times increased to
1.1 microseconds and 0.8 microsecond, re-

and output (B).

very much alike, but with unbalanced input and output (Fig. 1B),
there is a noticeTable I -Input sensitivity with volume control at maximum and IHF
able difference be-

load (10 kilohms paralleled by 1,000 picofarads).

tween the channels at frequencies

Sensitivity

above about 40
kHz. Changing

LEFT

RIGHT

114.2 mV

113.1 mV

524.9 mV

524.0 mV

Unbalanced Input to Balanced Main Output

56.8 mV

56.2 mV

Balanced Input to Unbalanced Main Output

113.4 mV

112.2 mV

1,071.4 mV

1,066.6 mV

56.8 mV

56.3 mV

Unbalanced Input to
Unbalanced Main Output
Unbalanced Input to Tape Output

Balanced Input to Tape Output

Balanced Input to Balanced Main Output

Table II -Output noise levels for minimum and maximum settings of
volume control. IHF S/N ratios with balanced input and output were
87.4 dB for the left channel and 87.2 dB for the right; with unbalanced
input and output they were 89.7 and 89.4 dB.

RIGHT

LEFT

Bandwidth
Balanced Input and Output
Wideband
A -Weighted

Min.

Max.

Min.

119.2

195.2

119.9

197.4

29.8

37.9

22.9

38.7

Max.

A -Weighted

18.4

from instrument

which is to say, quite well. For the unbal-

dropped the out-

anced outputs, CMRR is an indirect

put by 0.05 dB for

measure of the circuit's ability to represent

unbalanced con-

both phases of the balanced input signal

nections and 0.07

equally in the unbalanced output; the better

dB for the balanced ones, but

the CMRR, the more balanced the two

left the shapes of
the curves pretty
much unchanged.

For unbalanced

quency rolloff at
141.9

135.7

158.2

lower settings, hit-

23.7

20.4

25.5

ting 10 dB down
at 200 kHz when
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The common -mode rejection ratio

to IHF loading

some high -freUnbalanced Input and Output
Wideband
117.5

spectively. Slew rate was about ±10 volts per
microsecond. A 20 -Hz square wave exhibited a just noticeable tilt of about 5%.

(CMRR) is shown in Fig. 2 for the left channel; the right channel performed similarly -

input and output,
the frequency response did not
change with volume -control setting down to -40
dB, but there was

Noise, pV

left channel and 0.4 microsecond in the

phases of the output are. As mentioned earlier, only a circuit with fully balanced, sym-

metrical topology can represent both balanced input phases equally in an
unbalanced output signal.

Output impedance was a low 50 ohms
for the unbalanced main outputs, about 78
ohms at the balanced outputs, and less than

1 ohm at the tape outputs. Input impedance was 10.4 kilohms for the unbalanced

jacks and 20.8 kilohms for the balanced
ones.

Figure 3 shows total harmonic distortion
plus noise (THD + N) as a function of out-

put level with IHF loading. Compared to
instrument loading, the IHF load did not
increase distortion very much and had very

little effect on maximum output. Distortion

was generally lower with balanced input
and output (Fig. 3A) than with unbalanced
(Fig. 3B). As you can see, the Line 3 has the

desirable property of maintaining virtually

the same low distortion at all audio frequencies. The sudden increase in distortion

at high levels, which normally indicates
clipping at a circuit's output, is actually a
function of input level in the Line 3, caused
by overloading of its digital volume control,
not its tube circuitry. With balanced input
and output, the first measurable effect oc-

curs at an input level of about 7.85 volts,

ASSOCIATED
EQUIPMENT USED
Equipment used in the listening tests
for this review consisted of:

CD Transports: Sonic Frontiers SFT-1
and PS Audio Lambda Two Special
CD Electronics: Z -Systems rdp-1 digital
preamp, Genesis Technologies Digital

and the onset of clipping becomes
visible in the output waveform at
an input voltage of 8.2 volts. For
unbalanced input and output, the
corresponding figures were 3.9 and

4.2 volts. I'm not stating this to
find fault-the Line 3's input acceptance is certainly adequatebut merely to clarify which portion
of the circuit is doing what.
Interchannel crosstalk, with the

Frontiers SFD-2 MKII, Classé Audio
DAC-1, and Threshold DAC 2 D/A

right -channel measurements were
+2.3 and +5.1 millivolts. The Line 3

converters

drew 0.7 ampere of AC from the
line in the standby mode and 1.56

Well Tempered Arm, Accuphase AC -2

amperes when switched on.

moving -coil cartridge, Vendetta Re-

Input sensitivity measurements
for various input/output combina-

search SCP-2C phono preamp, and
phono stage of Anthem Pre 1 preamp
Additional Signal Sources: Nakamichi
ST -7 FM tuner, Nakamichi 250 cassette deck, and Technics 1500 open reel recorder
Preamplifiers: Threshold T2 and Fors sell balanced tube line driver
Power Amplifiers: Sonic Frontiers Pow-

Labs Master and Music and Sound
(unbalanced); speaker cables, Transpar-

ent Cable MusicWave Reference and
Tara Labs RSC Master Generation 2

)UTP

E

- 60
20

100

lo0k 200k

10k

Ik

FREQUENCY - Hz

Fig. 2-Common-mode
rejection ratio.
*Pi WS DO -11(x)

,.

measured LSUO.(U)

10

0.1

0.01
20 Hz AND 1 kHz

4

I1

0.001

50

10

0.1

OUTPUT -V

A
&V LA&

TND.N('r.l

as wsesu,ed L6Va(U)

10

0.1

0.01

0.001

Use and Listening Tests

impressing me as I used it. I found

B&W 801 Matrix Series 3s, and Genesis Technologies Genesis Vs
Cables: Digital interconnects, Illuminati
DX -50 (AES/EBU balanced); analog
interconnects, Transparent Cable MusicLink Reference (balanced) and Tara

HALAN

are given in Table II.

tube amplifiers, Houston GSP-02 ster-

Loudspeakers: Audiostatic ES -500s,

U

Noise measurements, which were
very similar for the two channels,

er 3 and Quicksilver M-135 mono

stereo amp

-40

cc

tions are enumerated in Table I.

The Line 3's ergonomics and
sound impressed me when I first
put it in my system and kept on

eo tube amp, and Threshold 600D

0

dB up to 2 kHz, rising to about -90
dB at 20 kHz. For unbalanced input and output, crosstalk was less
than -110 dB up to 200 Hz, rising
at 6 dB per octave to about -73 dB
at 20 kHz. Results were essentially
the same at lower volume settings.
In the right channel, DC offset at
the preamp outputs was -5.0 milli-

Lens anti -jitter device, and Sonic

49

III
UNBALANCED OUTPUT

1....._1111,111
CO

volume control at its maximum,
was lower in the balanced input
and output mode, less than -110

volts for the positive phase and
-0.7 millivolt for the negative;

Phono Equipment: Oracle turntable,

N IAN sn.(u.) ,. IMO(1s)

- 20

myself enjoying music with the

10

0.1

20

OUTPUT -V

Fig. 3-THD + N vs. level
for balanced input and
output (A) and unbalanced
input and output (B).

B

Line 3 and having no desire to go

back to another preamp to improve the

tool, as it's equally at home with balanced

sound. Reproduction was very clear, spacious, and musically believable. Bass was
tight, articulate, and solid; mids and highs
were open and airy, with very little irrita-

or unbalanced inputs and outputs. There

tion. This is a very fine preamp, indeed.

The design of the Line 3 and its remote
control make it a delight to operate. The
clear, easy -to -read display of volume settings also makes it easy to repeat previously
set levels and to adjust balance for particu-

lar recordings. It's also a great reviewing
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were no surprises or glitches in the Line 3's
operation, just perfect behavior.
If you get the idea that I like the Sonic
Frontiers Line 3, you're right. It is one of the
best preamps I've had the pleasure of using
in my system, and it's become my current
reference preamplifier. I highly recommend

an audition-though it might also be rewarding to look into Sonic Frontiers' less
expensive Line 1 and Line 2 models.
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The following are just some of the

fine audio/video dealers that sell
Audio Magazine:

Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way
Scottsdale,AZ 85251

Audiomasters
102 Lafayette Street
Anma, IL 62906

Sound System

Pacific Audio & Alarm
2370 E. Orange Thorpe Ave.
Anaheim, CA 92806

Sounds Designs

Murray, KY 42071

Mario's Sound Room
176 Franklin Ave.
Franklin Square, NY 11010

Sound Tech/Los Gatos
15330 Los Gatos Blvd.
Los Gatos, CA 95032

Goodwins Audio
870 Commonwelth Ave.
Boston, MA 02210

Sound Concept Inc.
264 East Route 59
Nanuet, NY 10954

Stereo Plus

New Horizon Books

2201 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94114

20757 13 Mile Road
Roseville, MI 48066

Dalbec Audio Lab
51 King Street
Troy, NY 12180

Jack Hanna Audio/Video
6130 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95207

Audio -Video Alternatives
4526 N. Woodward Avenue
Royal Oak, MI 48073

Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin Granvill
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Sound Eye
1317 Sartori Ave.

Sound Advice Inc.
3348 Niles Road
St. Joseph, MI 49085

Sound Station
601 SE Frank Phillips Blvd.
Bartlesville, OK 74003

Matlack Communications
2866 Foxwood Drive
Marylane Hts, MO 63043

Sound Service

David Lewis Audio
9010 Bustleton Ave

Durango, CO 8130I

Harvey's Stereo
2646 South Glenstone Ave.
Springfield, MO 65804

Video 7 West
22 Kneen Street
Shelton, CT 06494

Pro Audio
1630 Country Club Plaza
St. Charles, MO 63303

Stereo Shoppe
900 Washington Blvd.
Williamsport, PA 17701

Sounds Exclusive/Hanks

Audio Visions
136 Main Street
Kalispell, MT 59901

Sound Decision
3727 Franklin Road
Roanoke,VA 24014

Torrance, CA 90501

Westside Intl News Inc.
11949 Wilshire Blvd.
W. Los Angeles, CA 90025

Durango Music Co.
902 Main Ave.

757 N. Montrose Street
Clermont, FL 34712

808 Coldwater Road

3201 State Route 27
Franklin Park, NJ 08823

621 North Main Street
Guymon, OK 73942

Philadelphia, PA 19152

Bob's News & Books

Sound Stage

1515 Andrews Ave.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

5900 N. Point Washington Rd.
Milwaukee,Wl 53217
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[When you've got questions about Audio and Video,
Presented by

-

see a specialist
purchase a new big screen
TV now or wait until the new Digital
TV's start arriving in late 98'?

QShculd

I

AUDIO

What makes an electrostatic speaker

j work?

AHere's my prediction regarding DTV
(or -IDTV). By late 1998, we may see
a few TV sets on the market that are

AThe electrostatic principal states that

true HDTV's, which initially will be

speaker, a diaphragm is charged with a

much more expensive than our

high voltage and supported between
two stators. Signal is increased in voltage by a

current NTSC sets (in the $5000+ price range).
The real issue though, is what are we going to
watch on our new widescreen HDTV? Getting TV
stations on-line to broadcast HDTV will happen at
first, only in th 2 major TV markets. Then there is

like charges repel and opposite
charges attract. In an electrostatic

transformer and applied to the stators so that
when D n e stator becomes positive, the ether one
becorr es negative. The diaphragm is attracted to

the issue of what and how much HDTV
programming a station will broadcast. Our
current NTSC sets will not be able to receive HD
programming i a the HDTV format: but there will
be a converter box that you'll be able to use to
watch the HD signal on NTSC sets in the NTSC

one stator and repelled by the ether. As the
signal changes oclarity, so do the stators. The
diaphragm's movement it unison `rith the signal
move; the surrounding air and creates sound.
Detai. and transient response are superior to
dynanic drivers. Bass is typically enl-arced in
modern electrostats by a dynamic woofe

format. The bottom line is well be watching
NTSC programming on NTSC sets for many years
to come. So purchase the best TV you can afford

-Donalc Manigolc

today and enjoy it. But somewhere down the

GNP At dio Video

road, when there are a lot of HDTV programming
options. you'll want to own a new high definition
teevision set.

Pasadena, CA

-Bjorn Dybdahl
Bjorn's Audio Video
San Antonio, TX

Each month, Audio Magazine's feature "See a Specialist" showcases the finest audio/video dealers from across the country. The dealers,
chosen as a result of recommendations from equipment manufacturers, Audio Magazine staff and industry organizations, exemplify the best
audio/video dealers from New York to California. The chosen dealers offer solutions to problems that can best be handled by a specialty
audio/video retailer.
If you would like to submit questions to dealers in your area please write to
See a Specialist, ob Audio Magazine, 1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019

AURICLE
COREY GREENBERG

being equal, active really is the best
way to go. But aside from Meridian's
outstanding line of active speakers,

most audiophiles tend to shun the
concept like a leper.

PARADIGM REFERENCE
ACTIVE/20 SPEAKER

Why? I guess the biggest mental
hurdle is the no -more -amps -on -the-

floor thing. With powered speakers
having their own internal amplifiers,
you no longer need to own a separate

football pants because it
helps you run faster and the
pads don't scrape as much.
And besides, the pros do it,
so it must be okay.
So you decide to try it out

first in the privacy of your

bedroom, with a pair of

speaker will kick the crap out of the
passive version of that same speaker

door behind you, and moments later you're pulling
on your first pair of ladies'

world. Because no matter how great
the amp is, it's never quite in control
of the speaker's drivers: It's still got
to slap around a highly reactive, easily saturated passive crossover before
the power can get to the woofer and
the tweeter. By replacing this bottleneck with an active line -level elec-

I mean, really good! Your
legs feel better than they've
ever felt before, smooth and
sleek, with control that just

won't quit. You feel like
you've stumbled onto a hallowed secret of life: Pantyhose rule! Pretty soon

whole host of sonic problems that
plague even the finest conventional

swings open and it's your

speakers are neatly sidestepped. The
difference between a passive and an

dad telling you to turn

active version of the same speaker

down the music, and the

can be jarring if you've never heard it

two of you just stand there
staring at each other for a
few seconds without saying

anything until he slowly

before; all kinds of distortions and
colorations you always attributed to
driver limitations are suddenly not
there anymore. I'm not kidding-it's

backs out of the room, you quickly
wriggle out of the L'Eggs, and that's
the end of that. Hey, I didn't say this

a difference you hear immediately.
Incidentally, this is not a new idea.
Linn has been selling active versions

happened to me! I said you, you! I'm

of its speakers for many years, and

all man, and I'll lick any fella says

wear pantyhose under your

otherwise.

C'mon! Guys don't wear pantyhose,
and that's that. Unless, like me, your
high-school football coach tells you

to wear them under your pads and

inches of wire, the drivers are locked

into much tighter control and a

boy that it isn't kosher to
Tuff -Skins, you just know it's wrong.

tronic crossover and giving each
driver its own separate amp with
nothing between them but a few

on the stereo and you're

all of a sudden the door

hose on a guy. Even though
you're never really told as a

driven by the best amplifier in the

you've got Gloria Gaynor
kickin' up your heels when

phile equivalent of panty-

when it's over.
The fact is, a well -designed active

L'Eggs you swiped from
your mom. Quick check
down the hall, close the

hosiery. And they feel good!

Active speakers are the audio-

amp. You just run some interconnects between your preamp and the
speakers and away you go. So you
can't use your favorite audiophile
amplifier with active speakers. But
picking and choosing amps is so
much fun, right? Zzzzz. Wake me

The point is, an active speaker isthat is, a speaker with an active line level electronic crossover and sepa-

rate internal amplifiers for each
driver-the same thing. All things
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SR -880 DOLBY DIGITAL A/V
RECEIVER:

-3

dual DSP decoders for Dolby
Digital and conventional Dolby

Surround 3 way Dolby Digital
inputs: RF, optical, and coaxial

5 channel high current power
amp, 110W continuous (8

ohms) front, 60W continuous

rear AM/FM tuner with station
naming 5 pre -amp outputs

5 video inputs, 4 audio
inputs, with NV copy features
composite and S -video

switching advanced mul9room mode data -in jack for
third -party multi -room remote

systems on screen display
with setup menus headpftone
jack with auto stereo switching

sleep timer quality banana
jack speaker terminals
RC2000 LEARNING REMOTE:

total control of your AN
equipment learns hundreds of
IR codes macro keys store 20
commands each for one -button

operation LCD window and
keys illuminate automatically

ergonomic design with
logically grouped functions

LCD displays up to 32 special
commands for each component

label naming feature built-in
commands for popular DSS

equipment built-in commands
for Marantz and other
brands using RC -5 codes

a

DOLBY

DIG 1 T A L

Selecting the right receiver to upgrade or
build a new home entertainment system
around can be overwhelming. But, now
its easy to pick a winner - pick Marantz!

The Marantz SR -880 features Dolby Digital (AC -3) decoding, which

delivers the surround sound realism you normally find only in
commercial theaters.

"the RC2000
has transformed
my life"
Al Griffin
Home Theater Magazine
November 1996

The SR -880 includes five powerful high current amplifiers (450 watts
total) in the service of dual, all -digital DSP decoders - one dedicated to

Dolby Digital (AC -3) soundtracks (laser disc, DVD), the other to
conventional Dolby Pro Logic (video tape, TV, DSS). And the SR -880
gives your system room to grow by supplying 5.1 channel pre -amp
outputs for connection to external components (subwoofer, equalizer,
larger power amps).

ALL YOU NEED
IS ONE!

Think of the SR -880 as your complete home theater command center.
It houses an advanced AM/FM tuner and manages adiverse assortment
of A/V sources. By adding an external stereo amplifier and speakers,
the flexible multi-room/multi-source mode provides a second listening

zone with access to any of the connected A/V sources, for full dual
zone control.

And, no home theater would be complete without the remarkable
RC2000 learning remote, thoughtfully included with the SR -880. The
RC2000 - also available separately - is preprogrammed for controlling
Marantz components, and is easily configured to operate your entire
system with single -button "macro" convenience.

Audition the award winning SR -880 receiver at your Marantz
audio/video specialist and experience how theater like your home
theater can sound.

mra EMI 7'
PURE HIGH FIDELITY

Get total control and

Marantz America, Inc.

complete convenience

440 Medinah Road, Roselle, IL 60172-2330 Tel 630-307-3100 630-307-2687 Fax
www.MarantzAmerica.com

with the Marantz RC2000
learning remote.

"Dolby," "Dolby Digital," "AC -3," and "Dolby Pro Logic" are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.

I've even got an Ampex active speaker from

the '50s (tube -driven, no less). Powered
subwoofers have become almost de rigueur
these days, but still the active speaker remains that forbidden pair of pantyhose that
every audiophile would fall madly in love
with-if only he'd try them on just once.

tronics, amplifier modules, and even the exceptionally well -damped, medium -densityfiberboard cabinet, which is available in either black ash or gloss cherry veneer.

The back panel also sports a trio of small
knobs, one to adjust input level and two for
EQ tweaking. The input level control has a

It's on the back panel where you notice
that this isn't just another two-way 6-inch-

cate the gain relationship of the typical
amp/speaker scenario, but you can crank

er. Your first clue is the heat sink for the in-

detent in the middle of its range to dupli-

Which brings me to Paradigm. This

ternal amps, which takes up nearly two-

up or cut back the gain if your preamp has
lower- or higher -than -normal output lev-

Canadian high -end speaker manufacturer
has become one of my favorites in recent
years, producing some of the best -sound-

thirds of the back plate. Since it's a powered

els. The two equalization knobs let you

speaker, each Active/20 has a female IEC
power connector and a removable, 12 -foot

tweak the Active/20's low -frequency and
high -frequency responses in order to compensate for room acoustics and placement
difficulties. The range for these tone controls is only ±2 dB to prevent gross tonal
yuckiness, but I found the low -frequency
adjustment to be quite useful in firming up

ing, best -value speak-

AC power cord, as

ers on the market,

well as a 23 -foot pair
of Paradigm's house -

like the Mini Monitor ($369 per pair) I
reviewed back in the
June issue. So I was

BEING EQUAL, ACTIVE

especially eager to
hear the company's

WAY TO GO.

ALL THINGS
REALLY IS THE BEST

new speakers at the show. A few months of

final whipping -into -shape later and the
first production pair has found its way into
my living room for review.
The Active/20 is a sealed, two-way bookshelf system that measures 14 x 81/4 x 11
inches deep. An internal electronic crossover splits the incoming line -level audio
signal with a third -order crossover at 1.5
kHz, feeding the bass to a 61 -inch poly cone woofer driven directly by a 110 -watt

amplifier and the treble to a 1 -inch aluminum dome tweeter driven by a 50 -watt
amp. Both drivers are designed and manufactured by Paradigm, as are the active elec-

The heat
sink, power cord jack,
and controls

are tip-offs
to the amps
inside the
Paradigm

Active/20.

A-400 interconnects.

(I have no explanation for the nonstandard length of the

first full -range powered speaker, the Par-

adigm Reference Active/20 ($1,600 per
pair). I got my first taste of the powered
Paradigms at the Winter '97 Consumer
Electronics Show, and I was floored-I
thought they were hands -down the best

brand AudioStream

the Paradigm's bass response when the
speaker was mounted on a stand and placed
well into the room, a location that tends to

interconnect except
that perhaps 23 Ca-

make most bookshelf speakers sound too

nadian feet equals 25 U.S. feet, depending
on the exchange rate.)
The usual red and black speaker binding
posts are nowhere to be found on the back
of the Active/20. Instead, there is a single
gold-plated RCA input jack for hookup to

Eagle-eyed audionuts will notice a strik-

your preamp's main output. A balanced
XLR input is also provided (with pin two
hot, as it should be), along with a miniswitch to choose between XLR and RCA
connection. Another miniswitch engages a
100 -Hz, 18-dB/octave high-pass filter for

lean.

ing physical similarity between the Active/20 and the existing Paradigm Reference

Studio/20, the company's high -end, twoway 6-incher that's $650/pair. Even the author himself made an ass out of u and me
by assuming that the Active/20 was just a
Studio/20 with a built-in amp. But Paradigm says the Active/20's drivers, especially
the 61/2 -inch woofer, were upgraded from
those of the Studio/20. It was designed with

higher power -handling capability so that

use with a subwoofer, while yet another

active low -frequency boost in the electron-

miniswitch toggles between the Active/20's
two power modes: always on and automatic
on/off in the presence or absence of an input signal.

ics could be applied to extend the Ac-

The Paradigm logo on the front of the
speaker grille does double duty as a power
indicator, lighting up green whenever the
amps are activated. The illuminated logo
also serves as a clipping indicator, turning
red to let you know the Active/20's amps are

hitting their limit so you'd better turn the
system down a peg. I got the speakers to
turn the red light on a few times, but they
were really loud, and I'd twiddled the bass
EQ knobs for some added boost, which was

taxing the amps even further. The Active/20s more than filled my cavernous loft
(2,500 square feet) with clean, loud sound
before hitting their output ceiling, which is
remarkable given their size and price. But

tive/20's deep bass response below that of
the passive Studio/20.

I auditioned the Active/20s in my main
system, setting them atop a pair of heavy,
sand -filled, 24 -inch Merrill stands. I also
compared their sound to that of my long-

term reference speakers, the NHT 3.3s
($4,300/pair), driven by the Aragon 8008ST
200 -watt -per -channel stereo amp ($2,000)
via $300 worth of Kimber 8TC speaker cable. For those of you keeping score, that's a

$5,000 difference between the two amp/
speaker/cable setups.
Theta Digital's Casablanca surround pre amp alternately drove the Paradigms directly and the NHT/Aragon/Kimber setup, with

a Theta Data III digital transport as the
source. LPs were spun on a Rega Planar 3

that's the kind of surprise you get with a

turntable fitted with a Sumiko SHO cartridge and a McCormack Micro Phono

good active speaker.

Drive phono stage. Canare 75 -ohm digital
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introducing a new
kind of fuel system

(Castro,

treatment that can

improve your acceleration.
We've all experienced it before.
That moment of truth when you

(Now's a good time to talk about the benefits
of Castrol Syntec Power System.)

realize you need an the accelera-

tion you've got. Well iat ier than
just stepping on the accelerator
and praying, now there's a better

option. Introducing Castrol Syntec
Power System-an entirely new

kind of fuel system treatment.
Power System's unique synthetic
cleansers reduce ca -ban deposits

and can improve acceleration
in today's advancec cars. Just
one dose in your fuel tank begins

restoring power almost immediately. So try new
Castrol Syntec

Power System.

After all, you

might not
think you need
the added
power and

acceleration.
But do you

really want

to wait to

find out?

POWER WHEN

YOU NEED It

Applies only to vehicles wltt. knock sensors.
Castrol Inc., 1997

cable and Audio Power Industries' Power
Pack AC filters rounded out the picture.
Long before I received the Active/20s for
review, Paradigm had sent me a pair of the
regular Studio/20s to listen to, which I did.

To be honest, even though I liked them
okay, I couldn't really get all that excited.
The Studio/20 is a good, $650 -per -pair
speaker, but it's not the kind of amazing,
overachieving steal that Paradigm's $369 per -pair Mini Monitor is. So the Studio/20s

sat around for a while until I finally sent
them back to Paradigm. Like I said, nice
enough speaker, but it didn't do the fire under -the -butt thing.

about the Paradigms once I'd broken in the
review pair and sat down for a listen. They

and it's rated at only 35 watts per channel
more than the Paradigm's internal ampli-

should call this speaker the Time Slicerthese speakers etch out a finely detailed

fiers!

soundscape like nothing else I've had in my
listening room, my reference NHTs included. Instruments and voices are more clearly
carved in space with sharply defined sizes

clean and detailed, a reviewer's dream treble. It's airy without sounding soft, detailed
without sounding edgy. It's the best high

and edges. I sure don't remember hearing
this kind of imaging from the Studio/20s-

since I reviewed the Meridian digital active
speakers several years ago. This was an area
of performance where the Paradigm came
out ahead of the NHT/Aragon/Kimber setup. There is a slight tendency to brightness
with the treble EQ at its "flat" setting, but
this can be totally eliminated by turning the
control down just a hair. I also found that

not even close. The Active/20's image focus
is uncanny, and a new high-water mark for
my listening room.

But coming right on the heels of its
imaging magic is the Active/20's astound-

That's why I was so stunned by the ing transparency. Simply put, these are very,
sound of the Active/20. Paradigm was very see-through speakers. The Paradigms
right-this isn't just a
exhibit absolutely
powered Studio/20.
none of the crossTHE ACTIVE/20'S
This is a miracle of
over -induced colnature. This is some-

thing you've got to
hear for yourself, if
only to open your ears
to the wonders of
powered speakers done

The Active/20's high end is startlingly

end I've heard from a dynamic speaker

the AudioStream interconnects Paradigm
includes with the Active/20s work extreme-

ly well with them-I actually preferred the

combination to the sound I heard when

GREATEST STRENGTH

orations inherent in

swapping the AudioStream cable for a 5 -

IS ITS AMAZING,

passive speakersnone of the phasi-

meter pair of Kimber Silver Streak. The Au-

MICRO -FOCUSED

ness

Now, before the jizz begins in earnest,
tive/20s should be considered as not just a
pair of speakers, but as a stereo power amplifier (actually two stereo amps, in a biamped setup) driving a pair of speakers via
a pair of speaker cables, because the $1,600
you pay for these babies covers all threeamp, speaker, and cables. You and I both

know that many audiophiles would be
hard-pressed to name any amplifier they
considered truly outstanding that sells for
1,600 clams, much less a pair of conventional passive speakers for the same price.
And yet here's this small, sturdy, powered

two-way 6-incher that sounds more fo-

dioStream's warmer top end balanced the
Active/20's slight tendency toward brightness eery nicely.

the nasal midrange,

the glare when the

I also found that turning the bass EQ
knob all the way up to add 2 dB of boost

speaker is driven hard. Drive the Paradigms

helped flesh out the low -end balance of the

hard, and all you hear is the same sound,

Active/20s when they were mounted on a
pair of stands placed out into the room. Set
up as such, it was hard to believe that I was

right. This is hands -

let's put this into harsh perspective. The Ac-

the

crossover points,

IMAGING.

down the best -sounding two-way 6-incher
I've heard at any price. I'd put it up against
the most "in" audiophile two-way, driven
by the most "in" amp, and I'd fully expect
the Active/20 to kick the crap out of it. It's
that good.

around

only louder. I've heard a similar cleaning up

of the sound from the Meridian active
speakers, as well. It's an unmistakable absence of the usual colorations you hear with

even the best passive speakers, and once
you've heard it, you instantly recognize it
when you hear it again. There's just none of

the slowly -mounting strain I hear from
passive speakers as they're driven up to

listening to a pair of two-way 6-inchers. I've
never heard such deep, strong, tightly -defined bass from such a small speaker before.

This is one realm where the advantages
gleaned from the active approach pay off in
triple cherries: The lock -tight grip between

the 110 -watt amp and the high -output

their limits. Even when the Paradigm logo
flashes red, the sound doesn't get dirty or
coarse. Paradigm says the red light comes

woofer and the bass EQ combine to deliver
the kind of bass clarity and extension I normally expect from a good 10 -inch powered

on just ahead of the amps' actual upper
limits, kind of like a gas gauge that spots

subwoofer. Now, don't get me wrong-the
Active/20 welcomes the chance to sing and
dance with a good powered sub, and I got
excellent results mating it with NHT's 12 inch SW3P ($1,350). But don't think for a
second that the Active/20 has the bass extension of a typical two-way 6-incher's low

you a gallon even as it reads empty.

In terms of coloration, the Active/20 is
easily the least colored speaker I've heard at
its price. It's very, very neutral, with just a

bit of that lower -midrange woofer yaw
that's almost a Paradigm family trait. This
was an area where I felt the Active/20 was
bettered by the $5,000 -more -expensive
NHT/Aragon/Kimber setup. My reference

I'm loving this speaker?
Without a doubt, the Active/20's greatest

speakers had lower coloration overall

end. Close your eyes and you'll think you're
hearing a three-way 10-incher, in tonal balance if not in ultimate output.
Finally, it would be a crime to finish this
review without praising the Active/20's dy-

through the midrange, as I'd expect given

namics. There's such a natural ease to the

strength is its amazing, micro -focused

the huge difference in price-the Aragon

imaging. That was the first thing I noticed

amp alone costs more than the Active/20s,

sound of these speakers at high volume that
I just wanted to keep turning them up. The

cused, transparent, and musical than passive two -ways costing many times the Active/20's price. Are you starting to see why
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When was the last time you listened to
a ballgame on the radio? Not just for
an inning or two, but from the first
pitch to the last out? Well, with the
Bose' Wave® radio, you'll tune in a lot

more often - to hear every crack of
the bat and every fan's cheer.

From sports to the symphony,
sound you never thought possible
from a radio.

technology. Just as a flute strengthens a
breath of air to fill an entire concert
hall, the waveguide produces big, room filling sound from a small enclosure.
It's no wonder Popular Science honored
the Wave radio with a "Best of What's
New" award.

Turn your living room
into a home entertainment center.

Order the Wave radio now and
make six interest -free payments.
The Bose Wave radio is available directly
from Bose for $349. So call today to
learn more about our in -home trial and
six-month installment payment plan.

And get into the action without getting
out of your chair.

Call 1-800-845-BOSE,
C./t. 17700.
Please specify your color choice when ordering the Wave. radio:

Listen to the Wave radio and you'll also
hear subtle nuances you never knew existed

in your favorite music - all from a
radio measuring just 4.5"Hx14'Wx8"D.
That's why many owners use the Wave
radio as their primary stereo system.
The key to such rich, stereo sound is
our patented acoustic waveguide speaker

The Wave radio can easily be connected
to your TV, CD player, or VCR, bringing rich, stereo sound to everything you

listen to - and watch.
It also comes with a variety of convenient features, like the handy, credit
card -sized remote control, 12 station
pre-sets, and dual alarms.

©1997 Bose Corporation. Covered by patent rights issued and/or pending. Installment payment plan option is not to be used
in combination with any other offers. Price and/or payment plan are subject to change without notice.
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red lights would flash at very high levels,

Why is
America Online #1?
A

A

drive them a little harder, and I'd hear some

fairly graceful amp clipping, but it was
much more benign than what you would
normally hear from a separate amp driving

passive speakers. Because when an amp
clips into a passive speaker, it sends all of its

Easy.
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but the speakers still sounded great. I'd
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harmonic distortion to the tweeter with a
nasty crack. But an active speaker doesn't
do that; when the woofer's amp clips, none
of its distortion ever gets to the tweeter. It
just gets attenuated by the woofer's own
mechanical rolloff at the top of its range.
Meanwhile, the tweeter just keeps cruising
along on its own overkill amplifier (50
watts is a lot of power for just a tweeter). It

The Internet and more. AOL has E-mail. A Free
Web Browser. Free Games. Free Software
and Free Magazines. You can even check out

all adds up to a two-way 6-incher that
sounds much, much bigger and much,
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THE ACTIVE/20
IS HANDS -DOWN
THE BEST -SOUNDING

TWO-WAY 6-INCHER
I'VE HEARD AT ANY PRICE.
much better in every way than any other

I

Let Us Enlerfaill You!

speaker its size I've heard.
As you can tell, I was floored by the Paradigm Active/20. In many ways it sounded as

good or better than my $5,000 -more -expensive reference amp/speaker combo. All
of the advantages of good active speaker de-

Aa professional association

sign-lower coloration, more see-through
transparency, better dynamics, uncanny
imaging-are present in the Active/20, and
at what must be considered a bargain price

of audio/video specialty stores,

PARA sets the standards for
high quality retail shopping.
Member dealers know quality,

for such a high level of performance.
Although I don't expect the Active/20 to
single-handedly turn the audiophile tide of

service, and most of all, they
know music and home theater.

acceptance when it comes to powered
speakers, I strongly recommend that you go

PARA Home Theater Specialists
PARA stores will take the time to ask about what you already own

and suggest home theater components that will integrate into your
current system.
PARA home entertainment professionals are educated to explain
the newest technologies in clear, friendly language, helping you get
the best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just right for you,

hear this speaker at your local Paradigm
Reference dealer, even if you're not in the
market for new speakers, just to hear the
magic of active speakers for yourself. At just

$1,600 per pair, including a set of good sounding interconnects long enough for
even a large listening room, the Paradigm
Active/20 is not only the best two-way 6-

incher I've heard to date but one of the
greatest bargains in high -end audio. Highly
recommended!
A
CALL 1-800 4 -PARA 94 to find the PARA dealer nearest you!

Professional AudioVideo Retailers Association
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Jump ope
Come join Audio's Corey Greenberg on
Audio's 50th Anniversary Tour for an
insider's view of what's happening in the
world of high performance audio and
video. From 2 -channel, to multi -channel,
DTS, to DVD, Corey will offer his
perspective and answer your questions.
Attendance is limited, so be sure to
RSVP now! First 50 guests at each event
will receive Audio's 50th Anniversary
commemorative Gold CD, produced in
conjunction with Mobile Fidelity!

AUDIO 50th ANNIVERSARY/COREY TOUR LOCATIONS
DATE

DATE

DEALER

DEALER

DATE

DEALER

AUDIO PERFECTION
WED.,
SEPT. 17TH 7401 LYNDALE AVE. S.
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55423
7:00 PM
(612)866-0083

WED.,
MYER-EMCO
SEPT. 24TH 11611 OLD GEORGETOWN RD.
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
7:00 PM
(301)468-2000

WED.,
NOV. 5TH
7:00 PM

CHELSEA AUDIO VIDEO
3700 SOUTHWEST HALL BLVD.
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
(503)641-3533

SOUND HOUNDS
THURS.,
SEPT. 18TH 333 EAST ALAMEDA
DENVER, CO 80209
7:00 PM
(303)722-3200

WORLDWIDE STEREO
THURS.,
SEPT. 25TH 104 EAST VINE STREET
HATFIELD, PA 19440
7:00 PM
(215)368-5506

THURS.,
NOV. 6TH
7:00 PM

MAGNOLIA Hi -Fi
6308 ROOSEVELT WAY N.E.
SEATTLE, WA 98115
(206)525-1961

ABT ELECTRONICS
SEPT. 19TH 9000 N. WAUKEGAN RD.
MORTON GROVE, IL 60053
7:00 PM
(847)967-8830

FRIDAY,

FRIDAY,

AUDIO VIDEO CITY
3201 WILSHIRE BLVD.
SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(310)453-5355

FRIDAY,

ADCOM

SEPT. 26TH
7:00 PM

TWEETER Etc.
HARVARD SQUARE
104 MT. AUBURN STREET
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02138
(617) 492-4411

audio research

HIGH DEFINITION"

m.rnfz
exicon

NOV. 7TH
7:00 PM
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harman/kardon
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CLASSICAL
RECOR DINGS

out access to scores (except for the

sound like very attractive

original version of the Shostakovich)
I find it hard to imagine how the performances could be improved upon.
My only reservation is that the track

fare, but these dirges express

listings and their timings are buried

their composers' grief so

inside the booklet. That you must

compellingly that their emotional black hole ineluctably
draws you in.

open the booklet to know what is go-

Most compelling-and
justly most famous-is
Dmitri Shostakovich's

whole is all-important and the constituent parts of little consequence is
not. These are three very individual
pieces, whatever their outward simi-

Cordon's Harp:

ano, his piano music tends to

Andrew Lawrence -King,

be much less personal and

Irish and renaissance harps,
French cittern, and psaltery;
The Harp Consort
DHM 05472-77375; DDD; 77:51
Sound: B+, Performance: A+

dead of World War II (as the
Soviet authorities were content to assume) or to the victims of Soviet oppression (as
Shostakovich stated privately
to friends) or to his own political and moral "death" on

ing. All three of its compositions

of grief suffered by Soviet corn-

ed his own music on the country

roads and in the
courtly halls of the
British Isles during
the first part of the

700s. The Harp
Consort, under the

direction of Irish

Communist Party (as some

harpist Andrew Lawrence -King, cap-

assert, with hints that he may
have contemplated suicide at
the time), it is a complex and master-

ures the charismatic dual nature of
Carolan compositions, which could
range from courtly dance to popular
ig. The sounds on this thoroughly

ful work. It has been recognized as
among the very greatest string quar-

gains in power.

were written as private expressions

urlough O'Carolan, the blind
rish troubador/composer, perform-

being forced to join the

tets of the century; in the present
guise it may lose intimacy, but it

This is a truly remarkable record-

TUfZL.OUQH O'CAfZOLAN
Music of Turlough O'Carolan

Eighth. Whether it is dedicated to the heroic Russian

Dennis Russell Davies
ECM NEW SERIES 1620
DDD; 67:31
Sound: A, Performance: A+

plaint; the implication that the

own instrument was the pi-

is more personal than the

Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra,

ing on is admittedly a trivial com-

ously, though Shostakovich's

tets. And none of his quartets

Schnittke: Trio Sonata
(orchestrated by Yuri Bashmet)

Well, perhaps so.
The sound is exemplary, and with-

works that have since been
recast for small orchestra. A
triptych of dirges may not

inward than his string quar-

Shostakovich:

with most listeners than will Vasks.

posers-two as chamber

Eighth String Quartet, here
orchestrated, with the composer's full blessing, as the
Chamber Symphony. Curi-

String Quartet No. 8
(orchestrated by Rudolf Barshai);
Vasks: Musica Dolorosa;

CD's finale here is based on the judgment that he will carry more weight

beguiling CD range from wistful
solo flute, harp, or cittern to the
heady, rollicking sound of the entire

ensemble, with Caitriona O'Leary
and Nigel Rogers providing stellar

Peteris Vasks, a Latvian, may not

vocals on several tracks. The sound is

have been quite so despairing in
writing "Musica Dolorosa," but it

ess at times, yet has a welcome
armth and allows the ensemble's

shares intensity of emotion with the
Shostakovich. Alfred Schnittke
speaks to me, personally, with somewhat less conviction, though I suspect his Trio Sonata's position as the
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quite resonant, flirting with boomi-

nely detailed work to show
hrough. The CD contains exceptionally informative notes by

Lawrence -King and complete texts
f all the songs.

Rad Bennett
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IF IT'S MUSIC WORTH LISTENING TO, ITS WORTH MOBILE FIDELITY.
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Ultradisc II TM 24 -karat gold Cl) brings you the warmth and sweetness of analog with the realism of live music. By starting with the

original master tape and our proprietary mastering technology, The GAIN SystemTM. we have become the leader in
creating the most sonically accurate audio software in the world. You'll hea: our difference: and, every beautiful nuance of the
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CIRCLE NO. 11 ON READER SERVICE CARD

These great titles and
more available at:

TOWER

larities. Most companies list track numbers on
the back of the booklet or the back of the jewel box, or both, where they are readily accessible should you want, for example to play only
the Vasks. Let's keep it that way. Robert Long
Scriabin: Etudes
Arthur Greene, piano
SUPRAPHON SU 3324-2131;DDD; 57:55
Sound: A, Performance: A

Though Vladimir Horowitz and others
have recorded a few of Alexander Scriabin's
études on some of their programs, this is the
only CD I know of de-

voted entirely to the
mystical Russian master's piano études. Within a conservative struc-

tural shell, they slowly
become more complex
harmonically, melodically, and rhythmically-from Chopin -like early pieces to the un-

earthly Opus 65. Among the 26 expertly

GSE-8430 Mono Power Amplifier

played études are two often heard as encores:
Opus 2, No. 1, in C -Sharp Minor and Opus 8,
No. 12, in D -Sharp Minor. The best Scriabin
performances have usually come from Russian
pianists, but the exciting performance here is
from American Arthur Greene, who is recording for this Prague -based label.
John Sunier

Williams: Ballads for Orchestra,
Fairest of Stars, Symphony No. 2
Janet /'rice, soprano; BBC' ltiilsh Symphony
Orchestra, Vernon Handley; London Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Groves (in Fairest of Stars)
LYRITA SRCD.327; ADD; 69:15
Sound: A, Performance: A+

GSP-02 60W Stereo Power Amplifier....$960

Grace Williams (1906-1977) was a pupil of
Ralph Vaughan Williams. Born in Wales, she

grew up on the Glamorganshire coast but
spent some time in England during World
War II, where she became friends with Benjamin Britten, declining an invitation by that
composer to become his assistant. When the
war ended she returned to the Welsh seacoast
where she worked as a freelance composer for
the rest of her life.
This CD of her music is the second to be released by Lyrita and contains exciting compositions that should prove a welcome discovery

GSM -260 Mono Power Amplifier
65WU1tralinear35WTriode
$1,860/pr

GSI-01 40W Integrated Amp - $760
14 -day no obligation home trial
Cl] Centasound International Inc
PO Box 210337, San Francisco. CA 94121
Tel
888-968-9683 (415) 668-9003
Fax (415) 668-9638
http://www.centasound.com
E-mail contact@centasound.com
8am-8pm PST Mon -Sat
CIRCLE NO. 4 ON READER SERVICE CARD

HE iZ.OMEROS
Rodrigo: Concierto de Aranjuez and
Concierto Andaluz; Vivaldi: Guitar
Concertos in B Minor and G Major
PP
for Two Guitars and Orchestra
The Romeros; San Antonio Symphon
Victor Alessandro
MERCURY LIVING PRESENC
434-369; ADD; 76:47
Sound: A, Performance: A

lithe Romeros are an extraordinary fam'
of guitarists. Celedonio Romero, himself a vir-:

tuoso, taught his three sons-Celin, Pepe, and
Angel-to play guitar almost as soon as they
were big enough to hold one. Each became a
master, and together they have a sound that is
the envy of many an ensemble. Each performs
as a soloist, but often they perform as a duo,
trio, or quartet.
On this album are three concertos by Vivaldi, two originally composed for mandolin, and
two concertos by the blind
NEURV
UV= PRESENCE
Spanish composer Joaquin
!Rodrigo. Rodrigo's Con-

cierto de Aranjuez is the
most celebrated guitar
concerto in the repertoire,

and Angel, the youngest

'

A

Romero, plays it with confidence and gusto:
The Romeros commissioned the Concierto
Andaluz, and Rodrigo dedicated it to them.

WThe music on this CD was originally
orded in 1967, in the Municipal Auditorium in San Antonio, Texas. Mercury used its
usual array of three Telefunken 201 microphones (plus a fourth 201 for minimal aug-

mentation of the center channel), and the
recording was on three -track, half -inch tape.
Now that the original masters have been con-

verted to two channels and transferred to
Compact Disc, we can enjoy this excellent
Mercury Living Presence recording of the
Romeros in their prime.

Patrick Kavanaugh

Williams' music. Similar to the sea itself, with

to those who love Nationalistic music fash-

which she was so familiar, there is always
something going on. If
there are no whitecaps
in evidence on the surface, there are currents

ioned in bold, declamatory style. Her music is
highly dramatic, evident right from the begin-

underneath.
The Second Sympho-

ning of the first Ballad, with its fortissimo
timpani strokes supporting slashing full orchestra chords that incorporate a dramatic
Scotch snap, a recurring characteristic in

ny, the major work in

Williams' compositions. This arresting opening calms down for a moment of lyricism, but
it is a calm loaded with underlying tension, for

his compilation, begins in a fierce manner,
with nervous trumpet and side drum proclamations, and though broader melodic ideas
are established, the menacing trumpets win
the day. The second movement provides only
nervous repose, and the ensuing Scherzo is

there are few moments of total repose in

more malevolent than playful. The final
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movement is a slow one, for exhaustion seems
the only response to the tension that has gone
before, and this largo is not one of resignation

but rather of peace. The trumpet fanfares
from the first movement return and struggle
with the other themes till a truncated ending
stops everything dead on the chopping block.
This is music of the first rank, worthy of

This live event was a natural to be captured
in Delos' Virtual Reality Recording process of
taping to six or eight discrete channels. How-

bled there under the baton of Dennis Keene in
July 1996.

Berlioz had no commission to create this
liturgical work, and unlike the Te Deums of
other composers, his celebrates no specific
event. Its Latin texts

ever, until multichannel, audio -only DVDs
become established, the multiple tracks are
mixed to matrixed four -channel Dolby Surround for present CDs.
Since this Te Deum is less than 50 minutes'
long, Delos has thoughtfully filled out the disc
with a detailed spoken commentary and musical illustrations by conductor Keene.
Though the commentary basically repeats the
notes in the CD booklet, it will likely increase
the appreciation of the music by listeners who
John Sunier
are unfamiliar with the work.

praise God and stress the
grandeur and immensity

keeping company with almost anything

of the Divine and the

William Walton, Malcolm Arnold, or Vaughan
Williams ever wrote. It is performed to a fare thee -well. The original front -row center BBC

smallness

of

hu-

mankind. This is expressed musically via

Artium and slightly more distanced EMI

Berlioz's usual contrasts of joyous noise -mak-

(Fairest of Stars) recordings have been beautifully transferred to Compact Disc and are

withdrawn solos or small ensemble passages.

ing with everything at hand against quietly

as bold, robust, and detailed as this tense
music demands. This disc has to be summed

up as one of the biggest discoveries of the
Rad Bennett

decade.

Better AUDIO for your VIDEO !

The Five Sacred Trees
London Symphony Orchestra, John Williams
SONY CLASSICAL SK 62729; DDD; 57:23
Sound: A, Performance: A

VA\D ?ST

Williams, "Tree Line" by Toru Takemitsu, the
"Mysterious Mountain" Symphony (No. 2) by
Alan Hovhaness, and "Old and Lost Rivers" by
Tobias Picker. Aside from the obvious envi-

ronmental references, the pieces share some
beguiling sounds and a sense of fresh air. The
Hovhaness symphony is
airier and more delicately detailed on this disc
than in the Delos

Model 2W

Model 1

The program consists of "The Five Sacred
Trees" (a concerto for bassoon and orchestra,

with Judith LeClair as soloist) by John

\ Ai) Ü

Model 2

Phase -correct

Three driver,

mautspeaker

300 watt amplified
subwoofer

"The standard

Phase -correct

main speaker

for «fordable
speakers."

1t

"Rocks the
foundation."

16,

"Legendary
performance
on both films
and music."

VCC Phase -correct
center speaker
"Ultimate realism."

VSM

recording (DE 3157)
with Gerard Schwarz
and the Seattle Sympho-

Model 3

ny, fine as that recording is. If you think of
John Williams as all Star Wars and Boston
Robert Long

Pops, think again.

Berlioz: Te Deum, Op. 22
John Aler, tenor; Mark Kruczek, organ;
Young Singers of Pennsylvania;
Voices of Ascension Chorus and Orchestra,
Dennis Keene
DELOS DE 3200; DDD; 72:36
Sound: A, Performance: A

Phase -correct
wall -mount
loudspeaker

"The ideal
Ultra highsurround
performance
speaker"
phase -correct
main speaker
The ultimate embodiment

In its pursuit of perfection, specialty
audio has established high-fidelity
standards that only
the best speakers
can reach.

OUP

of the VANDERSTEEN

boxless full -range design.
"Incomparable d stail
and resolution."

Now your home theater system can meet these standards.

A VANDERSTEEN
phase -correct home theater system creates a coherent and expansive sound -field

You will hear

As with his much better known and more
dramatic Requiem, Hector Berlioz conceived
this massive ceremonial work to be performed
by a colossal number of musicians in a giant
cathedral with highly reverberant acoustics.
New York's Cathedral of St. John the Divine,

with exceptional detail and superior dialog intelligibility.

the world's largest Gothic structure, fits the
bill as the giant cathedral; its 5 -second -plus

reproduces every nuance of a film as easily as it conveys the essence of music,
we can direct you to your nearest carefully selected VANDERSTEEN dealer.

reverb has enhanced previous recordings

I^ ^ENSIONAL

made there. For this Dolby Surround recording of Te Deum, nearly 400 musicians assem-
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why "boxless" is definitely better as the system's incredible realism heightens
your emotional involvement in your films.
For almost 20 years, VANDERSTEEN AUDIO has built affordable loudspeakers true

to both science and music. If you are looking for a system that convincingly

IDITv

Please write or call for a brochure
and the name of your nearest sealer.

116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324
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POCK
-POP
RECORDINGS
sisted on cutting his
own renegade swath,

KURT WEILL
September Songs:
The Music of Kurt Weill
Various Artists

applying radical dub (a

SONY CLASSICAL
SK 63046,68:57

mixing technique that

Sound: A, Performance: B-

involves isolating, mix-

ing, and matching the
elements of a song and
adding echo or delay effects) and a serious dose

of unrepentant lunacy.
This lunacy, the mark of

Perry's personality, is

stamped all over his
massive, hit-and-miss
body of work. Even at
its worst, Perry's productions are uniquely
his. Further, his rudimentary dub methods
(using only an Echoplex) created a unique
sound that, more than
that of any of his peers,
still echoes (ahem)
loudly today.

This magnificent
three -CD collection focuses on recordings released on Perry's Black

Ark label, during its
prime years (1975-1979).

Although none of Per-

Arkology
Lee "Scratch" Perry
ISLAND JAMAICA/CHRONICLES
314-524 379
Three CDs; 3:55:37
Sound: B+, Performance: A

n the evolution of reggae,
producer Lee Perry's influ-

show. September Songs, a soundtrack to a film documentary that's
little more than an extended video

for the soundtrack, is similarly
composed of star -turn readings of
Weill. A generally enjoyable affair,
it's nevertheless
missing more than
just Dagmar.

Undoubtedly,

the high point
of the collection
is bassist Charlie

Haden reinterpreting "Speak
Low," the song he covered on Lost
in the Stars. Here, however, Haden

creates a spooky bridging of the
past and present by playing with a
recording of Weill at the piano and

singing. Also worth hearing is a
loony reading by William S. Burroughs and original period recordings by both Lotte Lenya (Weill's

wife and frequent collaborator)
librettist). Conversely, performances by Lou Reed, Nick Cave,
David Johansen, and PJ Harvey

ment a mad genius at his peak. Tracks

from such "unknowns" as
Max Romeo or The Congos

are as brilliant as those
from better-known artists
such as The Heptones and,

tremely hard -to -find gems,
this collection will certain-

As a young, impertinent (at
least then) disciple, Perry in-

the Stars, a 1985 "all-star" Weill

tribute on which she steals the

and Bertolt Brecht (his lyricist and

Dodd (the impresario who

artists) and even Bob Marley.

1986 album Angebot er Nachfrage
(no longer in print) and on Lost in

ley is represented (this material was
released on Coxsone Dodd's Studio
One labe_) Arkology serves to docu-

of course, Perry's Upsetters.

some of reggae's biggest

Krause does. It's evident on her

ry's work with Bob Mar-

ence is equal to (and arguably
greater than) that of such recognized founders as Coxsone

discovered and recorded

Nobody interprets Kurt Weill
as well as German singer Dagmar

are melodramatic and uninspired, weighing the album
down. Still, redemption can be
found in top-

notch contributions by The

With a full complement of

Persuasions,

dubs, outtakes, and ex-

Mary Margaret

Betty Carter, and

O'Hara, all of
whom add their

ly please die-hard reggae
fans and shed some new

own voices to

light on Perry's madcap

tive style.
Jason Ferguson

genius.

Jason Ferguson
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Weill's distinc-
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Tan Dun
Symphony 1997 Heaven, Earth, Mankind

CALL(SON DVPS70005B)

featuring Yo -Yo -Ma
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handover of Hong Kong to China"
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Also by Tan Dun:
Ghost Opera,Keonos Quartet
NON 79445
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__
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be limited. Copyright 1997 J&R Music World.
City of N.Y. Dept. of Consumer Affairs license Numbers 0900310/0900615/0900616/0900617
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So Long So Wrong
Alison Krauss and Union Station

çjiç

Señor 13!

ROUNDER CD 0365, 48:14
Sound: B+, Performance: B-

I

Bluegrass is probably popular music's

Señor Blues
PRIVATE MUSIC 01005-82151, 51:45
Sound: A, Performance: A-

most democratic genre. Aside from its common -folk roots, it's music where most every
player gets a lead break in almost every song,
who can sing to join in. Even the biggest bluegrass festivals seem dedicated to the proposi-

an this be? Thirty years aft
Mahal recorded his eponymo
ly-titled debut album, he sounds

YIYtA0

tion that everyone who thinks he can play

like time never went by! Señor

should play.

Blues is

111W.+.-

It's that same sense of democracy, ad-

and the harmonies all but invite everyone

FREE

Stereo Catalog
Looking for the latest in
audio/video components?
The Crutchfield catalog brings you hundreds
of top, brand -name components and
makes it easy to compare
them feature for
feature. Informative articles,
helpful tips and
exclusive comparison
charts guide you through
the maze of buzzwords.
You'll find exactly
what you need without
New! See why DVD
paying for more than
means movies at home
will never be the same!
you want!

Part catalog, part shopper's guide, the
Crutchfield catalog makes it a pleasure to
shop from home. You can call our wellinformed sales
advisors toll -free,
7 days a week with
any of your product
questions. Plus,
you'll get your order
in 2 days or less!
So what are you
Sony, Kenwood, Pioneer,
waiting for? Get
JVC, Bose, Harman Kardon,
your copy on its
Infinity, Technics, Polk,
Carver, Yamaha, and more!
way today!

original ("Queen Bee"), Señor Blues is,

audience that confounded music -business

otherwise, an album of excellently chosen

conventions, Krauss, the gifted young fiddler
and singer at the center of it all, isn't about alter her chosen musical course.
The result is an album of straight -ahead -sometimes virtuosic-bluegrass that shows a
special spark only when

covers.

The side effect of having such an outspoken

mike to sing (and play).
Union Station is a fine,

Anansie's every move is political. And while
fighting apathy and promoting equality are

state-of-the-art band,

clearly part of the agenda, the band is not

but neither guitarist

above peppering the gristle with a bit of hu-

Dan Tyminski
jo player Ron Block is a singer of note. Krauss,
however, continues to infuse her vocals with
an enchanting sense of heartbreak that makes
them as compelling as her fluent fiddling. Although it runs counter to Krauss's devotion to
her band and the precepts of bluegrass to say

mor and irony.

Stoosh's diversity may take a little more
time to digest than your average pop product,
but the strength of Skunk Anansie's melodies
and message will outlive even your favorite
Bush songs.

so, what this album could have used is a lot

to Midnight (Eastern time), 7 days a week

or visit our Web site at

EPIC EK 67555, 77:02
Sound: B, Performance: B+

As one of the bands that emerged from
Manchester, England's late '80s "house music

meets pseudo-psychedelia" scene, Charlatans

English band Skunk Anansie's first album,
1995's Paranoid and Sunburnt, was brash and
aggressive while lacking all-important dynamics and hooks-flaws that are remedied on the
followup, Stoosh. If anything, this record is almost too eclectic, leapfrogging between driving funk -metal, Scorpions -style power bal-

ate, multidimensional
vocals bring Stoosh's
dissimilar elements toa crumbling relationship, her courage and
conviction shine through every track.

J

MCA MCAD 11622, 56:21
Sound: A, Performance: A-

Stoosh

gether. Whether railing
against hypocrisy and ignorance or lamenting

http://www.crutchfield.com

Jon Wiederhorn

Tellin' Stories
Charlatans U.K.

Skunk Anansie

soul. Fortunately, front -

1-800.955.9009
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On "Think," a song made famous by
James Brown in 1960, saxophonis

frontwoman is the perception that Skunk

woman Skin's passion-

L 1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. AU, Charlottesville, VA 22906

various shades of the blues.
While the set begins with an

Krauss steps up to the

ladry and heartrending

Call now for your free copy!

CRUTCHFIELD

with the good times revelling in

mirable as it is, that keeps Alison Krauss and
Union Station from following up their recent
platinum sales success with a bang on So Long
So Wrong. But even with a breakout to a mass

more of her and a bit less of Union Station, or
a little less democracy.
Rob Patterson

Discover the convenience of
shopping from home

8a

a classic Taj Mahal
record-vibrant and eclectic,
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U.K. were always seen as

second -tier outfit,
ranking firmly undera

neath over -hyped bands THE CHARLATANS UK
such as The Happy TELLIN' STORIES
Mondays and The Stone Roses. But in ensuing
years, while those bands floundered and distributed press releases chronicling their difficulties instead of releasing albums, Charlatans
U.K. released four recordings of varying qual-

ity. That's not to say Charlatans U.K. hasn't

had its own problems-it just hasn't sat
around moping about it.
Tellin' Stories, the band's fifth and best album to date, is the first since keyboardist Rob
Collins was killed in a car accident on his way
home from the recording studio (working on

s

r.

tering noisefests and despondently pretty ballads. It's an album that's ominous as well as
darkly majestic.
On the album's ethereal opener, "Airbag,"

Taj Mahal

Sublett borrows the spotlight from Taj for a

Coasters' -style solo. "Irresistible You," a
1962 hit for Bobby Darin, is presented as a
rocking rhumba. "Señor Blues," a Horace
Silver tune from the '50s, swings in 6/8 time

with a sizzling horn chart and Taj's most
subtle singing. He delivers a down-home
run through Washboard
Ati1

Sam's "Sophisticated

B1'

Mama" and transforms
"You Rascal You" (origi-

nally recorded by Louis

Armstrong in the '20s)
and the Freddy Simon penned "I Miss You Baby" into T -Bone
Walker -style Texas shuffles. A stirring cover

of Otis Redding's "Mr. Pitiful" closes the
show in grand fashion.

Michael Tearson

a few songs that appear here). Collins' organ
was always integral to the band, washing over
the hectic, groove -heavy syncopation with a

grounded yet ethereal touch. And where
Charlatans would previously jam extensively
on its records, Tellin' Stories emphasizes suc-

cinct, hook -laden pop songs in addition to
instrumental moments. And songs such as
"North Country Boy," "You're a Big Girl
Now," and "How Can You Leave Us" all
sound like '60s AM pop radio-the kind that
current rage Oasis would love to write. Oasis's Gallagher brothers have always considered Blur their immediate competition, but
maybe they should take a look in Charlatans
U.K.'s direction.

Rob O'Connor

OK Computer

Radiohead
CAPITOL CDP 8 55229, 53:26
Sound: B, Performance: A+

Radiohead's Thom Yorke is a pale -faced,
runny -nosed twenty -something, and a walking testament to the power of suffering. Bel-

lowing songs like a wounded saint, Yorke

infuses his lyrics with bitter accusations
and self -recriminations and swaths them
in gripping melodies and angelic choruses.
It's Yorke's sensitively
beautiful, brooding soul

that provides Radio head with its cathartic,
swelling characteristic.

P"teecde'

the story's hero stumbles out of a car wreck
and into the epically arranged "Paranoid An-

droid." "Karma Police," a lumbering tale
about a man who "buzzes like a detuned radio" and a girl with a "Hitler hairdo" is cut
from The Kinks' school of pop -craft. This
song, like much of OK Computer, is intimate,
delirious, captivating. The album closes with
the gently waltzing waves of "The Tourist,"
where the story character admonishes an alien
to "Hey man, slow down, slow down," so he
can board their departing ship. The plea seems
better aimed at Yorke's own tortured psyche,
but as with aliens and earthlings, misery loves
Ken Micallef
company.
Songs From Northern Britain
Teenage Fanclub
COLUMBIA CK 68202, 43:24
Sound: B, Performance: A

The Glasgow quartet Teenage Fanclub has
gained a reputation for building an album catalog mercilessly lifted from prime American
sources. Not that it lacks vision. It's just that

Teenage Fanclub is so good at copping Big
Star, Neil Young, The Beatles, and The Byrds,
that it almost needn't bother chasing enigmatic notions of originality.

í horn

Lesser groups, in fact,
would kill for the songs
on the band's three previous releases.

Songs from Northern

Britain finds Teenage
Fanclub still mining the jangle -pop vein, and
its beautiful harmonies and galloping guitars
approach the grandeur of the glistening har-

monies, undeniably yearning melodies, and
swaying rhythms of The Byrds' Notorious
Byrds Brothers.

"Start Again" opens the album with layered

acoustic and electric guitars under gorgeous
vocals. The good vibes continue with "Ain't

That Enough," in which glockenspeil and
chiming guitar spin a mellow mood for more
McGuinn/Crosby-style harmonies. "I Don't
Want Control of You" begins with a quasi bluegrass intro before hitting its stride with a
chugging groove adorned with subtle horns
and an irresistible melody. "It's A Bad World"
is sassy and smart, like Rumours -era Fleetwood Mac with guts, while "Mount Everest"
rocks like an outtake from Neil Young's masterpiece, After the Goldrush. "Speed of Light,"

Improving on 1995's

which alludes to the space-age dayglow

critically praised The

dreams of The Byrds' Fifth Dimension, closes

Bends, OK Computer-a loosely conceptual

an album that's true to Teenage Fanclub's
songwriting muse-however derivative it

album with a quasi sci-fi theme of space aliens
merging with computers-veers between blis-

Reñaissançe

may be.

Ken Micallef
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The Prelude brings Morel Acoustics
USA, Inc. to the ale level of
loudspeaker designs.
In the past we have been designing and
manufacturing speaker systems for the

discriminating listener. And now, we
are proud to introduce the Prelude: a
transmission line design, utilizing a 6
1/2" double magnet woofer paired with

a double magnet soft -dome tweeter.
The Pre"-ude emulates the quality of
live music with unparalleled accuracy.
Mid and high frequencies are smooth,

open and uncolored with a level of
transparency that rivals costly
electrostatic designs. Bass is deep and
tight. Imaging focus is precise with an
excellent soundstage.
RenaissanceI
J

For fait information contact:

morel acoustics USA, inc.
414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02416
Tel: 617-277-6663 Fax. 617-277-2415

JAZZ -BLUES
RECOR DINGS

who guest on "Every Kind of Man"

and the title track-Earl sounds for
all the world like Gregg's brother
Duane. With drummer Per Hanson
providing solid rhythm support, he
swings eloquently on "Deep Pockets," friskily on "Hippology," and ro-

mantically on "Anne's Dream,"
while his intricate spontaneity on
"Mother Angel" is endearing and

14IF,

¡WARD

dazzling.
Duke Robillard comes up with his

fair share of dazzle on the swing dominated Dangerous Place. Propelled by horn players Gordon Beadle (saxes) and Al Bastile (cornet),
the set illuminates Robillard's jump
and swing licks as well as his ever maturing vocals, particularly on the
title track, the jaunty "Going

Straight," and the slinky "Duke's
Advice." Although Robil-

lard doesn't
have quite the
improvisational reach of Earl

rONNIE

(in other words,

LARL

he takes fewer

chances), he
nevertheless
comes up just

Duke Robillard
Dangerous Place

as big when he

steps into the

POINTBLANK 8 42857, 46:22
Sound: A-, Performance: B+

spotlight on
songs such as
the slide -driv-

Ronnie Earl and the
Broadcasters
The Colour of Love

en "Don't Get
Me Shook Up"

and the after-

VERVE 314 537 562, 68:31
Sound: B+, Performance: A

hours jazz of "I

May Be Ugly
(But

oomful of Blues, Rhode
Island's popular vintage

swingers, has spawned
its share of world -class

Sure

Know How to
Cook)."
On The Colour of Love, a fiery al-

musicians, two of whom
are guitarists Ronnie
Earl and Duke Robillard.

bum that's almost completely im-

Both came to Roomful
with mighty impressive
chops and left the band
to pursue solo careers
with enough depth and

the Monk standard "'Round Midnight" and "Heart of Glass," Earl's
playing is tactile and supple, with

innovation to succeed in
mainstream blues.

I

provised, Ronnie Earl shifts between
blues, jump, and R&B. On tracks like

lightly -picked, eggshell -fragile licks

resonating in dark, delicate spaces.
Inspired by Gregg Allman and All-

man Brother's drummer Jaimoe-
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In greater risks come greater rewards, and Ronnie wins the adven-

ture game hands down on The
Colour of Love; tamer in comparison,
Dangerous Place doesn't place Robil-

lard in quite the sort of danger he
proclaims. Regardless, both of these

recordings-historically redolent
and full of sexy style-would certainly have made the original RoomBob Gulla
ful of Blues proud.

Five Facings
Steve Lacy

FMP CD 85, 77:12
Sound: A, Performance: A

Few jazzmen have explored the duet setting

as extensively as soprano saxophonist Steve

Lacy, who is most fa-

FIVE FACINGS

mous for recordings

with pianist Mal Waldron. On five consecutive nights in 1996, at the

Workshop Freie Musik
in Berlin, Lacy recorded
these eight duets, in which the personality of
each partnership is clearly evident.

On the album's openers, "The Crust" and
"Blues for Aida," Lacy moves around pianist

Marilyn Crispell like a child acting coy. The
two flirt with their instruments, taking turns
playing in each other's shadows and unifying
to such an extent that, at one point, it's hard
to tell whether Lacy is playing alone over his
own reverberations or above Crispell's dying
sustain.
In the company of fellow Monk enthusiast
Misha Mengelberg, there's a different kind of
meeting. The two have played together previously, but this set of Monk tunes was unrehearsed. The result is like two art critics discussing their favorite paintings, respectfully
telling each other their interpretations. The

rehearsed duet Lacy performs with Ulrich
Gumpert is different yet again. For this piece,
the Lacy composition "Art," it's as if the mu-

sicians set into motion two compatible but

independent ideas. Interaction is downplayed, and the beauty that comes of chance is

The Shadow of My Soul
TRAUMTON 4421, 53:12
Sound: A, Performance: A

German/Brazilian fusioneers Xi ame have been crossover from the get -

go. But The Shadow of My Soul, the
group's third album, will likely raise its
profile among contempo jazz, Brazilian, Acid Jazz, and even pop audiences
for a number of reasons.
Most noticeable here is Danish vocalist Naja's voice, front and center, and

singing mostly in English (previous
recordings found her singing mostly in

Portugese). Confident in breezy jazz

settings like the title track or more
Sarah McLachlan-ish territory on "Always Almost," she's the final element
needed for Xiame's accessibility.
The more lasting allure lies in the instrumentalists, especially Jorge Degas's

fluid bass playing, which hints at
melodic/rhythmic interplay that's usually the province of bossa nova. And

bossa nova's where such songs as
"Nossa Terra," with its pandeiro nods

to samba and bowed bass, get their
start. The flowing,
melancholic "Muxima," where Degas takes

on vocals, shares a
sentimental vibe with
Cape Verdean and even
African sources. Equal-

ly versatile is the mesh of ex-Defunkt
drummer Kenny Martin and Andreas
Weiser's wide-ranging percussion, as
well as Michael Rodach's guitar, which,
whether strumming choro style or arc-

ing wide in electric washes, is relentlessly pretty.

Mark Schwartz

the focus. The joint composition with Fred
Van Hove, "Twenty One," is the only freely

improvised piece on the album. And on
Lacy's "The Wane," Vladimir Miller takes a
back seat, serving more as an accompanist
R. Dante Sawyer
than partner.
Textures
Jim Hall
TELARC JAZZ CD -83402, 51:33
Sound: A, Performance: A

45Intllan Lane East - Towaco, NJ 07082

108009542'128 3
Audio Video Mobile Electron
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and Charlie Christian.
And Hall's associations

with Jimmy Guiffre,

-!

Chase Technologies HTS-1
Home Theater Decoder

n

2g

Upgrade any stereo system to 5 channel home theater
Decodes all matrix encoded surround sound movies and TV programs
including Dolby® Surround, Ultrastereo. and Sons -S i-'
Passive design
g needs no additional amps
Line level out for rear/center channels
I

14°114549
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Velodyne VA -810X11
Powered Subwoofer
8" forward firing woofer
10" down firing passive radiator
Built-in 100W (RMS) amplifier
Passive 85Hz 6dB/octave
slope hi pass
Active adjustable 40Hz to
120Hz low pass
Line/speaker inputsloutputs
FR: 35Hz - 120Hz

1

Ori
69
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Denon
AVR-2500
ASV

Receiver

Dolby® Pro Logic
85Wx3 for L/C/R
25W x 2 for rear
11 Surround modes
Digital signal processing
Dual center channel design
Personal memory function
RDS Radio Data Systems

orig
'1000
QUANTIT ESED

S599

Sonance 52000
In -wall Speakers
Patented FlexBar
bracketing system

Jim Hall is a fixture in jazz guitar history,
often mentioned alongside Django Reinhardt

cs

11

Origg

5/8" Polycarbonate
5329
dome, ferrofluid
damped tweeter
6-1/2" Polypropylene
cone woofer
Frequency response:
50-20kHz,±3d8
Impedance: BS2

SPECIAL
OFFER!

Sonny Rollins, and Bill
Evans have yielded some
of the finest jazz ever put
to wax. However, a lesser -known fact about Jim Hall is that, prior to

becoming a jazz guitar legend, he studied
composition at the Cleveland Institute of Music. Textures showcases Hall as a composer of
serious music but with jazz influences intact
and (of course) with his guitar.

Does Textures, with its seven opus -like
compositions, constitute a jazz recording?
That's a call each listener will have to make
according to his own criteria. Improvisation
certainly plays a vital role in every piece, often

encased within the strict notation of Hall's
various ensembles. Here, assertive, romantic

brass fanfares alternate with the tremelo of
orchestral strings, and at one turn, we even
hear the mellow acoustic properties of a steel

drum. Although rhythmic interplay has an
important function, the standard jazz rhythm
section appears only in semblance.
Textures is very thoughtful, polished, and
beautifully recorded. Drawing upon his affinity for good music of every design, Jim Hall has
James Rozzi
indeed outdone himself.
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DVD PLAYERS AND
SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CALL FOR MAKE & MODEL

Spatializer HTMS-2510
Stereo Surround Sound System

Orig

r

524

3-D Stereo technology
Compatible with THX®. Dolby Pro Logic and other surround systems
Exclusive double detect and protect circuitry
Advanced directional positioning
LIMITED
Bass equalization

Multiple inputs

OFFER!

$149

DON'T SEE WHAT
YOU'RE LOOKING FOR?
We carry over 150 brand names it

Audio Video Mobile Electronics

1.8009542428 3
For Information 8 Customer Service: 201-263.6060
scoN

VISA

CALL &
ORDER
TOLLL FREE

scawuoe7
CIRCLE NO. 22 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Component Storage +

Modular

Tabletop

stackable

Rail Rack

oak units
Component

hold all

GET THE

Rack

recording
Drawers

formats &

rOINT.

Dolly

components

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system
Free mail-order brochure
Concho 3R
+ Quick, no tool assembly.
Solid steel support system.
15 standard models.
+ Custom units available.
+ Flexible shelf spacing.
Solid oak, walnut, cherry
or black MDF shelves.

(please nlenunn :Auehot

Per Madsen Design (417) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464, San Franciro, (' V 04188

The point is that LOVAN's patented modular

"trisolation" system

is

the most elegant

method of eliminating unwanted vibration in

your quality audiophile and home theater
components.

STORADISC -- See why CD Review picked our Library

your tree .ntormation kit today!

;et

soRice

PO Box 747-71
Nutley, NJ 07110

Series as their "top choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta. GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

Call: 800-432-8005 Fax: 201-667-8688
e-mail: soriceav@aol.com
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"We'll even design a piece to your exact specifiüations!"

Our CUSTOM design department is fast and
affordable. We also offer over 100 stock designs

Crafted from steel and temp red glass, the Zero Gravity and
Theater in the Round media racks are available individually
or as entertainment sets ccommodating up to a 40' T V.
Finishes are Piano Black Raw Aluminum, White Sand.
Call (612) 452-7099 for more details or fax (612) 452-4519

Progressive Structures-

of unequaled quality.

-~1

' .o,

2890 Skyline Drive

a

stage ,,e_'gns

St Paul, Minnesota 55121

Your system will look and sound better than
ever, showcased in our Classic

I,

Classic II,

mod. "U9'

Pyramid AVR and Sovereign racks. You can

obtain all the beauty and performance of

R2D2

I.Y. Stereo lack

LOVAN audio/video furniture at a price that
is practically beyond belief.

PR01000 Holds 1000 CDs

The Audio Duster
A Mu

See your local

Now onl y $st 19.95

ti=
~1®
VISA'

LOVAN dealer and get the point. After all,

compared to LOVAN, everything else

is

pointless.

Stores

All LOVAN Products are Distributed Exclusively 8y

AXCESS MARKETING
1306 Kingsdale Ave. Redondo Beach, CA 90278

5000-I lada Console

AV4020 Entertainment Center

Call us today for your local dealer and a copy

306 CD's

The Cube

by Lorentz Design

or any combination

of CDs CD ROM VHS. Cassettes eta

Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no ' lot..
no plastic molds. no waded space Full -extension Joiner
slides From high quality oak veneers and hardoo rrl
7.3- II v 19 " W x 17 ." I) Fully assembled Srackahlc

For More Info Call (310) 793-7676

of our detailed Newsletter with product photos
and specifications...

Intl distribution (714)774-3118

4147-A Transport St. Ventura, CA 93003

to order or for a free, color brochure

805/644-2185

1,1)1, Inc. P.O. Box 277 Laneshoro, AIN 55949

Fax: 805/644-0434 E-mail: billy©billybags.com
httpi/www.billyibags.com

c'' 800-933-0403
Pax: 507-167-22468 Or a -mail us sour brochure
request al

lorentz @ polaristel.net

FOR ADVERTISING INFORMATION, CALL 1-800-445-6066, 9AM-5PM EST

DEALER SHOWCASE

dream

MAINE

ILLINOIS

CALIFORNIA
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system
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Your world class resource for
audio and home theater systems.
Acurus ... ADA... Aragon ... Audio Research
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Bryston... B&K... Citation... Creek ...Grado
4

Call us today and let us make your
dreams a total reality!

JM Labs ... Jolida

...

Magneplaner .,.

Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson ... MBL...
Meridian... Meadowlark... M&K... NAD...
NEAR... Parasound... Proceed... PSB ...
Revolver ... Rotel ... SME ... Sota ... Stewart

á
Reference
It AudioVideo

Sumiko ... Symdex ... Transparent Audio ...

Vidikron... and much, much More!

Ask us how.

310 517-1700
310517-1732 fax
18214 Dalton Avenue. Dept A
Gardena, CA 90248
email: rav2000@aol.com
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Certified installations (CEDIA. THX)
State contractor's license #72555?
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The Best Values In Hi End Hi -Fi.
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audio studio

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111
FAX (617) 277-2415
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

Serving the serious music lover since 1985, we

have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matching
of quality components, will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or visit
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional performance and value

Give us a call, lets tall
music. If you just want
to know what we sell,

I

Foreside Mall - Route 1
Falmouth, ME 04105

(800) 244-2326
Home of
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signature theaters.
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SHOP US
LAST

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALERS

HOME THEATER
SINCE 1979
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ACT

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AU0 GROUP
4669 E. Civisinn
Wyom ag, V1149=48
1-800-638-3691

E-mail rrenisrucAiserv.net

10,1100 Satisfied Costume; Strong

NEW YORK

AUDI( ...
MADE EASIER
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NCHIGAN

MASSACHUSETTS

Authorized sales and service for:
Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynamic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,
Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,
Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,
Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.
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ADS *ALPINE *ATLANTIC TECH
BOSE CARVER DENON INFINITY
KENWOOD NAKAMICHI
ONKYO SONANCE SONY ES
VELODYNE YAMAHA'
and man we can't uint!

CAR STEREO

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke.. Commack. NY 11725

800-368-2344
'N STORE

FULL FACTORY WARRANTY

WARRANTY

PENNSYLVANIA

spectacular show rooms in our
new, state-of-the-art facility!
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SPEAKERS & SIBS

AUDIO COMPONENTS

1 100 Easton Road

Willcw Grove. PA 19090

215-659-8815
Acurus Anthem Aragon Audio
Alchemy Audio Research B&K
Cal Audio Labs Cunlavy Audio Labs

Dynaudio Faroudja Forté
Grado Krell Lexicon Magnum
Dynalab Mark Levinson Mirage
Niles Audio Onkyo Pioneer Elite
ProAc Proceed Sonic Frontiers
Sony Stra.ghtWire Sumiko Tara
Labs Threshold Tice Audio
Transpa-eat Cable VPI Vidikron
Wilson Audio

call

us and ask, or order a copy

of our 96 page catalog.
It's only $4.00.
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914-666-0550 FAx 914-666-0544

HOME TIER PACKAGES

Acoustic Research
Atlantic Technology
Bose, Canon
harmorukardon
Jamo, JBL,

Kea e N,
Monster Cable, NAD
Sony, Toshiba, Infinity
and much more!

or call us for door to door delire/

800-226-6784
http://www.videoplusaudio.com
email: DTLVPA@aol.com

VISIT THESE SPECIALTY RETAP_ERS FOR POFESSIONAL CONSULTATION

DEALER SHOWCASE
TEXAS

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

VERMONT
PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to

AUDIOB;

DESIGN

_]FNSIBLE, PERSOIaAI.

H11-1 kw/CI

TOLL -FREE

MAKE US AN OFFER.. f WE DELIVER!
Acurus
Angstrom
Aragon
Arcam
AudioQuest
Bryston
CAL Audio
Citation
Enlightened Audio
Denon
Melos
Jolida

HFRE IN VFNMONr PEOPLE

DEMAND

VALUE

WE DONY WAStF U/SiOMERS' MONEY.

Mirage
Niles
Onkyo
Parasound
Quicksilver
Rega
Ruark
SharpVision
Snell
Sonic Frontiers
Stand Design
Threshold
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FACTORY AUTHORIZED

NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER *
KEF * HARMAN KARDON * LEXICON * ADCOM * NAKAMICHI * AMC * POLK AUDIO

LJCIENrIFIC

(tit)) 148-11 CC/

STEREO

128 Mv.~1~~

911 W. Anderson Ln. #116
Austin, TX 78757
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Musicscope Co. Ltd.

The Quality Audio/Video Store

THE BEST

952 I Chainxridge I d, Oakton, VA 22124

Tel: (703938-1111
Serving Noithem Virginia/DC/MD Area

IN NOME G000JH

*AudioQuest
*Ampro

*AudioPrism

*B&K

*Bryston

With over 20 years of emperience in

*Citation

*Carver

hi -end audio equipment, we proudly

*Denon

Quad

Spendor

Rccuphase

Coda

OCM

Kimber

ClalJtofl

OAK

Cardas

Kora

Epos

IR

bon Schunikert

Rlon
Creek

We have a huge assortment of accessories and

many more brands to choose from. We also

offer a large inuentory of used equipment.

* Panamax

'Panasonic Superflat

*PSB
*QED
*Stewart

'Pioneer/Elite
Runco

*Shahinian

*Theta

*Tara Labs
*Target
End much more
http://www.rousicscope.com

WISCONSIN
ARCHITECURAL AUDIO

FIELD RECORDERS

the

SONY DST

Happy

PRO WALKMAN

Call For Information Toll Free:

Medium

* ROCKFORD FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER,

BOX 224, 2808 CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI
54143-0224.

STEREO WORLD IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE SUPER DEALS ON: SONY,
PYLE, DENON, ADS, CLARION, AUTOTEK, JVC, LANZAR,

POLK, BLAUPUNKT, PIONEER, SCOSCHE EFX, PANASONIC, INFINITY. ADVENT CAR, KITS, BASSBOXES
AND MUCH MORE! CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE SALES
FLYER. FREE UPS! OUR 8TH YEAR. VISA/MC; COD. P.O.
BOX 596, MONROE. NY 10950. (914) 782-6044.

FOR SALE
SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-

field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.
AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE 52MEGAIII active feedback ampli

Piers, full function buffered preamplifiers, basic line
headphone preamplifiers, phase inverters, and parallel pro
cessing DACs provide stunning clarity and musicality with
economical prices, rugged engineering, and long-term durability! New ultratransparent BIRO LOUDSPEAKERS give
$6000 performance for under $1600. FET-VALVE hybrid
tube DACs, amplifiers, and preamplifiers achieve ultimate
faithfulness to the spirit of the music. Active feedback circuits
for DYNACO and HAFLER amplifiers set new standards for
transparency, dynamic range, and liquidity. Recycle your
PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 with AVA circuits (kit of wired)

from $199 including new cards and precision controls. Free
illustrated catalog with reviews. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517. Fax:
(612) 894-3675. E-mail: avahifi@aol.com

CUSTOM INSTALLATION

'ACCESSORIES

Expensive Electronics Wi hoot the Expense'

ADS
AMC

NAD
NAKAMICHI

ATLANTIC TECHNO _OGY

NILES AUDIO

BANG & OLUFSEN
CARVER
CELESTION

ONKYO

HARMAN KARDON

http://www.hififarm.com

* SUNFIRE * ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY *
PROAC * TARGET * VELODYNE * PSB *
PANAMAX * MONSTER CABLE * JAMO *
GRADO * AUDIOCONTROL * CELESTION
* THORENS * SANUS SYSTEMS * NILES
AUDIO * OMNIMOUNT * SOUNDSTREAM

HOME THEATER

GRADO

616 Plaza, Suite 5, Moneta, VA, 24121
Or Order On Line At:

DSS

MINIDISC
WORLD BAND RADIO

CABLES

1.800.752.4018

*Anthem

*Faroudja
* Harman/Kardon 'Luxman
*NHT
'Nakamichi

DAT

UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI
AUDIO RESEARCH, KRELL, Linn, YBA, Aragon, Acurus,
B&K, MARTIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, NHT, PARADIGM. Spica, Hales, Totem, Von Schweikert, Ariel, Creek,
EAD, Micromega, CAL. Golden Tube, Tara, Lexicon & Thiel.
(608) 284-0001.

OUR 21ST YEAR! CALL 1 (800) 826-0520. *
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inventory the following products:

advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.
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verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and existence of warranties. To confirm that an

PANAMA%

POLK AUDIO
PSB SPEAKERS

JVC
KEF

SANUS SYSTEMS
SUNFIRE
*SONY ES

LEXICON
MONSTER CABLE

TARGET
THORENS

430 State Street Madison. WI 53°03 r FAX 1)608) 255.4425

1-800-906 HI-FI (4434)

AUDIO CONNECTION
NEW JERSEY'S BEST SELECTION
BEST SOUND AT THE SHOW FOR LESS THAN $50,000!
Vandersteen
Wadia
Rotel
Cary
B and W
Sonic Frontiers
Proac
Arcam
Audible Illusions
Kimber Kable
Audiolab
AudioQuest
Caudas
Ayre
Quicksilver
' NO ~ord.,: BIM, Rote'
615 Bloomfield Avenue, Verona, New Jersey 07044

Phone: (201) 239-1799 Fax: (201) 239-1725
THE NEW PRODUCTS ARE HERE! The UTP-1 ($1295) and
the UCD-1 ($995) combine improved sound with new cos-

metic appeal. Our Basic Player ($549) and the Reference
One transpon ($649) have made BOUND FOR SOUND'S

Components of Merit list. Low jitter kits still available.
G&D TRANSFORMS, (602) 650-1155. E-mail Transforms@ aol.com

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS
It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SAN FRANCISCO AREA-IRRESISTABLY priced audiophile components/accessories. Shipped/delivered. All

APOGEE: Brandnew loudspeaker with a full

prices! By appointment only. 444 Eastwood, Petaluma, CA
94954. (707) 765-1992.
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell 8 trade. Call for

inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at

SATURDAY AUDIO EXCHANGEChicago's Source For Discontinued,

information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the price.

773 -935 -U -S -E -D Or See Our Online Cat-

2. Understand the seller's return and

alog At http://saturdayaudio.com

returned merchandise, and whether
there is any "restocking" charge.

3. Understand the product's warran-

MONEY
SPENT SOUNDLY

ty- Is there a manufacturer's warranty,

and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign

SODIO EXCELLENCE, INC.

manufacturer? Note that many manu-

facturers assert that, even if the

THE BEST AUUIR & VIDEO EQUIPMENT FROM Alt MAJOR MANUFACTURERS

DENON NAKAMICHI ONKYO
BOSE KLIPSCH
SONY ES YAMAHA

product comes with a U.S. manufacturers warranty card, if you purchase
from an unauthorized dealer, you are

B+W

SPECIALISTS IN HOME THEATRE SYSTEMS & HICO -ENO AUDIO

manufacturer directly. In addition to,
or instead of, the manufacturer's war-

CAFE Novi (212) 229-1622
145 West 24th Street, New York, NY 10011

ranty, the seller may offer its own warranty. In either case, what is covered by
warranty, how long is the warranty period, where will the product be serviced,
may want to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. If you pay by
credit card, you may have a greater
recourse in the event the advertiser

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS

SOUND. KINERGETICS, NAD, AUDIOQUEST CARV-

ER, KIMBER, STRAIGHTWIRE. MORE! READ
BROTHERS, 593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403.
(803) 723-7276.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE
DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

your express prior consent is not

L A T INTERNATIONAL

allowed.

Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

7. If you have a problem with your

S. If you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the seller's state or your local Post Office.

lines, you experience a problem with

...Call I XLM418 ...Call

TECHNICS
SLPD887 ..Call SLMC400 ..Call
SLP01010 ,Call I SLMC50 .. Call
KENWOOD
DPR4080 ..Call DPJ1070 ..Call
DPR5080 Call I DPJ2070 ..Call
.

DPR6080

,Call

SINGERS! Opal

Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available
Background Music from Original Standard
Rec

.

JVC
TDW218 ...Call TDW718 ...Call
TDW318 ...Call I TDV662 ...Call
TECHNICS
RSTR252 ..Call I RSTR575 Call
RSTR373 ..Call I
KENWOOD
KXW4080 ..Call I KXW6080 . Call
PIONEER
CTW505 ...Call I CTW704RS Call
ONKYO

/

Internet-http:f/Itsound.com'
24 Hour Demo/Info Request

1020
10013K

Cali I TARW505

Call

MINI DISC RECORDER
Portable 8 Horne

Call

~=2~
DVD - Now Available

RSVIDEO

E0155

V802
V504
V604

Call
Call
Call

ADATTO
V52si
V52clr

Cal
Cal
Cal

Powered Subwoofer
INFINITY
INFINITY
MTX

..Cal

BU1
.

..5U2
...PSW101

Cal
Cal

SW200
. .SW300
V1000
.V1200
TSWS
.TSW9

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

KENWND _
KENWOOD
B.I.C.
BIC
AIWA
AIWA

AIWA
NSXV8000 Call I NSXAV800 Call
NSXV9000 Call NSXAV900 .Call
PANASONIC
PIONEER
CCS205 ...Call SCCH64 ...Call
Call

SCCH94...Call
JVC

UXC30 ....Call MXO7T ....Call
MXD47 ....Call I MXD8T ....Call
JVC
KSRT404 ...Call
KSRT414 ...Call

..Cal
. Cal
KDMK79RF Cal
PIONEESI
KDGS711
KDGS911

KDMK78RF .Call
.Cal

DEH53 ....Cal

KEHP505 ..Cal

DEHP625 ..Cal
DEHP725 . Cal
DEHP825 ..Cal
DEXP88 ...Cal
CDXFM67 ..Cal
CDXFM128 Cal

KEHP404
KEHP606

.Cal

KEHP808 ..Cal

DEH49 ....Cal
DEH59 ....Cal
DEH43 ....Cal
KENWOOD
KRC302

.

-

KDC5005 ...Cal
KDC6005 ...Cal

.Cal

KRC502 ...Cal
KRC702 ...Cal
KRC802 ...Cal
KRC902 ...Cal

KDC7005..Cal
KDC8005 ...Cal
KDCPS905 Cal
KDCC803 ..Cal

KDCC604 ..Cal

Radar Detectors
BEL

840...... Call I 945i

VLE39 ....Call I VLE49

LRD6199
LRD6399

...Call

vIS

B.I.C.
B.LC.

850se
855sti

SONY

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

SM65
SM85
SM105
SM125

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

RSVIDEO2000.6

JVC
GRAX810 ..Call GRAX1010 Call
GRAX910 ..Call I GRVD1 ....Call
PANASONIC
PVD406 ...Calf I PVD506
Call
SHARP

CANON
ES5000 ...Call

151BK

INFINITY
RS2000.2
RS2000 3
RS2000 4
RS2000.5

DES All Brands Available

.

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

901
701
501
301

Call
Call

615sti

...Call
..Call

WHISTLER
1430SWH
1465SWH

Call I 1490SWH

Call

Call

UNIDEN
Call I LRD6499

Call

Call

CCDTRV30.Call

Portable CD Players
D247
D242CK

SONY
0844
Call I D848
Call

Call
.Call

Call I DPC861

..Can

SONY
Call
SPP0120 ..Call l SPPD900
SPP025 ...Call I SPPID910 .Call
PANASONIC
KXT9500 ..Call KXT9550 ..Call
KXT9520 ..Call KXTC930 ..Call
.

'

PIONEER
CL00505 ..Call I CLDD704 ..Call

Call for Brands EL Models Not Listed
P.O.'s Welcome

24 HR. FAX (516) 564-9593

dThompson vod Elóninafor^ the111
LT Sound Dept AU -1

AM7II
LS12

.

CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

s! Does Evgerryetshiing Karaoke

Free Iimcchure & Demo Tape.

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

AM511

CCS305

PDF905 ...Call

Call
PDF805
.Call I PDF1005
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

KENWOOD

We accept MC. Visa. Amex & C.O.U.

1

We ship UPS & FEDEX

WHOLESALE CONNECTION361 Charles St., West Hempstead, NY 11552

line (770)482.2485-Ext 51

When You Want Somethin- Better Than Karaoke!

unable to resolve, please let us know.

USED & DEMO HIGH -END & HOME THE-

WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette

ATER EQUIPMENT AT UNBELIEVABLE

Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,

YOUR FREE CATALOG-VOICE/FAX:
609-799-9664. E-MAIL: SavantSavantAudio.com WWW.SavantAudio.com

copies of all correspondence.

XLF152
XLF252

PANASONIC
SLS241C
Call SLSW202 ..Call
SLS341C
Call SLSW404 ..Call

a mail order advertiser that you are

NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include

JVC
..Call XLM218 ...Call

DPC662

7980 LTParkway Lithonia,GA 30

If, after following the above guide-

ONKYO
T XSV525 ..Call I DXC220 ...Call
TSXV727 ..Call DXC320 ...Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

DAT RECORDER

was promised, 30 days of receipt of the

information and keep a copy.

....Call FL8300.. ..Call
....Call FL8450...Call

AVR25
AVR70

Portable T Home

5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time

order or the merchandise, write a letter to the seller with all the pertinent

AVR80 ....Call

Call
CALL FOR OTHER BRANDS

We have equaled the high-priced hrands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demystify wire technology. Ask for literature.

6. Merchandise substitution without

AVR20 ....Call

TARW411

of the order including merchandise
ordered, price, order date, expected

cancel the order and get a refund.

TECHNICS
SAEX500 ..Call I SAEX900 ..Call
SAEX700 ..Call SATHX50 ..Call
KENWOOD
KRV6080 ..Call KRV9080 ..Call
KRV7580 ..Calf KRV990D . Call
KRV8080 ..Call KRX1000 ..Call
PIONEER
VSX455 ...Call VSXD704S .Call
VSX505S ..Call VSXD903S Call
VSX604S ..Call VSXD3S ...Call
KARDON

PIONEER

FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS, KEF, PARA -

BOSE

JVC

RX518 ....Call I RX718 ....Call
RX618
...Call RX818 ....Call

.

nies). For phone orders, make a note

order, you generally have the right to

TO ORDER CALL 1-800-226-2800
http:llwww.wholesaleconnection.com

PDF605 ...Call

does not perform. (Check the complaint
procedures of your credit card compa-

delivery date and salesperson's name.

WHOLESALE CONNECTION

VELODYNE AND MORE!

not covered by the manufacturer's
warranty. If in doubt, contact the

what do you have to do, and will the
product be repaired or replaced? You

$1,495.00/pr. LCR: (cherry) $1,195.00/pr.
MUSE -175, EIKI LCD -Projector available.
Call: (713) 523-3388.

251-11 Northern Blvd. Little Neck, NY 11363.

Demo, Used & New Home Audio Equipment For 15 Years. For Information Call

refund -policy, including the allowable
return period, who pays the postage for

range ribbon's advantages. SLANT -6:

SAVINGS! CALL OR E-MAIL OR FAX FOR
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MUSICAL CONCEPTS SIGNATURE
Signatures mods have arrived with HyperFast diodes,
BlackGate caps. Add HyperFasts and BlackGates to
any component! Signature updates available for previous mods! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K, Dyne (tubestoo!) and Hailer! NEW!!! Single -

Ended PA -3 frontend board for Hefter ampsunbelievable sound! Signature CD Players are ready!
Highly regarded CDT -4 Transport $795. Marantz, Rotel,
Pioneer CD mods. Musical Concepts, 5749 Westwood

Dr., St. Charles, MO 63304.314-447-0040.

MUSICAP

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
HOME THEATER SPEC IAI.Itiri

DJ & Nightclub

B3C

Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG
FREE 88 -Page Catalog with a

American Buyer's Club Int.

1-800-354-1324
FAX your order: 908-294-7480

exoVISIT OUR WEBSITE

WWW.STEREOASC.COM

Ze

1-116111,121~,E,
AC -3

CALI
RX,2090
HARMONIKARDON
AVR80 MK II
AVR75 MK II

CALL
CALL

Q70
MODEL THREE

Call Today
800-672-4268

CALL
AC

THX

NAD

AMP

PARASOUND
PRO -LOGIC

P15P-1000

AMP

HCA 1206

ADCOM
PRE AMP

GTP
GFA7000

AMP

CARVER
CALL

TFM3SX

PIONEER
CALL

DVL700

SONY

BOSE
NEW LOW PRICE

AM 10
AM 711

LOWEST PRICE

MIRAGE
MANY MODELS

TOP RATED

1HITACHI
TOSHIBA

AUTHORIZE,
DEALER

CALL
CALL

SONY
RCA

1-

CUSTOM ACTIVE ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36
dB/Oct. Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB SYSTEMS,
POB 460, RINDGE. NH 03461. (603) 899-5121.

ROTTEN FOAM?

VELODYNE

ESR- 12LOWEST

Simply Speakers - Factory

KLIPSCH

Authorized Service - All Brands

CALL

JBL, Bose, Advent, EPI, CV, AR,
Infinity & More !

MIRAGE
INSTOCK

BPS ISO.

FRIENDLY PEOPLE
d EXPERT ADVICE!

LOUDSPEAKERS

CALL

BIC
V62 SI

449

high end audio
systems, allow-

PPRO SOUND
OUR 20th
& STAGE LIGHTINGTM YEAR!

IN STOCK

KSW 200

RCA
SLOOP

CALL

ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
SYSTEM ISO THX

Music To The Mao
(7141 379 1994

LASER and T, SERIES

AC3

DVP.S7000

NEW

14200 Beach Blvd., Westminster, (A 92683

CAMBER

AVR3200
AVR3600
AVRS600

218 THX

CALL

For info & customer
service call

Worldwide Service - Reconing &
Retoaming.

Huge selection of D.I.Y. Foam
Kits - We Ship Daily !
Foam Rot Preventative Kits.

908-780-6600

MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
5 YEAR WARRANTIES AVAILABLE ON ALL PRODUCTS

ABC I 30 Highway 33 Englishtown, NJ 07726
All Products are new USA merchandise covered by the manufacturers warranty or
ABC's exclusive Lmited warranty MEMBER OF THE BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT

CALL TOLL FREE TODAY !
1-800-767-4041 = SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MCNISA/NOV US/

AMEX. 11203 49TH STREET N., CLEARWATER, FL
34622. E-MAIL: Simplyspkr@AOL.COM. D.I.Y. KITS INCLUDE: ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE 8

SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE

TECHNICAL SUPPORT. BEST PRICES / SERVICE /

NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

WARRANTY -GUARANTEED!!

Buy -Sell -Trade
All brands of
High End Audio Since 1979

Save $$$ with original kit!
Kits to fit any speaker -Advent, AR, JBL.
Bose. Infinity, EV, etc.
Surrounds, adhesive & instructions

Fax: 607-865-7222

MC/VISA/Discover-no CODs
Call with make & model for best price
Phone 24 hrs. 704-697-9001

or Toll Free 800-747-3692

STEPP
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

Read about the famous NEW -FOAM Repair
process in Stereo Review June 1996

Standard and Deluxe NEW -FOAM Kits

N EW-FOAM

aom1R1

poem

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Speaker Repair 8c, Replacement Parts
Worldwide Service Since 1979

www.audioclassics.com

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM = 1-800-487-2349

34 Gardiner Place, POB 176AAA,
Walton. NY 13856

WORLDWIDE SPEAKER REPAIR, PARTS,

LOWEST DISCOUNT PRICES, ADCOM, B&K, B&O,
BRYSTON, B&W, CARVER, CELESTION, CITATION,

AND ACCESSORIES. Call us with your
speaker problems. VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC.
www.NEWFOAM.com

CLASSE, DEFINITIVE, DENON, DYNAUDIO, H/K, KEF,
LEXICON, LUXMAN, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI, NHT, ONKYO,
PIONEER ELITE, POLK, ROTEL, SUNFIRE, TANDBERG,

THIEL, VELODYNE, WADIA, WILSON, MANY MORE.

BRAND
ONtL

NORCROSS, INC.
(770) 772-7700
TAPES FOR STUDIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION,
3586 PIERCE DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 TAPE (8273), IN GA (770) 458-1679. FAX: (770) 458-0276.

S

are expensive, the degree of improvement is a value compared to
the cost of high end cables and interconnects. Hovland MusiCaps are
the component of choice when musical realism is your goal.
Separate
of
layers
&
film
polypropylene
conductive foil, deliver superior
clarity of reproduction

Custom stranded 16 gauge
silver-plated copper leads
Tight + 5% tolerances, 100V
Extremely low DA, DF and ESR

1.0 pf

Dimensions
(DxL)Inches
0.55 x 2.00

1.5 uf

0.70 x 2.00

$17.00

2.0 pf
2.7 pf

0.70 x 2.25
0.80 x 2.25

$19.30
$20.50

3.3 pf
4.0 uf

0.82 x 2.88
0.85 x 2.88

$21.20

5.0 pf
6.0 pf
7.0 pf
8.0 uf
9.0 pf
10.0 pf

0.95 x 2.88

$26.30
$29.40
$33.70

Price Each

0.94 x 2.88
1.05 x 3.25
1.10 x 3.25
1.20 x 3.25
1.35 x 3.25

$14.20

$23.80

$35.70
$38.60
$42.30

"After auditioning a wide variety of caps,
I find these film -and -foil capacitors to be

the most musical performers -and by a
large margin. The MusiCap specializes
in textural liquidity (lack of grain) and
delicacy of treble nuances."

INCORPORATED 1964.

FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE
SOURCE FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIO/VIDEO
TAPES AND ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL

\

achieve their ultimate level of performance. MusiCaps provide a dramatic improvement in clarity, focus
and dynamics. Although MusiCaps

Value

8AM-5PM ET Monday -Friday

607-865-7200

........_\\

quality assurance

AUDIO CLASSICS
FREE condensed catalog!

ing speakers to /

100% pre -testing for absolute

P.O. Box 1088 Flat Rock, NC 28731

-Limited-

A\

nothing but the best in sound reproduction. MusiCaps have quickly become the the standard for extremely

Garden Grove, (9 92841 Refer! Super
Store

STRATUS GOLD
STRATUS MINI

DENON

1

CALL
CALL
PSIS

Vey

Madisound is pleased to offer
Hovland MusiCaps, film and foil
polypropylene capacitors, for the
speaker builder who will settle for

huge selection of name brand
professional gear for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Mail Order (enter: 11111 Monarch SL,
RX-V990

H0

w

--

Ww.ObtrnSPe ake r.c

om

Dick Olsher, Reviewer and
Designer for Samadhi Acoustics,
November 1996 white paper
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS

Service, upgrades, trades and new speakers. Factory
direct from Ohm Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn
NY 11205 (718) 783-1555; FAX (718) 857-2472; email
OhmSpeaker@AOL.com
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8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, W! 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisound@itis.com

Web Page: http:/www.itis.com/madisound

i

LOUDSPEAKERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

RECORDS

MA -2 REFERENCE

TUBE TRAPS-the original corner bass trap upgrade for
high end audio. Factory demo product sale: 1-800-ASC-

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel
boxes, jackets, sleeves, etc. CABCO-641, BOX 8212,

TUBE.

COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.
JProto1@aol.com

11/'/NC/lee

.1/)/'P(!fil /(Ih(/l y

'JBL

KAB ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS
Preserve + Enhance + Restore
"Serving The Record Collector and Sound Enthusiast" FREE

CATALOG 908-754-1479 www.KABusa.com P.O. Box
2922 Plainfield NJ 07062-0922 Visa/MC/AmEx.
NEEDLES/CARTRIDGES & Belts-Expert Consultations,
All Major Brands, One of Largest Stocks in Country in-

cluding Old/Obsolete Models, NEEDLE EXPRESS.
1-800-982-2620.
HALF MILE VINYL. Large Inventory Quality Preowned LP's
cleaned and graded. Send SASE for catalog to Box 98, East
Wareham. MA 02538. Call 508-295-2508.

$799/PR OF JBL 4312MKII STUDIO MON-

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

ITOR SPKRS! BRAND NEW! USED BY 70% OF ALL RECORDING STUDIOS FOR MIXING & EVALUATION. 12db

X -OVER NETWORK, 3 -WAY WITH 12" WOOFER,

_(1%rjeirr/// J Om/wrier

('/(01/
For your free catalog on this and other
exciting products, please contact

MENISCUS
MENISCUS AUDIO GROUP

4669 S. Division Wyoming, MI 49548
1-800-536-3691
E-mail: meniscus@iserv.net

Look for us also in the Dealer Showcase

5" MIDRANGE & DOME TWEETER, 100 WATT CAPACITY.
MFC. LIST $950/51380 WALNUT. JBL PARAGONS $9,999.
HARTSFIELD 085s $6,999(REPRO)-$17,999(ORIG)/PR.

OLYMPUS S8 -R $3,999/PR-L200 $1,999/PR. W.E.
300Bs $350/EACH(NEW) SHIPPED WORLDWIDE. VISA/

MC. HAL COX, SINCE 1947. (415) 388-5711, FAX:
(4151388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY,
CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.
The HRSW12V
will extend the
bass of your
stereo or video
system for that
"air shaking all
around you"
effect.

categories. Catalogs available...state your

ADS, Advent, Allec, Bose,
Cerwin-Vega, EPI, EV,
Infinity. and JBL

Professional Service
Fasl turn -around
Grille Repair
Replacement Grilles

MN 55104

Robert Deutsch, Stereoplwle Guide to Home Theater
Vol. 1 No. 2. 1995

'Prodigious bass that shakes the walls'..."one heck of a
thunder buster.'

CARTRIDGES ALONG THE
DIGITAL HIGHWAY.

'...delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf...'
Brent Butterworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

Send for full details on the l2V and the new 10V
Write or ca/:

A

HSU RESEARCH

HSU

.

14946 Shoemaker Ave. Unit L
Santa Fe Spnngs, CA 90670
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-404-3848 (Voice/Fax)

Sold factory direct with a 30 day trial - money back
guarantee. 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty

DAVID YO, always paying top for: Tube Marantz, McIntosh, Leak, Quad, Western Electric. Vintage speakers by
Western Electric, Tannoy, JBL, Altec, Jensen, EV. Tho-

WANTED: TUBE HI FI, CORNER/HORN SPEAKERS! Altec, Jensen, Marantz, Leak, Quad, McIntosh, Western Electric, EV, JBL, Tannoy ETC. Sonny (405)737-3312. Fax 3355.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for

HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. WEB SITE
Catalog: www.tsto.com

Not. Theater Vol I No. 1, 1985

-...VI of the non-boomy, stomach-maaseging boas energy was
coming from a single 12 -inch powered aubwooler..'
Peter Mitchell, Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

WANTED TO BUY
MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N.Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282.
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

TOWING FOR ANALOG

"has developed an enviable reputation in its few short years
of existence'

'The HRSW12V is one of the most pled subwoders we have
used. Sonically, it is all one could wish for, and the price is right.'
Julian Hirsch, Stereo Rewew, December 1994

www.records-by-mail.com

WANTED: 1930'S -1960'S VINTAGE EQUIPMENT. AMPS.
PRE -AMPS, SPEAKERS, TUBES, ETC MARANTZ. MCINTOSH. ALTEC, JBL, JENSEN. E.V., WESTERN ELECTRIC.
TANNOY. ETC. SUMNER MCDANEL: 800-251-5454.

Peter Mitchell, Stereop?ele Vol. 18 No. 1, January 1995

Tom Nousaine, Sound 6 Image, February/March 1995

interests. Want lists welcome. Craig
Moerer, Box 42546-xx, Portland, OR 97242.

rensTD-124, Garrand 301. PO Box 80371, San Marino, CA
91118-8371. Telephone: (818) 441-3942.

'. this woofer achieves a combination of extremely quick
speed and gut massaging bass impact that I have seldom
experienced from any subwoofer.'

"Hsu 's HRSW12V is a wonderful subwooter. It's good
looking and simple to use, and its performance invites
nothing less than superlatives, especially given its price'

LPs/45s. Fifties thru Eighties. All

RECORDS

John E. Johnson, Jr., Secrets of Home Theatre and
High Fidelity. May 1995

Thomas J. Norton. Sarrecpdile Guide to

1-800-716-3553

500,000 OUT -OF -PRINT RECORDS-

MIDWEST SPEAKER

'...the Hsu has to be considered an outstanding bargain.'

SALINA, KS 67402-

REPLACEMENT SPEAKERS

800-883-9172

HSU Research HRSW12V

CATALOG
$5 USA, $10 elsewhere,
refunded with order.

Are your speakers blown, foam rotted or just sounding
tired? We are one of the largest and most experienced
repair centers nationwide. We offer:

Hard to Find Parts for Most Brands!
Over 50 years of experience rebuilding speakers.
Have the Experts at Midwest rebuild your speaker!

Here's what experts are saying about the HRSW12V:

Analogue Productions, Mobile Fidelity, Reference. Chesky.
Sheffield, Classic, Audioquest, DCC, Golden Strings
HDCD's, (RCA LSC, Mercury,
ACÓUi1C SO Ii Ir, Ás
EMI & Decca originals &
F.O. BOX 1905
re issues] & much more!

SPEAKER RECONING
RE -SURROUND

Factory Authorized Service-

TRUE SUBWOOFER

The #1 source for audio f hile IP's & CD's

Your van den Hul dealer

can arrange to rebuild virtually any

brand of moving coil cartridge (including
van den Hul). Ask us how our Analog
Posse' can round up your groove engine

and get it back on the road again.
All tuned up. Ready to roll.

Stanalog Audio Imports
P.O. Box 671 Hagman, New York 12086
TEL/FAX: 518-843-3070
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AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End AudioComponents. CALL for a quote. See ourad at
the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
P.O.B 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX: 607-865-7222.

COLLECTOR BUYING: (Working or not mono/stereo). Tannoy. J.B.L., Altec (big spkrs.), old Tube Marantz, McIntosh.
Leak. Futterman, Quad, Rel, Sequerra tuners. Krell, Cello/
Levinson, A.R.C., turntables, arms. etc. Traveling often to
Midwest & East Coast. (718) 387-7316 or (718) 384-4667.

SERVICES
Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi. independent consultant to Audio
Classics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY
13856 Phone.607-865-72008AM-5PM EST, Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.

:2
._....

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

CABLE TV

Cji

O

Converters & Equipment

Best Buys
Best Service

1-,o

ailia

CABLE T.V.

ME

1.< _

Lowest prices guaranteed

Full Warranty

I

E

c

DEALERS
WELCOME!

.10 -Day %luncy Back

Guarantlr
I -}car warrant,

PLEASE HAVE NAME. &

1~

ta

...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!
SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL INC

203 Flagship Dr.-Lutz, FL USA 33549
PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907

emu >110414.141

MODEL NUMBER READI..

VISA, MC, C.O.D.
VEGA ELECTRONICS

& Turn -On Chips

(800) 888-5585

flÍ Lowest Prices
1130 Day Money Back Guarantee
® 1 Year Warranty

N

® Dealer Pricing

W Re4?

IIIIIInirmi

888.51-CABLE

ABLE TV

http://wahoo. netrunner.neU'southem

southern electronics
10097 Cleary Blvd Suite 285 Plantation. FL 33324

Ht -fi for U Mdsses
Our components feature state of the art designs and
the best quality parts we leave no stone ultumed in
the pursuit of sonic perfection!

Single -ended and push-pull tube amps, linestages
phonostages, active crossovers & ac line conditioners
fully assembled or sold as kits Affordable to cost -no -

object models available Plus we offer the largest

CONVERTERS &
DESCRAMBLERS

SOL

NO FL SALES PLEASE

Super High Fidelity Audio Equipment
Made in the U.S.A

YEAR

riA8BMITYI

Smut=.

ABSOLUTELY LOWEST
WHOLESALE/RETAIL PRICES!

"FREE BULLET PROTECTOR
WITH EVERY CONVERTER"

MASTERCARD VISA DISCOVER AMEX COD
NO FL SALES

CABLE

TV CONVERTERS &

1-888-430-4301

DESCRAMBLERS

http://www.wwcableboxes.com

assortment of parts & circuit modules for the hobbyist.

Our 200 page catalog is just $12 U S & Canada $18
International (refunded w/order) Call 303.470 6585
Fax. 303.791 5783 or E -Mail wlabs@ix netcom.cor
a9 f1.

WELBORNE LABS

P.O. Box 260198, Littleton, CO 80126-0198
Visit our Website fa info. http.//www.welbomelabs.com

Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Excellent selection of audiophile parts at fair prices &
prompt shipping! Extensive ill xLt2L1f inventor
featuring these vendors and many more. Free catalog
INFINICAV, HOVIAND, MIT MtIL'IlCAP, SOLEN, SCR, RF:1.-CAI'.

NIcHICON MUSE, BI.ACK GAIT., CADIx3C.K, VISHAY, MILL,.
HOLOD, REVS A, TKI), ALPS, Nosu:, EAR, DETltO( PANEL'',
CARDAS, KIMIw:K, AC.IK71TcH, & pure silver chassis wives.

HextxwD diodes, Soto foil inductors, all types of audi,,

connectors, silver contact toggle & rotary switches.
stepped attenuator kits, hospital wade plugs, tubes.
tools, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet
International/overseas orders are especially welcome'
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.

Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

ALL CABLE

1 Year Warranty

VISA -MC -COD

1-800-390-2304
EQUIPMENT. MOST CREDIT CARDS &
C.D.D. CALL NOW: 1-800-586-9920.
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. ALL BRANDS, MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE
YOUR BEST DEAL WITH US! GATEWAY ELECTRONIXS
1-888-422-2533.

I

We will beat any advertised price
ack guarantee
IjMokcY

wecc OME

1-800-842-9670
_hLtplwww.cdelectronics.coPn/cd

CABLE TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. FREE 30
DAY TRIAL, FREE ONE-YEAR WARRANTY, QUALITY
EQUIPMENT. VISA/MC/AMEX/COD. PC ELECTRONICS:
1-800-675-7125.

Get control of unearthly rental fees

Call 1-800-715-6789

eg4Z
LQ,

CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS
VIDEO STABILIZER

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800 245-6000

Guaranteed to eliminate all copy protection

FUJI

TDK

3.99
79

SVHS.Tt206.49
818120
5.99

1.49 BMM-120
3.49
1.99 DR -690
69
2.49 JVCST120 5.99
T120 ECG 2.49 XEII-30 PRC .99
DAT120
649 CDRXG-74 6.99

TAPE WORLD m rrwHG SLIMIER PA 14003 FAx wam.un

Ilenniunl

OVER 500 DIFFERENT SAME DAY SHIPPING M11 -F 8-5

NTERPRISES

COMPACT DISCS

...It's full of stars

CD's for 59.99! S/H & taxes included! Over 150.000 titles
in stock. Optional revenue sharing plan. tell your friends

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

& earn 5100's in commissions. Call toll free for info:

13492 Research Blvd Suite 120-232 Austin, TX 78750

1-888-634-2563. ext. 787.
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I

30 DaV

Don't Let Your Cable Company Alienate You!

We'll heat any price, 5 95 SHIPPING FREE CAT
CDR -74
D-90
SA -90
SAX -90
SAX -100

Y3uy direct from the wholesaler

CABLE DESCRAMBLERNIDEO OUTLET. 30
DAY TRIAL -1 YEAR WARRANTY. ALL NEW

BLANK TAPES

SONY
MAXELL
DAT120
5.99
_
90
1.59
DAT-124 PRO 8 99 x:a-S90
1.99
T 120V
1.69 T 120 HGX 2.49
L-750BTHG 449 ST 120
6.99
ST -160
7.99 DAT-124 PRO 7.99
MDW-74
5.99 UD35-90
8.99
TDKDVC601099 UR-90
79

eonverters/Descramblers

9

AUDIO, September 1997, Volume 81, Number
9. AUDIO (ISSN 0004-752X, Dewey Decimal
Number 621.381 or 778.5) is published monthly
by Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary of Hachette Filipacchi USA,
Inc., at 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Printed in U.S.A. at Dyersburg, Tenn. Distributed
by Warner Publisher Services Inc. Periodicals
postage paid at New York, N.Y. 10019 and addi-

92

rates (12 issues) for U.S. and possessions, $24.00;

Cover IV

Canada, $33.68 (Canadian Business Number
126018209 RT, IPN Sales Agreement Number

Bacardi

15

Bose

91

Bryston (21)

75

B&W (5)

31

Cambridge (2)

45

929344); and foreign, $32.00.
AUDIO® is a registered trademark of Hachette Filipacchi Magazines, Inc. ©1997, Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc. All rights reserved. The Editor assumes no responsibility for manuscripts, photos,
or artwork. The Publisher, at his sole discretion, reserves the right to reject any ad copy he deems inappropriate.

Castrol

89

96

Price and Quality Service. Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Centasound (4)
Crutchfield (9)

EAGLE ELECTRONICS INC: 1-800-259-1187. Visa/MC/
Amex/Disc accepted.

Definitive (12)

CALL 1(800) -72 -BOXES FOR UNBEATABLE
PRICES ON CABLE CONVERTERS & DE SCRAMBLERS. MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE.
DEALERS WELCOME. VISA/MASTERCARD/

Esoteric Audio (7)

17

J&R Music World (8)

99

JVC (20)

68

DISCOVER/C.O.D. QUALITY ENTERTAINMENT. WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!

Kenwood (10)

CABLE TV

INDEX

AD

Page

Firm (Reader Service No.)
Adcom (16)

America On -Line
Audioquest
14437 /nJu,rnul Road

Omaha. NE hRIJJ

1-800-729-1776
WHOLESALE PRICING RFTS SILVERS GOLDS WIRELESS AND ALL CABLE BOXES. MEGA 800-676-6342.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BELOW WHOLESALE
PRICES. 30 DAY MONEY-BACK/LOW PRICE GUARAN-

TEE. NOBODY BEATS US! THE CABLE STORE
1-800-390-1899.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Great

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. REPLACEMENTS FOR ALL MAJOR BRANDS. BEST PRICES!

MONEYBACK GUARANTEE! FREE CATALOG.
ALLSTAR: 1-800-782-7214.

CABLE CONVERTER
DIAGNOSTIC TEST CHIPS
1 -800 -GO -CABLE kol.;, wow

MON-FRI 8AM-7PM SAT 10AM-2PM

HOME THEATER
INTERNET SHOPPING! All Brands Electronics, Inc. 20

page Electronic Catalog- http://www.AVHTS.com/
ALLBRANDS or call TOLL FREE 1-888-312-7283. Check

our Monthly Specials!

LCD VIDEO PROJECTORS- GIANT 5'

- 25' ULTRA BRIGHT HIGH RESOLUTION PICTURES!!! SEAMLESS
SCREENS TO 25'!!!"DEPIXELATION PROCESSORS",

UNBEATABLE PRICES!!! FREE CATALOG!!! POLI VISION (717) 489-3292.

To place a classified ad in the
industry leading titles of
Hachette Filipacchi
Magazines, Inc.,
simply call Toll -Free and reserve

your space today!

1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)

tional mailing offices. One-year subscription

Subscription Service: Postmaster, please send
change of address to AUDIO, P.O. Box 52548,

100

Boulder, Colo. 80321-2548. Allow eight weeks for
change of address. Include both old and new ad-

19, Cover III

dress and a recent address label. If you have a
subscription problem, please write to the above

2-3

Kimber Kable (3)

70

20, 21

Klipsch
Krell

13

Legacy Audio (15)

81

Marantz

87

Martin Logan (1)

7

Mitsubishi (26)

27

M&K

51

Mobile Fidelity (11)

95

Monsoon

79

Morel

address or call 303/604-1464; fax, 303/604-7455.
Back Issues: Available for $6.95 each ($8.25 Canada; $13.25 other foreign) in U.S. funds. Please add
$1.00 for the Annual Equipment Directory (Octo-

ber issue). Send a check or money order to
ISI/AUDIO Magazine, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
City, N.J. 07302, or call 201/451-9420.

r

"1

SUBSCRIBER SERVICE

PLACE LABEL HERE

101

Paradigm (13,14)

11,57

MOVING? Please give us

Parasound
Pioneer
Radio Shack
Samsung (23)
Sennheiser (18,25)

22-23

8 weeks advance notice. Attach
label with your old address, and
write in new address below.

52-53
25

4-5

NAME__

66

ADDRESS

Cover II -1, 64-65

Sony

Sound City (22)

CITY

103
STATE

Ultech (17,19)

77

Vandersteen (24)

97

Winston

ZIP

1(303) 604-1464
FAX 1(303) 604-7455

33,34-35
28, 29

Yamaha

Fax: 212-767-5624
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P.O. Box 52548, Boulder CO 80322
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Pass Laboratories flleph z Amplifier

watt
Th

Aleph 2 Class -A mono amp with MOS-FET output traneach) is one of the most musical -sounding amplifiers I
rd. Designed by Nelson Pass of Threshold fame, the 100 is completely single -ended and has just two gain stages.

ather monolithic -looking amp is quite large and heavy (60

poun

with enough heat sinks on its front and sides to handle the 300
watts
ower it dissipates continuously. Around back, the Pass Aleph 2
includ
our gold -anodized speaker connections (for bi-wiring, if desired)
inputs for balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA input connection. A
r -mounted power switch brings the amp to life and turns on a
blue in icator LED on the front.
.

PROTON KS-530CD

UNDER -CABINET RADIOICD PLAYER

With jazz, classical, and minimally -processed pop, my review pair of Pass

I used to bring a radio into my kitchen for my favorite showsthen take it out again when I was cooking, to save counter space.

Now, I can hear AM, FM, and CDs in my kitchen when I
cook. Under -cabinet appliances aren't new, but Proton
brought a lot of intelligence to this one. Pressing a button
for CD play or any station preset brings it to life, without
your touching the on -off switch. The instant you plug it
in, it programs itself with up to 20 local stations on each

band, for instant listening-you can program your own
favorites later. It has sleep and turn -on timers, plus a
separate timer for an alarm beep. (The alarm settings
stay in memory if the power goes out.) There's also a
count -down timer I can hear in other rooms. The CD
player has audible fast forward and reverse (but no programming or direct track access), and its loading drawer moves like its tracks were buttered. Rated output
power is 5 watts per channel at 5% distortion, and there's
usable output from about 90 Hz to 9 kHz. The sound from
the two downward -angled 31/2 -inch speakers is warm,

Aleph 2s excelled on everything I put through it. Playing CDs through the
variable outputs of the highly regarded Sony CDP-XA7ES CD player into
Legacy's Classic II ribbon -tweeter loudspeakers, the
Pass amps revealed audible layers and textures and
space around instruments that I have rarely heard.

The amplifiers' total lack of harshness meant
hours of fatigue -free
listening, even to
highly dynamic brass

GRAtE A

and other music. This

lack of harshness is
like a tube amp's-but, unlike many tube amps,
the Aleph 2 has incredible low -frequency power
and speed, for bass that is tight and deep.
The trade-off for all this glorious sound is lots
of heat, which means you'll have to leave lots of
space around the Alephs in your rack, or just leave

them in the open. But it's worth dealing with the extra heat to have an amp that
sounds this wonderful. (Pass Laboratories: P.O. Box 219, Foresthill, Cal. 95631;
916/367-3690; http://www.passlabs.com)
John Gatski
For literature, circle No. 121

JVC FS -2000 MINI STEREO SYSTEM
Iw

ricken with technolust the moment I saw the FS -2000 Executive Desktop
is a very sleek, compact, hi -tech design with cherry wood speaker cabinets.
The three pieces together are only 15 inches wide. But you can spread the speakers for
better stereo. Each vented enclosure holds a 31/2 -inch shielded driver with flat response
z to 16 kHz; but the sound is far better than those numbers suggest. The real
treas
are in the center unit: an AM/FM tuner with 15 presets per band, a programmab
player, an amp that delivers about 10 watts/channel at listenable distortion levels,
such neat features as an AUX/Tape input and line output; a subwoofer output; a
To
digital output from the CD player; And all the features of a clock radio. When the
do
ns the unit on, it fades gradually to the volume level you've preset. And you can
di
e display. The price Of the JVC's compactness is that many
functions are only on its remote: bass and treble controls, station preset assignment, and direct access to specific presets. I had only
two complaints: AM reception drowns in static when a nearby
Syste

over -accentuating the lower

registers of singers like

GRADE: B-

Amanda McBroom, and the
soundstage is very narrow;
after all, it's not a hi-fi sys-

tem but a radio, albeit a
good one. The controls are off -beat, but not illogical;
read the manual once and you'll do fine. The display
is easy to read from my breakfast nook; I longed for

a remote control. My only real complaint is that

A

behind the radio. At $250, it's not a fabulous bargain, but it does give good value for the money.

lamp is on. And off is of with no illumination, annoying, since I use it as my bedside
clock radio. Looks, features, sound, all for
$380-easy to love. There's also an FS -1000,
with unshielded speakers in a cabinet of medium -density fiberboard with a grey finish, for

(Proton: 13855 Struikman Rd., Cerritos, Cal.
Ivan Berger

$330. (WC: 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood Pk., N.J.
07407; 201/794-3900.)
Ivan Berger

the Proton shifts very slowly from one preset to an-

other. And if your cabinet is less than 11 inches
deep, take care you don't pinch the power cord

90703; 562/404-2222.)

For literature, circle No. 120

For literature, circle No. 122
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Definitive ProCinema
The Ultimate Sub/Sat System
"Best sound for the money at the 1997 CES"
-Auáiol Video Reviewer Rich Warren
This truly remarkable $799 system features:
Absolute State -of -the -Art Performance
for Music and Home Theater Perfection
125 -Watt Powered 10" Subwoofer
Cast -Basket Drivers and Aluminum Tweeters
Optional Timbre -Matched Center and Rears
Dolby AC -Y Ready

Black or White

Definitive Technoloz®
The Leader in High-Performa ice

11105

Loudspeakers,.

Valley Hts. Dr. Baltimtxe. IV®º 1117 (4I0) 363-7148

Visit us at http://www.detinitivetech.com
CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READEF SERVICE CARD
Rrncstrnv/ Trademark c'Í
I Adhc Lulecrutories Licensing C. n

See our dealer list on page 19

SOLUTIONS

Emery "Bit' of Every
SigTial'to Everywhere
oday, your sound and
pictures start as "bits"
The information stored on a
CD, LaserDisc, DVE, or trans-

pieces. The "Y" signal carries the b/w picture and the "C"

signal carries the color information. When color TV

I

became available it had to be compatible with existing
b/w TV sets. so the extra information for olor was kept
separate. S -VHS machines, video cameras, DSS
receivers, LaserDisc and DVD players are among the
equipment often featuring S -Video outputs.

mitted to a DSS receiver...it s all
bits of digital data.
AudioQuest offers a complete range

of cables optimized to transfer

all

four digital standards with En absolute
minimum of interference: S/'DIF (7552
(11052 balanced),
coax), AES/EBU
TosLink (EIA-J fiber optic), and ST (AT&T
type fiber optic).

Component Video (YIQ): Even the "C" in Y/C is a combination signal. Since there are three colors (red/green/
-blue), there must be two color difference signals. Y -I is
the red signal, Y -Q is the blue, and Y minus red and blue
is green. DVD players are the first to feature YIQ outputs.
RGB: Red, Green and Blue are the real components of
a video signal. RGB cables carry the three color signals,
plus the vertical and horizontal marker information that
allows the monitor to draw a picture and not just a continuous line of changing colors. RGB is most common
for feeding separate video projectors.

Even though pictures and sound may begin as

digital signals, they must be Converted back
into the world we live in, the world of analog.
Most of your components and most of your cables
are handling analog signals, whether audio or video.

Audio: As important as it is to get the video right, it's
the audio that carries the drama, the power, the emotion...whether it's a system with or without a picture.

Under the VideoQuest name we make h gh pe -for nuance cables for all the different video signal systems. We also make several different gradas of cable
for each system. The cable in one system is not batter

Unfortunately, it's late in this ad and we've run out of
room to "talk" about AudioQuest double aalanced and
triple balanced audio interconnect, Hyperlitz speaker

than the cable in another, only the number of channels of
information is different. The same type of widaband 7552
coax is needed for every channel, no matter how many.

cables, UL CL/3 in -wall cables, on wall cables, AC power

cables, high purity long -grain metals, exotic insulating
materials and patented constructions. We'll just have to
hope that you ask an AudioQuest/ VideoQuest dealer to
demonstrate for you how very important all these things
are. We'll also he pleased to send you the "long" version
(our literature). Please use any of the communication
media listed below to let us know where you want it sent.

Coaxial RF (radio frequency, also called RG for radio
guide) cable carries the combined audio and video signal
from an antenna or a DSS dish, or a cable TV box.

Composite Video cable carries the entire picture sigral
between most VCRs and LaserDisc players to tie monitor.

S -Video (Y/C), carries the same information, but in two

OPTILINK Z

VIDEO TWO

RUBY

4-18

TYPE 6

P.O Box 3060 San Clemente. CA 92674 USA. Tel 714-498-2770, Fax 714-498-5112, info@audioquest.con,

SR -1604

AC -12

^UCJiOqUeSt

